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Abstract: The Peruvian anchoveta fishery was for nearly 60 years characterized by the
unsustainable dynamics of open access resource pools. This thesis investigates whether
the 2009 Peruvian Legislative Decree 1084 on Individual Vessel Quotas (IVQ's) is an
effective response to the industrial overcapacity and race-to-fish problems that
threatened the environment before its implementation. It employs Common-Pool
Resource theory to assess the impact of the new IVQ scheme on collective dynamics,
and Ribot and Peluso's access theory (2009) to elucidate evolving power relations in the
fishery. In this framework, DL1084 is evaluated as a regulatory instrument, as a lens on
fisheries governance in Peru, and as a source of insight into how environmental impact
serves in developing regulations of natural resource exploitation. A triangulated mixedmethod design is employed: (1) a two-stream literature review of fisheries management
and of the fishery's political ecology; (2) a quantitative analysis of daily state-published
landings reports; and (3) seven in-depth intensive interviews with key actors in the
fishery, conducted in Peru over two field-trips of approximately 2 months in total.
Results indicate that although IVQ's supported existing trends towards large-scale
economic efficiency and altered extreme competitive strategies previously associated
with open access, fishing companies have built larger ships, favour bigger catches and
still concentrate fishing effort around a given annual peak. Meanwhile, capacity has
again increased in the unregulated artisanal fishery sector. DL1084 appears to reflect a
broader process of growing private sector involvement in managing the fishery, made
official by its institutionalization of market self-regulation. Ultimately, it evidences
deep structure and capacity limitations in the state's ability to govern marine resources.
The law was nevertheless seen as a landmark for the environmental legal process in
Peru and an opportunity for reform. This thesis suggests that studying such legislations
can provide insight into state identity and the evolving relationship between a nation
and its geography.
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Resumen: Durante casi 60 años, la pesquería peruana de anchoveta estaba caracterizada
por las dinámicas insostenibles de la explotación de recursos de propiedad común en
situación de acceso abierto. Esta tesis investiga si el Decreto Legislativo Peruano 1084
(DL1084) sobre Límites Máximos de Captura por Embarcación (LMCE) es una
respuesta efectiva a los problemas de sobrecapacidad industrial y de carrera por el
recurso que amenazaban el ambiente antes de su aplicación en 2009. Se basa en la teoría
de los Recursos de Propiedad Común (Common-Pool Resource theory) para evaluar el
impacto del nuevo modelo de gestión por LMCE sobre las dinámicas colectivas, y en la
teoría del Acceso de Ribot y Peluso (2009) para trazar la evolución de las relaciones de
poder en la pesquería. En este marco, el DL1084 es evaluado como herramienta
regulatoria, como lente sobre la gobernanza pesquera en el Perú y como reflejo del
proceso por el cual el impacto ambiental sirve como base para el desarrollo de
regulaciones sobre el acceso a recursos naturales. Sigue un diseño triangulado de
métodos combinados: (1) una revisión de literatura en dos ramas de la gestión de
pesquería como campo general y de la ecología política de la pesquería de anchoveta;
(2) un análisis cuantitativo de los informes diarios de desembarques publicados por el
estado (IMARPE); y (3) siete entrevistas intensivas de fondo con actores claves en la
pesquería, realizadas en Perú durante dos visitas de aproximadamente dos meses en
total. Los resultados indican que a pesar de que los LMCE soportaron una tendencia
existente hacia una eficiencia económica de mayor escala y alteraron las estrategias
competitivas extremas asociadas con el acceso abierto, las empresas pesqueras han
construido embarcaciones más grandes, favorecen capturas de mayor tamaño y todavía
concentran su esfuerzo pesquero alrededor de un pico anual de abundancia. En paralelo,
ha aumentado la capacidad de captura en el sector artesanal, el cual no cuenta con
límites de captura. El DL1084 aparece como parte de un proceso más general de
creciente involucramiento del sector privado en el manejo de la pesquería, haciéndolo
oficial por su misma institucionalización de la autorregulación del mercado. Por último,
pone en evidencia profundas limitaciones de estructura y de capacidad en el estado en
cuanto a cómo gobierna los recursos marinos. La ley ha sin embargo sido vista como un
precedente importante para el proceso legislativo ambiental en el Perú así como una
oportunidad para impulsar otras reformas. Esta tesis sugiere que el estudio de tales
legislaciones puede ofrecer una mirada sobre los procesos de formación de la identidad
de un estado y sobre la evolución de la relación entre una nación y su geografía.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The central matter of investigation is to understand recent changes in government
regulation of the anchoveta fishery in Peru. A new IVQ-based law was implemented in
2009 marking a significant turn in how this historically and economically important
industry is managed. Legislative Decree 1084 was justified on the basis of its potential
to make the fishery more sustainable. This research project investigates these claims
and considers them from the greater perspective of the fishery’s political ecology.
1.1. Presentation

Peru is a country defined by rich ecological diversity and distinct geographical
identities. In spite of marked physical barriers between sub-geographies, its ecologies
and peoples have formed through interconnectivity in the landscape. As part of what is
called the Maritime Foundations of Andean Civilization hypothesis (MFAC), many
historians believe that Peru’s bountiful ocean waters provided the impetus for
agricultural development more than 5,000 years ago (Mann 2006). Crop production was
organized in the interior to sustain trade with coastal populations for fish, and valuable
textiles made from cultivated cotton figured prominently in this exchange. Marine fish
have played a part in Andean peoples’ diets since well before the Inca empire or the
Spaniards’ arrival (Marcus et al. 1999), and today the ocean’s resources remain a vital
underpinning of the country’s economy.
1.1.1. The Peruvian anchoveta fishery

As of 2013, Peru is experiencing a period of economic growth characterized by
increasing industrial production driven by domestic demand and a booming export
market. Intertwining and concentrating offerings from the country’s diverse regions, the
top three sources of foreign revenue are mining (66%), hydrocarbon extraction (9%)
and fisheries (7%) (INEI 2013). The species that most contributes to this important role
for marine resources, and which this research project focuses on, is the anchoveta.
Engraulis ringens as it is taxonomically designated, or “Peruvian anchovy” as others
say, not only accounted for 81% of Peru’s fisheries landings in 2012, it was also on
average the most fished species in the world with the typical annual catch exceeding 5
million tonnes (this also makes Peru the country with the second-highest annual catches
in the world, after China) (INEI 2013; FAO 2011). Nearly 99% of the anchoveta caught
is destined for indirect human consumption (IHC), principally via the production of
marine-based animal foodstuffs, contributing nearly 30% of their global market (García
Díaz 2008).
While the anchoveta fishery plays an undeniably important role in the Peruvian
economy, it is certainly no longer the leading export it skyrocketed to become by 1963
in its first decade of industrial development (Doucet & Einarsson 1965). Its scale of
operation nevertheless persists at historically high levels in spite of drastic prolonged
negative impacts on the ecosystem (De La Puente et al. 2011). It is reasonable to
suggest that the fishery’s historical importance, employment role, extremely high
profitability, and the fact that it constitutes an essential link and input to the highly
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complex commodity chain of globalized food production all contribute to its continued
existence at such high levels of exploitation.
1.1.2. Management of the fishery and the advent of Legislative Decree 1084

In spite of its long history and importance for the country, incomplete regulations have
maintained the anchoveta fishery in a state of essentially open access for most of its
history with very few barriers to entry. No control measures limited participation in the
fishery during its first decade of rapid industrialization until in 1965 the Ministry of
Fisheries imposed a seasonal total allowable catch1 (TAC) limit which all registered
boats could participate in collectively fishing until filled. The abundance of fish and the
combination of low entry costs and high potential profitability meant that as long as the
TAC remained the principal regulatory institution, a retrospectively predictable race to
fish and a chronic over-accumulation of capacity defined the fishery for much of its
history (Aranda 2009a).
Excluding a period of fleet nationalization in the 1970’s and 80’s, the TAC remained
the dominant regulatory framework until 2008. That year, the Ministry of Production
(PRODUCE) changed it from a total quota to individual vessel quotas (IVQ’s) with
Legislative Decree 1084 on “Maximum Allowable Vessel Capture Limits”2 (literal
translation, here onwards DL1084). Although both deal with catch allowances, IVQ’s
represent a radical departure from a TAC-managed open access regime: IVQ’s are a
market-related fisheries management mechanism that grants each quota holder the right
to exploit a given amount of the total resource pool, essentially conferring a property
right to now privatized resource units.
IVQ’s had already been on the table as a potential overcapacity correction
mechanism in the mid-1990’s (Chile implemented them in 1991) but were swiftly
abandoned when a series of crises surrounding the 1998 El Niño caused many fishing
companies to collapse prompting the government to relax regulations. In the decade that
followed, the race-to-fish dynamic took over again as the fishery reaped profits and
built-up capacity during years of renewed stock abundance. The case for a managerial
intervention is often made based on crisis or its detection, however this did not appear
to be the situation (Charles 1995). Equally curious and novel was the law’s recognition
that fishing dynamics under the previous framework “posed a serious threat to the
environment” and “put pressure on the ecosystem balance” (Gobierno del Perú 2008a,
p.1). Both factors suggest that while the fishery was apparently operating normally,
currents of transformation, and changes in the political-economic and possibly socioecological relations of the fishery, conspired to bring upon constitutive change. As this
study later elucidates, DL1084 has had an enormous impact on the business of
industrially fishing anchoveta in Peru, while not eliminating environmentally
threatening dynamics, and opening the door to new ones.

1
2

Límite Máximo Total de Captura Permisible.
Decreto Legislativo 1084 sobre los Límites Máximos Permisibles de Captura por Embarcación.
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1.2. Aim of study and research questions

The economic rationalization of natural resources for maximum sustainable yield has
been a dominant trend of the last 50 years (Charles 1995; Copes 2000). Fisheries have
proven exemplary targets, emitting their own preferred set of optimized political
management practices and tools such as IVQ’s (Squires et al. 1995) and increasingly,
practices that fall under the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries. In the instance of Peru’s
anchoveta fishery, the advent of Legislative Decree 1084 on IVQ’s (DL1084) could be
superficially accepted as merely the evidence of these external forces of change making
their way to the fishery. Finding out whether this is the case is an interesting question on
its own, but one also needs to question why it has been implemented so late in the
fishery’s nearly 60 years as the world’s most abundant source of fish and its essential
role in the Peruvian national economy. The fundamental question guiding our study thus
becomes: is DL1084 an effective response to the problems that it is designed to
address?
State legislation usually results from long-developing social and political-economic
processes at the national level. The relevance of this study is in seeking to understand
how DL1084 came about in Peru and what it represents for how the fishery is governed.
Indeed, though IVQ’s are an established resource management mechanism, little work
has been done to study the socio-economic outcomes of their application to fisheries
resources (their mobile nature on its own represents an under-studied property)
(Campling et al. 2012). Without adopting a perspective that extends beyond the realities
of Peru, it is reasonable to assume that the complexity of common-pool resource (CPR)
system evolution make it essential to study the inception, formulation and
implementation of DL1084 in order to provide a diagnostic indication of the
legislation’s effectiveness.
a) To evaluate DL1084 as a regulatory instrument. How is the legislation designed and
what are its impacts? Based on CPR studies, theoretical predictions and past fisheries
experiences, how can the IVQ scheme proposed by DL1084 be rated, or could have
been predicted to function? Using official catch data, can we find quantitative
indications that DL1084 has had an impact on the fishery? What do actors and
policymakers involved in the fishery think of DL1084?
b) To assess DL1084 as an indicator and lens on fisheries governance in Peru. A
comprehensive study of DL1084 must not only evaluate the robustness of the legislation
but also the context in which it operates. The study seeks to elucidate how the political
ecological configuration of the fishery and its management impact on this legislation,
and in particular how it was born, implemented and now exists. Is DL1084 the product
of a management crisis which resulted in a regime shift, or rather a landmark within a
constellation of parallel evolving factors (Young 2010)? This is equivalent to using
DL1084 as a lens that can offer us an avenue to conceptually assess the governance
strategy for the anchoveta fishery. To the same inverse effect, does DL1084 reflect any
theoretical perspectives on political change in Peru and what can the fishery’s own
participants tell us about the structures and flow of power which define its scope?
c) To elucidate how environmental impact is employed in developing regulations of
natural resource exploitation. Does DL1084 represent a political internalization of
ecological processes in Peru? How is the environment a driver of or pretext for
regulation?
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The thesis adopts a political ecology approach and is cast in CPR theory and access
theory frameworks. It is hoped that this research will ultimately provide insight into the
future of one of the planet’s most abundant and resilient fisheries, as well as an
informed outlook on the future of marine environmental governance in Peru.
1.3. Thesis outline

In the following two sections, the thesis develops the methodology and framework that
guided the process of inquiry. Methodology (section 2) is first considered in terms of
the research problem and hypothesis, then posits the epistemological approach needed
to address the study aim, and opens up to detail the three angles of this study’s
triangulated mixed-method investigation. The theoretical framework in section 3 covers
the general theoretical approach of political ecology and then presents the two theories
that frame the research endeavour: common-pool resource theory and access theory.
Section 4 begins the first of this research project’s three research avenues, in this
case the literature review. This section concerns itself with fisheries science and the
principles of governing the commons as applied to fisheries. It starts with the inception
of the fisheries management field and its implications for institutional arrangements. It
investigates the knowledge gaps and structural exclusions that this paradigm has
produced, and the alternative management frameworks that have arisen as a product of
their limited scope: the particular example given here is the Ecosystem Approach to
Fisheries. Finally, it ends with an opening on the field of complex systems and what it
can contribute to the study of fisheries systems.
Sections 5 and 6 represent the attempt to construct a body of knowledge specific to
the fishery and relevant to understanding its recent history and current configuration.
The first of the two (5) looks at the present day economic and productive dimensions of
the fishery, and in a second sub-section, the Humboldt Current Upwelling System that
underpins the industry. It includes six figures (figs. 5.1-5.6) constructed from national
production data to compliment its general presentation of the fishery’s characteristics.
The second section (6) contextualizes the previous one with a political ecology of the
fishery and its primary management institutions over time. It follows a historical
progression divided into two time periods: from 1950 to 1990, when the fishery was
born, developed, collapsed and stabilized, and from when the fishery entered its current
neoliberal period of development, 1990 until the present day. From there it follows with
a sub-section detailing how DL1084 functions, and a second sub-section outlining the
present day management system and approach from a broader perspective, including a
summary of opinions and critiques of the IVQ system.
Section 7 constitutes the second research pillar: the quantitative analysis of the daily
landings reports published by IMARPE. It differentiates the analysis of inter-annual
averages (figs. 7.1-7.3) from intra-annual comparisons of catch data fluctuations (7.47.6) into two sub-sections.
Section 8 presents the synthesis and analysis of intensive in-depth interviews with
key actors in the fishery, the last of the three research pillars in this thesis. Interview
insights are organized into various scalar categories, from specific issues to general
themes. It begins by elucidating the development process of the legislation and
correspondingly then assesses the law’s impact. The next three sub-sections contrast
changes in the industrial fishing companies, the evolution of the state’s capacity to
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govern the fishery and insights into IMARPE’s function as a scientific and biological
authority. This final analysis of results section concludes by considering DL1084 as a
potential political landmark.
The thesis closes with a discussion (section 9) and a conclusion (section 10).
DL1084 and its related developments are discussed from the point of view of three
conceptual frameworks operationalized from the two theories: as a corrective measure,
as a lens on the evolution of the fishery and in relation to the broader system insights it
has uncovered. The discussion then ends with reflections on research design.

5
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2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. The research problem: question, hypothesis and scope

Methodology begins with the statement of an object of inquiry and the definition of a
research unit. The object of inquiry here is the flow of benefit from the anchoveta
fishery leading up to DL1084, and our research unit is the fishery itself as represented
by its constitutive interest groups. The research question asks whether DL1084 is an
effective response to the problems that it is designed to address. A guiding hypothesis is
that as a technical and punctual intervention in a complex web of nonlinear power
relations, DL1084 cannot independently transform the core dynamics of how anchoveta
is exploited and managed in Peru simply through property rights.
By asking a broad question, the project is intentionally exploratory and descriptive. It
was also hoped that by adopting a political ecology approach, it could lend novel
interpretative value to the connections between entities and forces in the fishery that are
typically studied behind disciplinary or structural lines. As initial considerations, in this
respect, maximum care has been given to consider the suitability of the research
components, and to support the question with a fitting conceptual framework and the
corresponding breadth of background investigation. This study is aware of its holistic
biases and their influence on research concepts, purpose and epistemology: it aspires to
make its contribution as part of a constellation of many other valid research initiatives
on fisheries management in Peru.
2.2. Epistemology and triangulation

From a purely philosophical standpoint, this interdisciplinary research project aspires to
conserve ontological constructivism based on the object of inquiry, and to carry out its
investigation with epistemological realism, as reflected by a continuously re-developed
mode of inquiry from observations3 (Crang 2001; Glaser & Strauss 1967; Haig 1995).
As social research, it aims not for replicability of findings, but rather deep insights
issued from grounded thinking (Hoggart et al. 2002). This calls for a semi-realist blend
of inductive and deductive method, where each observation is considered for its ability
to validate the research approach rather than to provide its positivistic verification4, and
give way to new ideas. The same rigour should extend through to the interpretation of
results, how they are written about and represented. Hypothesized relationships between
interpreted data codifications must also be grounded in order to avoid losing research
accuracy with unchecked subjectivity: they must be “consistent and supportable, asking
how and why one category of responses differs from or echoes another” (Crang 2001,
p.219). As Mike Crang also writes, “we are rarely in the process of uncovering patterns
and order, more in the business of creating and making them” (2001, p.231).
In dealing with a wide range of interests and standpoints, a certain methodological
collectivism is required to avoid the trappings of a single field of vision (Walsh 1997).
It calls for “a reciprocal, mutually respectful, dialogic relationship between
philosophical frameworks and methodological decisions” (Greene & Caracelli 1997,
3

As Glaser and Strauss advocated in their seminal paper on the development of grounded theory (1967).
Neither positivist in searching for an ultimate truth through ‘correct’ procedures, nor experimentally
pluralist, post-constructivist or anti-realist with merely journalistic potential (Greene & Caracelli 1997).
4
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p.15). Introducing different sources of information and types of data into a grounded
methodological space also allows for findings to be potentially supported through
corroboration (or cross-validation) (Lindsay 1997; Hoggart et al. 2002). Lack of
correspondence between sources provides an incentive for further investigation: much
like a grounded theory, uncertainties are part of research as a learning process. The field
of Participatory Rural Appraisal is responsible for formalizing this ‘grounded’ mixedmethod approach as triangulation, defined as “the use of complimentary methods [and
sources] in order to gain deeper insight on a research problem” (Hoggart et al. 2002,
p.67). The emphasis here should be on complementarity, for each method must still be
independently capable of addressing the question investigated, while together they can
overcome each others’ built-in biases and limitations.
2.3. Research design and methods

The research question applies little direct prescriptive power on the range of methods
that can be employed. As already developed however, it calls for a methodology that is
line with common pool resources, congruent with the project’s position within political
ecology and human geography, connectable to the fishery’s own criteria for evaluation,
and that maximizes the richest potential sources of information. These have been
integrated as three pillars of progressive investigation that can support a mixed-method
triangulated design.
2.3.1. Literature review

The first pillar consists of an extensive literature review covering: a) fisheries
management and the development of commons governance institutions in relation to
fisheries science; b) the present day dimensions of the fishery and the Humboldt Current
ecosystem that underpins the economic activity; and c) a political ecology of the fishery
since its inception, including an overview of the current fisheries management system
administered by the state in relation to anchoveta. The combination of both specific
(Peruvian) and general considerations is intentional: equal importance should be given
to the evolution of socio-historical and ecological relations in Peru as to the governance
approaches and traditions Peru has chosen to follow, or has been influenced by, in
managing its most lucrative fishery. Sections 4 to 6 make up this review. They provide
the necessary grounding background knowledge and theory for primary data collection
in the next two pillars.
The enormous amount of potential information available to satisfy the scope of this
review means that many valid sources were excluded for the sake of time constraints,
and to focus on the ones that were richest and most accessible. Correspondingly, media
and press analysis during or preceding the research period was kept to a minimum.
Dedicated visits to archives and libraries were also limited in opting to focus on
developing interview opportunities and limiting background research to the many
plentiful digital sources available. These both knowingly represent major unexplored
avenues of insight. The decision to not include them reflects the challenge of temporally
framing and grounding the relevance of a research project within a large, rapidly
evolving system.
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2.3.2. Quantitative analysis of IMARPE landings data

The second pillar is a quantitative analysis of the new legislation’s impact on catch data
through numerical integration of the daily national catch reports published by IMARPE
on its website since 2002. DL1084’s principal justification and objective is to counter
the race to fish by allowing each quota holder to manage their titled right to a capture
amount over the course of each fishing season rather than having to compete for a share
of the TAC the instant abundant stocks are located. The hypothesis for this subsection is
that the frequency distribution for daily catch amounts (as a percentage of their annual
maximum) is different for the years following implementation of DL1084 (2009-2012)
than for the years before it (here limited to 2002-2008). This should provide a
quantitative indication of whether IVQ’s might have created the incentives to fish less
over longer periods of time (as opposed to a lot over short periods), thus altering one of
fishery’s principal dynamics since inception. Specifically, if DL1084 has been effective,
it is expected that smaller daily landings have been more frequent, and extremely large
landings less frequent, since 2009. It is also expected that monthly averages across the
years before and after DL1084 will present wider peaks in an around the principal
fishing periods of February-March and November-December if according to
predictions, quota holders have opted to stagger their fishing effort.
To provide a present overview of the fishery in section 5, the study relies on three
principal public repositories of quantitative data on the fishery: the National Institute of
Statistics and Informatics (INEI) online database of records and reports of national
economic and production data in monthly and annual resolutions; fisheries and
manufacturing statistics on PRODUCE’s website; and IMARPE’s own general fisheries
statistics. These offer a lot of descriptive information, but not enough precision to
observe changes in the fishing behaviours DL1084 targets. Furthermore, they offer a
number of discrepancies and some are very out-dated5.
IMARPE’s daily catch records stand in direct contrast to this vagary however and do
offer data capable of informing the question of whether or not there has been a change
in fishing dynamics since 2002. A complication of this data set is that daily reports are
only provided as separate files. Fortunately, a smaller data set compiling these daily
catch reports until December 2010 was obtained from the Centre for Environmental
Sustainability at Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University. It was then complimented with
data from each daily report for the remaining time period (up to and including
December 2012) employing a Visual Basic macro function to extract the relevant data
lines from each report and compile them in one document. Analysis of these data
follows in the results section.
2.3.3. In-depth semi-structured interviews with key interest groups

The third pillar is designed to specifically investigate the relations and mechanisms
through which access is maintained and controlled. It is based on in-depth intensive
interviews to flesh out the observations, opinions and reflections of key interest group
members in the fishery. The study’s emphasis on DL1084 prescribes a focus on an
5

As examples: the annual catch data reported by IMARPE and INEI differ significantly in some years,
and IMARPE’s last important “Annual Report on Recruiting” or report on regional fisheries observations
date from 2008 and 2009 respectively.
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illustrative sample of interview candidates who were involved in the process of
developing the new legislation, or who are familiar with its intended purpose and
consequences. The interviews were conducted on site in Lima and in Spanish during
February, July and August of 2012. Each was planned around a semi-structured set of
questions developed from previous background research, modified by any preceding
interviews, and adapted to the interviewee’s position and field of expertise.
Interviews belong to an intensive research approach that seeks to understand
individual perceptions rather than collective behaviour. Such research is designed to
engage two kinds of analysis: constructing meaning and understanding complex or
little-known issues, whereby causality and range of response are desirable and actively
pursued (Hoggart et al. 2002; Lindsay 1997). It stands in contrast to extensive research,
which strives for objectivity, elimination of observer-induced bias and academic rigour.
Favoured intensive research methods emphasize observation, interaction, and response
to individual cases: such interactive interviews “will follow whatever path seems best in
context, whereas the standardized interviews or questionnaires of the extensive mode
cannot deviate from their prescribed forms” (Lindsay 1997, p.12). The intensive
interview is based on the assumption that “people are willing and able to comment on
their experiences and articulate their feelings and values”, and how they view their own
world and the meanings they ascribe to it (Hoggart et al. 2002, p.205; Valentine 2001).
“The purpose is to explore and understand actions within specific settings, to examine
human relationships and discover as much as possible about why people feel or act in
the ways they do” (McDowell 2010, p.158). It enables “opinions, networks of
relationships and ideas to be presented and qualified” (Hoggart et al. 2002, p.205). Even
so, it has a range of methodological possibilities and traditions: semi-structured indepth, long interviews, and oral history narratives as examples.
Together, interviewer and respondent jointly create knowledge through “the
interaction of linguistic expression (forming, asking and answering questions), through
understanding or misunderstanding (the interpretation of meaning and intent) and by
way of societal positioning (the placing of research participant as ‘subject’ and the
perception of the ‘researcher’ by participants)” (Hoggart et al. 2002, p.210). Finally, as
Linda McDowell writes, “interviewing is equally an interpretative methodology” (2010,
p.158). “The process is set in the context of the double hermeneutic of trying to develop
our interpretations of other peoples’ contested and not always coherent interpretations
and convey these more or less persuasively to others” (Crang 2001, p.231).
In this instance, intensive interviews were designed as a compliment to the formal
published information that supports the other two pillars, and the objective was to
connect with key members and spokespeople in the fishery. Specifically, semistructured intensive in-depth interviews were chosen for their reliance on open-ended
questions that preserve focus on the topic of investigation while allowing for divergence
in the interest of detail and insight (Fox 2006). Neither a basic or broad-spectrum
questionnaire survey would have met these qualitative objectives. Furthermore, given
the unknown and likely limited number of participants that would eventually be
interviewed, each encounter had to preserve the flexibility needed to forge new potential
contacts, it had to be personal.
These key individuals, whose significance usually lies in their position within
organizations or as decision makers, are special (Lindsay 1997). Few of them will
successfully make it into the final study, each one requires a different approach, and
although prior knowledge and planning are essential, contact with them should be
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sensitive to events on the day. Indeed, though interviews were prepared ahead of time
with a specific list of questions, opportunity was given in the moment to openly focus
on a few limited topics when key insights were deemed obtainable. Questions were
planned along broad areas of interest with specific sub-questions to ask if the
opportunity presented itself. For example, the schematic prepared for an interview with
the director of a large industrial fishing fleet was designed around six broad areas of
interest: the person’s position with the company, the development of fisheries law, the
dynamics of individual vessel quotas, foreign influences in the fishery, the fleet’s
environmental measures and goals, and participation in national environmental
monitoring and policy development. Within those categories, key questions were
positioned such as: “why did competitive fishing dynamics continuously increase in
parallel to the development of DL1084?” and “do the industrial fleets have any power
over private sector monitoring entities?”.
In total, seven in-depth interviews were carried out. These included: a former minister
of fisheries; a former vice-minister of fisheries; the general manager of an industrial
fishing and marine product commercialization company; the director of a nongovernmental organization (NGO) focused on governance of natural resources in Peru;
a senior researcher in a private consultancy that has collaborated with the development
of fisheries legislation; an academic researcher at a centre specialized in fisheries
management and marine ecology issues in Peru; and the general manager and operator
of a medium-sized artisanal fishmeal production and commercialization company with
40 years of experience in the fishery.
All interviews began with a formal confirmation of the respondent’s agreement to
participate, as well as consent to the interview being recorded. Interviewees were told
that that they could choose to go off the record or that the interview could be stopped at
any moment. All participants except for one agreed to their names being associated with
the study, however this thesis has elected to not include them. Even though interviewees
collaborated with the study in an official function, the relevance of their participation is
connected to the positions they represent more than their private identities. Furthermore,
the privileged level of granted access dictates that future academic participation in the
fishery should be protected and hopefully enhanced by the concerns of this study, as
opposed to being viewed as an indiscriminate incursion. The decision to leave out
participant names is therefore intended as a stance against the gratuitous use of
personally-identifying information and a precaution against the use of this study to
make claims regarding participants which are unrelated with the study itself.
“It is easy to concur that interviewing is a strangely familiar, yet mystical, social
process” (Hoggart et al. 2002, p.204). Although they are easily favoured for their
familiarity and apparent simplicity, beneath lies a diverse array of conditions that
influence investigative conclusions. “Questions about identification, contacts,
interactions, interpretation and representation are important at different stages in the
process whereas issues of ethics, responsibility, equity, status and power underlie the
whole process” (McDowell 2010, p.158). The importance of interpersonal, language
and listening skills in interviews constitutes a source of variance inherent to this
method, and thus the quality of results is highly contingent upon researchers’ selfcritical introspection and ability to identify their ‘positionality’ and or reflexivity
(Valentine 2001). Here fluency of speaking Spanish was a key factor to gaining access
to the depth of insight that this project aspired to. Researchers must remain aware of the
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reciprocal influence being formed with their respondents and embedded multi-scalar
power relations (Hoggart et al. 2002). Relevant to this case, elites typically have a great
deal of interview experience, and hierarchies of power are often enhanced at their work
place. The interviewer has to consider that agreement to an interview is often connected
to matters of mutual interest and political positioning. It should be assumed that
interviews only generate information on what participants say they do rather than their
actual practices (Valentine 2001).
The next section investigates and develops the frameworks that will later guide these
three pillars of inquiry starting in section 4. The results are followed by the discussion
in section 8 of what all three approaches mean together and to each other. It also reflects
on research outcomes in relation to what was originally planned and how the design and
expectations were adjusted. Time and scope are fundamental determinants of the
research process.
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Deciphering the full scope of processes by which DL1084 and IVQ’s were implemented
in order to evaluate how these potentially represent a change in the anchoveta fishery’s
sustainability requires tools. These should function as an epistemological syntax to
guide observations and later enhance their legibility according to an established
standpoint. The problem requires not only an analysis of the relationship between overt
elements, but the flexibility to identify the full scope of constitutive factors relevant to
the purpose. In this instance, the interpretational approach must be sensitive to human
and ecological processes, while focused enough on assessing rule and norm changes.
For these reasons, the current section begins with a summary definition of the main
political ecology approach guiding this thesis in its elucidation of how socio-historical
and ecological processes connect with each other through the evolving power relations
of the anchoveta fishery. From there it develops the two theoretical frameworks that
later serve to elucidate its empirical findings: common-pool resource theory as the
general framework associated with fisheries management and regulatory institutions,
and access theory as an avenue to study the relations between actors seeking to gain
benefit from a resource, along with the well-defined conceptual operationalization (or
conceptual framework) of access mechanisms.
3.1. Political ecology

Political ecology expands upon the relational analysis of human systems in political
economy to look at how power also mediates human-environment articulations
(Biersack 2006). The connections between elements are considered from a horizontal
and dialectical perspective rather than vertically dependent hierarchies. At the same
time, political ecology is “grounded less in a coherent theory than in a fluid and
ambivalent space that lies among political economy, culture theory, history and
biology” (Biersack 2006, p.5). This makes it possible to bring in theories from related
fields while also retaining the analytical resolution to account for the local
particularities of each geography. Political ecology is not devoid of ideological axes
however and adopts a decidedly Post-Marxian perspective: “capitalism no longer
supervenes but intervenes, engaging with the local, accommodating and negotiating
with it as a condition of its own penetration” (Biersack 2006, p.16).
Rather than focus on power as stratifying, power is followed or mapped to identify
underlying structures of inequality and the subtle ways in which human societies use
and shape nature to their own ends (Greenberg 2006). Nature is seen as reflective of the
global processes it is tied to: capitalist shocks to the ecosystem bounce back as altered
ecological cycles. It focuses therefore on the socio-historical evolution of institutions
developed around human-nature relations. At the same time, political ecology also
considers ecosystem dynamics independently, a control over the analytical tendency to
reduce natural processes to their divisions of political hierarchy and individual
commodities. From an ontological standpoint, it seeks to make visible the fundamental
differences in the logics that underlie and order each system. Finally, and essential in
the case of fisheries, political ecology can integrate our impacts upon the natural
environment as a solidification of our connection to it. A ‘humanized’ nature also
shapes the world of humans. As an essential example, this study must be equipped to
interpret the role of recurring deep impacts of El Niño events on the anchoveta fishery.
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3.2. Common-Pool Resource (CPR) theory

Fishermen derive their livelihood from catches in a wide range of employment
situations. As a collective however, they are all exploiting a common pool of the
resource. The embedded range of dynamics and power relations of such collective
systems are as important to understanding their evolution as studying the formal
institutions governing them (Feeny et al. 1990).
The common property or common-pool nature of fisheries resources carries two
basic attributes ( Feeny et al. 1990; Becker & Ostrom 1995). The first is that the
physical nature of the resource makes it costly or unreasonably difficult to control
access by potential users, summed up as the term ‘excludability’. In the case of fish,
their migratory and marine nature entails special means of access and calls for methods
of quantifying their abundance that rely on greater abstraction from observations than
readily countable land-based resources (Ostrom et al. 1999). The second common-pool
resource characteristic is that each user is capable of taking away from the welfare of
other users: ‘subtractability’. This is also regarded as one of the primary causes of
divergence between individual and collective rationality in their exploitation (Feeny et
al. 1990).
The majority of cases for management of common resources include a discussion of
the arguments presented in Hardin’s classic article The Tragedy of the Commons
(Hardin 1968). Going by its logic, in a fishery each individual is free to fish wherever
they want and individual success is determined by the ability to maximize the amount
fished. When the number of fishermen and their extraction methods compound to
surpass the fishery’s output, individuals are driven to compete for a limited number of
fish and a race to fish becomes the dominant dynamic until the resource is depleted
(Hilborn et al. 2005). According to Hardin, this inevitable spiral results from the fact
that whilst individuals directly benefit from their efforts, any negative impact is shared
by and dissipated amongst the collective (a derivation of substractability). Extrapolating
from the same logic, the competitive incentives to act in self-interest also increase as the
amount of resources remaining drops.
Hardin sees only two solutions to the dilemma of collective exploitation: to either
directly privatize the resource (market control) as in the case of IVQ’s, or keep it public
and allocate rights to entry (state control) (1968). Another formulation is that the
economic instability and competition that besets open access fisheries means that
fishermen’s only way of finding economic fortune is either by participating in a fishery
that is under a form of control that puts the open resource under property rights, or by
way of a lucky catch (Hilborn et al. 2005). The Canadian economist Scott H. Gordon
summarizes it with the popular sayings “common-property natural resources are free
goods for the individual and scarce goods for society” and “wealth that is free for all is
valued by none” (1954, p.135). Conversely, many contend that the root problem of
fisheries is that they have been historically organized as an industry that escapes any
need for intervention or rationalization (Gordon 1954). Natural resources of the sea
yield no economic rent and what the fisherman leaves in the environment is
economically valueless.
Without enormous barriers to entry or strictly defined property entitlements, it
appears that: (1) fisheries follow an unavoidable tendency to overharvest and exhaust
their targeted marine resources and (2) fishermen’s livelihoods remain contingent on
beating their fellow users to the available riches until none remain (Becker & Ostrom
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1995). These arguments carry the heavy tone of natural degradation, but excluding
alternative livelihoods, users are in effect competing for their means of survival. Hardin
is heavily criticized for propagating this all-or-nothing perspective on the common-pool
dilemma, for it is said to overlook the institutional arrangements that develop on their
own between users and within societies. Even if it is cynically tempting to assume that
people by default act exclusively from independent rationalizations, to actually behave
so within an established collective would seem more a product of constraints than a
natural tendency.
CPR systems differ and converge based on how the basic assumed dynamics
overviewed above are modified by endogenous properties. These properties can take the
shape of formal or informal institutions. In the latter case, the ever-present problem of
how to manage common goods has yielded a wealth of examples and well-defined
mechanisms from which to construct policies that can regulate the exploitation of such
resources according to different aims and benefit horizons. Section 4 surveys the
approaches and institutions employed to manage fisheries. What ultimately defines this
theory is that it considers CPR systems as a unit in and of itself with net characteristics
produced by their constitutive elements. In contrast, access theory positions itself at the
level of the relationship between the exploiters (as opposed to above them).
3.3. Access theory
3.3.1. IVQ’s, the limitations of property rights and means of access

By nature, fisheries undergo rapid socio-ecological change and are embedded in larger
sets of political-economic and ecological relationships. As economic production
systems, fisheries are shaped by the social relations of capitalism, and their management
is a political process closely bound up with processes of capitalist accumulation
(Campling et al. 2012). As the central matter of investigation, IVQ legislation in Peru
can be seen as an initiative to structure capitalist social-property relations at a particular
moment in time. The endeavour subsequently becomes to elucidate which elements,
what trajectories of environmental and social change, run contingent with this moment.
This can be related back to Marx’s vision of property as an appropriation based on
previous appropriations in an unfolding historical process, formalized in law at
particular junctures (Ribot & Peluso 2009).
As the nexus of law-making, the state represents an assemblage of the political,
economic and social relations associated with a legislation (Campling et al. 2012). It
also matches the scale and migratory nature of fishing resources. Furthermore, from a
liberal institutionalist perspective, centralized regulatory policy frames are required to
counter the fact that weak property regimes and distorted market signals determine the
access regime in fisheries systems (Campling et al. 2012). It appears that a state-focused
framework is called for, but even if the state may have “the theoretical capacity to
control access to assets within its territory”, “the right to control access is not the same
as the ability to do so” (Havice & Reed 2012, p.417). “Struggles over property are as
much about the scope and constitution of authority as about access to resources” and
how “politics emerge, consolidate and recede” (Sikor & Lund 2009, p.2). Yet, the
perspective of “legitimization by a politico-legal authority […] as the distinguishing
factor between access and property” is superficial at best (Sikor & Lund 2009, p.6).
Access flows beyond the scope of formal institutional authority.
IVQ’s in fisheries are also widely discussed as purely property rights. This economic
approach captures inherent forms of power, the kind that flows from the capacity of
some actors to affect the practices and ideas of others, but it fails to account for the
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emergent properties of power that can arise from intended or unintended changes in
social relationships (Ribot & Peluso 2009). The assumption that private property
relations, through the market, improve the distribution of resources “fails to appreciate
capital as not a ‘thing’ but as the diverse social relations that constitute it” (Campling et
al. 2012, p.181). Property is but “one set of factors (nuanced in many ways) in a larger
array of institutions, social and political-economic relations, and discursive strategies
that shape benefit flows” (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.157). Seen from another angle, IVQ’s
grant social power over production choices, though not necessarily their ecological and
social consequences. IVQ’s merely imply that the market will have more power to
determine resource allocation. “Without allocating rights per se, ideological and
discursive manipulations, as well as relations of production and exchange, profoundly
shape patterns of benefit distribution” (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.156).
In their Theory of Access, Jesse Ribot and Nancy Peluso propose that relations
among actors surrounding resource appropriation, management or use, are defined by
maintenance and control. These complimentary social positions, or access relations,
then temporarily crystallize around means of access (to the benefits from resources).
The “powers to benefit from resources constitute the material, cultural and politicaleconomics strands within the ‘bundles’ and ‘webs’ of powers that configure resource
access” (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.154). Bundles of power create economic and social
relations that constrain or enable access and are shaped by socio-economic and
environmental dynamics. Access analysis proposes to identify and map the strands that
form these bundles and webs as “the means, processes, and relations by which actors
are enabled to gain, control and maintain access to resources” (Ribot & Peluso 2009,
p.160).
3.3.2. Access analysis (conceptual framework)

Access analysis relies on three levels of inquiry in relation to the benefit derived from a
particular resource (a single transaction or a chain of benefits connecting multiple
actors) (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.161):
1. “Identifying and mapping the flow of the particular benefit of interest”;
2. “Identifying the mechanisms by which different actors involved gain, control, and
maintain the benefit flow and its distribution” within particular political and cultural
circumstances.
3. “An analysis of the power relations underlying the mechanisms of access involved in
the instances where benefits are derived”.
Mechanisms are subsequently identified as belonging to one of three broad categories,
and sub-classifications therein:
Legal rights-based - Mechanisms that allow property rights holders to assert their law,
custom or convention-sanctioned rights accompanied by enforcement mechanisms.
These involve a community, state or government that will enforce a claim: as titles,
deeds, permits and licenses. “In such cases, the property rights themselves shape the
relations among people with respect to benefit flows”, i.e. who controls and who
maintains access (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.162). Ambiguities within laws, customs and
conventions are nevertheless frequent as can result from overlapping systems of
legitimacy.
Illegal rights-based - “A form of direct access defined against those based on the
sanctions of custom, convention, or law”; also, “the enjoyment of benefits from things
in ways that are not socially sanctioned by state and society” (Ribot & Peluso 2009,
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p.164). These mechanisms operate through stealth and coercion (force or threat of it),
violence and theft: they are rights-denied mechanisms of access.
Structural and relational - Here “the ability to benefit from resources is mediated by
constraints established by the specific political-economic and cultural frames within
which access to resources is sought” (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.164). The theory
identifies nine sub-classes of structural and relational means of access: through
technology, to capital, to markets, to labour and labour opportunities, to knowledge, to
authority, through social identity and via the negotiation of other social relations.
Without going into a discussion reserved for original results, the role of science in
fisheries is an illustrative closing example of the potential relevance of each mechanism.
In fisheries, science plays a fundamental role in determining access relations by
informing politically motivated resource management decisions: it is at the forefront of
any discourse about the definition and allocation of fisheries resources. In Peru, quota
allocation recommendations begin with IMARPE’s research. An equally valid
consideration is the constructionist view of the political sphere as a reflection of the
“discursive practices through which objects are invested with meaning” - science also
constructs our collective vision of marine ecosystems (Biersack 2006, p.14).
It is also worth mentioning that this Theory of Access makes the modest caveat
admission that “the relation between actors who own capital and those who labor [sic]
with others’ capital or means of production parallels the relation between actors who
control others’ access and those who must maintain their own access” (Ribot & Peluso
2009, p.159). The division of benefits is ultimately negotiated in the relation between
these two sets of actors. Of course, the social relations of capital are an understandably
dominant force shaping access, but this only represents a greater incentive to
disentangle their weight from the forces shaping them rather than falling into the trap of
giving them predominance.
3.3.3. The choice of framework

Ribot and Peluso’s proposition is novel because as seen, its theoretical stance directly
“challenges notions that access is determined at a singular locus of power resting in the
state; rather, it recognizes access as embodied in the social relations across institutional
and geographical divides” (Havice & Reed 2012, p.418). By the interdependent nature
of some mechanisms of access, and the fragmented nature of bundles and webs of
power6, this analysis is adaptively non-linear and non-hierarchical. For example, as the
authors of the theory wrote: “in mapping patterns of resource access from which
benefits are derived, we expect to find that those who control some forms of access may
cooperate or conflict with others - or do both at different moments or along different
dimensions” (Ribot & Peluso 2009, p.173). Finally, if “access within a politicaleconomic framework yields a theoretical model of social change” (Ribot & Peluso
2009, p.160), whereby access is read as “constituted by social relations that reflect and
refract specific histories, geographies, market dynamics and relations of
inclusion/exclusion” (Campling et al. 2012, p.197), then a political ecology of access
that factors in the bundles and webs of power through which society and ecology
transform each other, has the potential to yield a model for socio-ecological change.
Focusing merely on the matter of private property rights in fisheries, access
constitutes a critical dimension of their functional potential. As will be elucidated in the
following literature review: a) a fisheries management scheme’s success is determined
by its institutional structure and incentives for participants; b) IVQ success is predicted
when the risk of adverse conservation or social impacts is low, quota rationalization
6

Some actors control and maintain access through single strands while others must pool their powers as
bundles of owners, workers or beneficiaries to do so.
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promises high benefits, and law and monitoring capacity is strong; and c) effective
fisheries management relies on adequate provision for the uncertainty of predicting the
effects of decisions, the continuous pressure on managers to increase harvests, and the
inferior position from which science is responsible to translate biological information
into policy recommendations.
On the one hand, access analysis has three properties essential to the study of
property rights in a highly stochastic fishery. A focus beyond overt institutions of
authority, multi-scale and non-hierarchical by nature, and suitability to the evolution of
human-environment relations, make access a strong fit to study property rights
legislation in a highly stochastic fishery. On the other, access analysis enmeshes both
with the formal notion of property rights embedded in DL1084 (as well as with the
Peruvian state’s own institutional approach), and the dominant success criteria planted
by the fisheries management paradigm. In combination, Ribot and Peluso’s Theory of
Access offers a close-fitting framework within which to analyze the transformations that
took place in and around DL1084, and how sustainability has emerged as a site of
struggle over access in the anchoveta fishery (Campling et al. 2012).
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4. FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNING THE COMMONS
4.1. Fisheries management

Fisheries science and fisheries management developed out of the need to better
understand and govern the impacts of fishing as a whole. Their existence reflects both
the shared complexity of fisheries systems, and the common experiences and ideologies
that make it possible for analogous approaches to flow across disparate socioenvironmental systems.
Going by their name, one might believe that they describe broad self-explanatory
concepts (how we organize fishing) that in practice are applied through a specific set of
institutions developed for each fishery. It has become evident however, that the broad
scale formalization of these institutions has followed a common historical process.
Fisheries management persists as the primary governance tradition for fishing with
important political origins and embedded ontologies of nature. It has resulted in the
transposition of characteristic perceptions and delimitations of fishing resources across
wide-ranging geographies that are as systematic as the many other replicated politicaleconomic processes that integrate the natural world into human chains of consumption.
Over the last two decades an emerging consciousness has formed around large-scale
environmental problems. Fisheries over-exploitation is often cited as one of the primary
examples of how humans are permanently altering the biology of the planet (Eilperin
2011). As fisheries scientists have elevated their research to the international arena and
declared broad-scale systematic degradation however (Pauly et al. 2003), they have
revealed a considerable divergence of opinion on the global status of fisheries, the
methods by which we evaluate them and the disparities of information between
geographical areas (Costello et al. 2008; Worm et al. 2009). It is reasonable to see this
as both a suggestion of reproduced approaches failing their initial purpose and
replicability, and an indication of inherent limitations.
4.1.1. Historical development and Maximum Sustainable Yield foundations

“[Fisheries management] is the integrated process of information gathering, analysis,
planning, consultation, decision-making, allocation of resources and formulation and
implementation, with enforcement as necessary, of regulations or rules which govern
fisheries activities in order to ensure the continued productivity of the resources and
accomplishment of other fisheries objectives” (FAO 1997, p.7).
This is the working definition of fisheries management included by the FAO in a 1997
technical document. It illustrates how human interventions are justified as means to
prolong social and economic benefits derived from fishing. This emphasis on
optimization stems back to the field’s initial raison-d’être: that management by humans
was necessary in order to elevate the efficiency of the natural processes underpinning
fishing.
Fisheries science has its roots in the late 19th century with the foundation of the US
Fish Commission in 1871 and the European-born International Council for the
Exploration of the Seas in 1902 (Finley 2007). As part of the period’s scientific
knowledge expansion, it was argued that the methodical and systematic approach of
science was necessary to help national fishing industries reach their greatest efficiency.
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It was employed to demonstrate that maximizing fishing pressure benefits the stock by
selecting for fish with heightened survivability and allows younger fish to grow faster
by removing older slow-growing individuals, much like forests (Finley 2007). Such
proposed interventions also matched political objectives: faced with any prospect of
declining stocks, making more fish is more appealing than restricting fishermen,
especially as long as the ocean’s “exhaustability” remains a matter of debate7.
At the time, any local declines in coastal stocks were rapidly forgotten with the
capacity and range injections procured by the industrialization of fleets. While global
fishing intensified dramatically during the first half of the 20th century, the intervention
debate swayed between support for restrictive measures in the face of vastly improved
predation capacity, and perpetuation of cornucopian views of nature calling for
continuously intensifying extraction methods (Gordon 1954). In parallel however,
biologists studying fish population dynamics were evidencing that the processes
underpinning each stock’s resilience were still poorly understood and often
oversimplified in favour of supporting continued harvest at the policy level.
The stock rebounds that occurred during World Wars I and II indirectly
demonstrated that commercial fishing was having an impact however (Gordon 1954).
The geopolitical reconfigurations resulting from this period nevertheless proved to be
much more significant. Spurred initially by Japanese fishing fleets showing up along the
American coast in 1936, the U.S. passed Proclamations 2667 (Policy of the United
States with Respect to the Natural Resources of the Subsoil and Sea Bed of the
Continental Shelf) and 2668 (Policy of United States with Respect to Coastal Fisheries
in Certain Areas of the High Seas) in 1945 to legitimize the creation of coastal
conservation zones that would exclude other countries’ boats all the way into the high
seas (Truman 1945; Finley 2007). It quickly led to widespread territorial claims across
the world, prompting similar declarations from Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Peru and
Costa Rica to protect their fisheries from U.S. boats. Three years later, the U.S.
government launched its Policy on High Seas Fisheries, which further acknowledged
the need for regulation along coastal waters while reclaiming American rights to fishing
grounds off of Latin America. Fish became further and farther entangled with lucrative
food supply priorities and territorial claims than ever before, but the real landmark was
their new entwinement with Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) (Finley 2011).
MSY is the philosophical idea that fishing pressure intensity should be calibrated to
a stock’s maximum capacity for renewal (Finley 2011). In practice, it meant that fishing
could continue until scientists proved that overfishing was occurring. Though never
undergoing the scrutiny of peer-review, MSY rapidly became a central regulatory
component of broad international fishing agreements. First, in a treaty between the U.S.
and Mexico, then for the eleven-country International Commission for North Atlantic
Fisheries, and finally the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Its final baking
into modern marine territorial law was at the International Technical Conference on the
Conservation of the Living Resources of the Sea in 1955, which was organized by the
U.S. State Department. Three years later, the International Law Commission formally
adopted MSY as a legal principle. Peru had already asserted wider territorial limits in
1952 after its extension to 200 miles in 1947, along with Chile.

7

To this day, detractors of fishing regulation often side with the explanation that commercial extinction
of a species will always happen before it reaches biological extinction.
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A similar discourse was resumed in 1982, when the U.N. Convention on the Law of
the Seas (UNCLOS) established the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zones
(EEZs) along all national coasts. As a condition for signing the treaty, the coastal state
had to “promote the objective of optimum utilization” of living marine resources, and
carried “obligations to conserve resources, utilize them, and cooperate with other
countries to those ends” (Hoel & Ebbin 2005, p.5). EEZs now encompass 90 % of the
world’s marine fisheries (FAO 1997).
4.1.2. Where we stand today

Since the 1982 UNCLOS, some cite the 1995 (implemented in 2001) UN Straddling
Fish Stock Agreement and United Nations FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible
Fisheries as significant developments in how world fisheries are rationalized (Hoel &
Ebbin 2005), but much like the 200 mile EEZ, they have had very little effect on
exploitation rates (Larkin 1996). Even with overwhelming consensus on the great
limitations and paradoxes of pretending to pursue equilibrium in an ecosystem guided
by a management scheme designed for the sole benefit of humans (Ludwig et al. 1993;
Charles 1995; Young 2010), it prevails as the dominant discourse. In its latest Review of
the State of World Marine Fishery Resources (2011), the FAO reminds us that (p.3):
“The United Nations convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the United
Nations Fish Stocks Agreement (UNFSA) and the FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries all require maintaining or restoring fish stocks at levels that
are capable of producing their maximum sustainable yield (MSY).” […] “A primary
fishery management goal is to control fishing at a level that allows the fishery to
produce sustained annual yields. This yield should be as close to MSY as allowed by
responsible management within the context of an ecosystem approach.” […] “The
increasing trend in fully exploited stocks after 1990 indicates the positive impact of
fishery management towards maximizing production”. [Even] “the World Summit on
Sustainable Development (Johannesburg, 2002) had set the goal to restore all
overfished stocks to the level that can produce maximum sustainable yield by 2015”.
Initially labeled as the “new theory” or “modern formulation”, MSY (also known as
Optimum or Economic Sustainable Yield and Largest Sustainable Catch) has been the
dominant current of fisheries management of the last sixty years. “By 1955, when MSY
was adopted internationally as the goal of fisheries policy, it was used to allow
industrial countries to continue to fish throughout the world’s oceans” (Finley 2007,
p.113). It was incorporated as a conservation clause to legitimize territorial enclosure
interests and the expansion of fishing into the high seas on a massive scale, and has
remained the central determinant of discourse ever since.
The philosophical paradox with MSY is that fishing cannot be stopped unless
depletion can be proven (equivalent to a presumption of innocence). It thus makes
science bear primary responsibility for stopping fishing (the burden of proof), without
having the authority to define its rules. MSY made fisheries biologists responsible for
setting the critical limits to the resources supporting the vast social and economic
interests tied to fishing whilst they were just beginning to understand how fish stocks
could be depleted, much less also vary in abundance in accordance with environmental
factors. Today, there is growing consensus that the exploitation rate that achieves MSY
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should be reinterpreted as an upper limit rather than a management target (Worm et al.
2009). It is hard to believe that MSY could be so pervasive, but as much as it
conveniently took care of larger priorities in its time, it bound-up fisheries management
within very strong paradigmatic attributes.
4.2. Institutional arrangements for Misheries Tanagement: quota-based
management and the case for Individual Vessel Quotas

The primary implied goal of any management measure is to avoid fishery failure. In
principle, this is determined either by biological failure, with the collapse of a stock for
example, and or economic failure, when the economic profitability of the fishery is far
below its potential8 (Hilborn et al. 2005). As seen previously, the two are regularly
conflated, with economic success sometimes considered an indication of biological
success. Concurrently, fisheries management regimes have followed (from a general
historical perspective) either bioeconomic or bio-socio-economic models (Charles
1995). The first kind employs mathematics to connect biological concepts to economic
ones in an attempt to link both fish and fleet dynamics. The second combines the
quantitative approaches of bioeconomic fisheries modeling with fishery socioeconomics
within an integrated, systematic framework.
Table 4.2.1.

Fisheries Management Operational Choices

Input Controls / Regulation of Effort
Number of boats, capacity, time at sea, area, Territorial Usage Rights in Fisheries
(TURFs).
Output Control / Access Rights
Total Allowable Catch quotas (TAC), Individual Quotas (IQ) including transferrable
(ITQ) and non-transferrable (INTQ) IQ’s, Community Quotas.
Fishing Characteristic Controls
Location (e.g. spawning grounds), season, gear type.
Source: Charles 1995.
As common-pool natural resources have become integrated into political and
economic systems, so have their management institutions become operationalized into
formal regulations. The inception of fisheries management has exemplified this process
and those in charge of finding ways to upkeep the profitability of fishing have a quiver
of tested regulatory tools to pick from. The preceding table gives an overview of the
three principal categories of management control choices.
Studies of many fisheries management cases have determined that the primary
determinants of success relate to institutional structure and incentives for participants
(Hilborn et al. 2005). Output controls directly address the fundamental CPR dilemma of
providing regulatory barriers to entry. Ray Hilborn et al. (2005) distinguish them by
8

Siding with the sources cited, we could suspect that formal management of fisheries is not required
when they are exploited for means of sustenance or social well-being. It is reasonable to speculate that
informal historically formed institutions dominate in such cases out of the biological ties between
population, fish and the means of extraction.
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how they structure access: from default open access where perhaps only a license fee
payment system is implemented, to strong exclusive rights, which guarantee access to a
single party (these include TURFs, which are usually assigned to subsistence
communities or small-scale fishermen). Total Allowable Catch, whereby a maximum
total capture is calculated based on assessments and management objectives,
operationally functions as open access until filled. When the TAC is broken down into
individual quotas, these come to determine who holds the right to participate, as
represented by a corresponding amount or proportion of the TAC. In multiple
simulation models, Stefansson (2005) found that individual catch quotas as an allstructuring output measure still require a complimentary control measure (optimally an
input control measure such as allowed days at sea) to maintain both short and long-term
economic performance. Without it their effectiveness is negligible. From the broader
fisheries management perspective, TAC and IVQ’s are seen as belonging to the same
bioeconomic management philosophy as MSY however (Pauly 1995).
“Development of property rights in fisheries coupled with increasing concern over
economic efficiency and growing reliance on the market for resource allocation, can
be seen as one more step in the historical process of widening and deepening markets
in economies. Thus, ITQs are part of the current global expansion and integration of
markets, extended to fisheries” (Squires et al. 1995, p.143).
The fisheries management field emits a palpable belief in IVQ’s as having the most
desirable performance over alternative fishery management systems, to the point that
some have described their superiority as modern day “conventional wisdom” (Copes
2000, p.2). This seems to be in large part because of their implicit capacity to eliminate
the race to fish by specifying property rights9 for each participant to a determined
proportion of the fish stock. Keeping this same market-minded perspective, we can
appreciate how IVQ’s allow participants to concentrate on reducing the cost of fishing,
by reducing the excessive capacity needed to ‘compete’, and or increase the value of the
product by leaving more opportunity for fishermen to be selective, both leading to
increases in profitability (Hilborn et al. 2005). Nevertheless, the profit incentives to
cooperate with such schemes are also matched by increased incentive to exceed output
controls (Charles 1995).
Input controls usually result in the use of unregulated inputs or characteristics that
escape definitions. Output controls favour dumping or discarding of suboptimal
specimens of the target species or non-target species captured simultaneously, what is
called “bycatch”10. The closer these measures come to targeting the individual unit, the
more enforcement schemes become structured with increasingly hierarchical top-down
control (Charles 1995). This management adaptation typically matches the pyramidal
bureaucratic metropolis-centric management structures inherited from colonial history,
of which the archetypal ‘Ministry of Fisheries’ is a fitting example (Hilborn et al. 2005).
Some mention ironically that the existence of a law enforcement division in any
management regime is an acknowledgement of the fact that illegal fishing is a common
response to regulatory frameworks designed to limit fishing.

9

Both transferable (ITQs) and non-transferable individual quotas (INTQs) also fall under the scheme of
Rights-Based Management (RBM) schemes.
10
In 2004, commercial fisheries discarded 27 million metric tonnes of bycatch, or one fourth of the
world’s marine fish catch (Pikitch et al. 2004).
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The right mix of structure and incentive is difficult to achieve and fisheries scientists
recognize that the majority of existing management approaches encourage fishermen to
overcapitalize and overexploit, and managers to elude responsibility (Hilborn et al.
2005). IVQ success is dependent upon two main conditions: a low risk of adverse
conservation and social impacts, and high benefits from economic quota rationalization
(Copes 2000). The economic logic also dictates that performance of the industry should
improve with the individualization of any potential externalities. At the same time,
regardless of IVQs’ potential to generate profit, it should not be assumed that fishermen
would be more motivated towards conservation by the market value of their fish stock
assets than by their intrinsic overall dependence upon them.
4.3. Simplified management through structural exclusion of holistic factors

Whether following bioeconomic or bio-socio-economic models, fisheries management
regimes remain nonetheless calibrated to their economic outcomes. On the other hand,
the research field behind them, fisheries science, is considered very limited by the
disciplines it sets out to integrate: first for not incorporating fishermen and fleet
behaviour into calculations, and second, for creating a widening breach with biologists
focused on species and ecosystems, leading to the general exclusion of ecological and
evolutionary factors from management regimes (Pauly 1995). This is compounded by
the fact that many of the research fields brought together by fishing: theoretical ecology,
fisheries biology, oceanography, economics, even the fishing industry itself, have
undergone great transformations and remained isolated from each other during much of
the second half of the twentieth century (Larkin 1996). Currently, the biological status
of fisheries is still typically determined either from stock assessments (population
models that can estimate size and trajectories) or from local knowledge and less formal
analysis (Costello et al. 2008). From a decision-making perspective, “separate entities
within fisheries agencies deal with the three activities of scientific research, operational
management and enforcement, and economics and policy”, thus imposing structural
barriers to developing a comprehensive understanding of the system (Charles 1995,
p.234).
Botsford (1997) gives two root causes for overfishing: the uncertainty of predicting
the effects of management and the continuous pressure on managers to increase harvests
(or their absence of support for reductions). Combined with the industry’s resistance to
change, these factors create a ‘ratchet effect’ of ever-increasing harvests. Pauly (1995)
further denounces the existence of a ‘shifting baseline syndrome’ whereby each
generation of fisheries scientists accepts the stock size and species composition at the
beginning of their careers as their baseline to evaluate catches. This results in a “gradual
accommodation of the creeping disappearance of resource species” and “inappropriate
reference points for evaluating economic losses resulting from overfishing” (p.430).
Fisheries science also lacks a framework for keeping track of trends within the field
across approaches, methods and generations, or to employ past anecdotal evidence
records. These perceptual distortions of time often go unnoticed but the tendency of
“discounting the future”, profiting now instead of favouring the possibility of profiting
much more in the time ahead, is already considered a hallmark of industrial fishing
(Becker & Ostrom 1995).
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When the state assumes sole responsibility for fisheries control, it can undermine
users’ sense of ownership and erode customary self-organized tenure arrangements,
potentially moving fish into a position where they are subject to a “a technological arms
race […] between regulator and regulated” (Allison 2001, p.940). More specifically, in
a recent article, Costello et al. (2008) reached the conclusion that barriers to entry and
IVQ’s have proven mostly effective in data-rich fisheries within developed countries.
The strong governance requirements (rule of law and monitoring) of these regulatory
measures make them poor choices for non-assessed fisheries in developing countries.
Governance of marine resources seems to follow a default tendency towards largescale spatial management with regulations being set over enormous expanses of sea
(hundreds of thousands of square kilometres is not uncommon). Hilborn et al. (2005)
trace this back to the “unit stock” concept: the bioeconomic idea that fish can be defined
into discrete units largely disconnected from others. Bountiful fisheries are also often
reliant upon species that cover enormous distances. Setting the MSY of a living
resource is challenging on its own because environmental conditions naturally fluctuate:
“Climatic, demographic, and environmental stochasticity can greatly alter the
sustainability of a set of species being managed at MSY” (Becker & Ostrom 1995,
p.125). Plant and animal populations with predictable regenerative processes are more
an exception than a rule. All these dimensions of built-in progressive dysfunction in
fisheries are summed up by Ludwig et al.’s (1993) four common sources of natural
resource exploitation collapse (p.17):
“(i) Wealth or prospect of it generates political and social power used to promote
unlimited exploitation of resources. (ii) Scientific understanding and consensus is
hampered by lack of controls and replicates, each new problem involves learning a
new system. (iii) The complexity of the underlying biological and physical systems
precludes a reductionist approach to management. (iv) Large levels of natural
variability mask the effects of overexploitation.”
To truly understand the evolution of a common-pool resource exploitation, “one
needs to know the nature of the resource, the whole array of decision-making
arrangements, including property-rights regime, and the nature of the interactions
among users and regulators” (Feeny et al. 1990, p.13). Furthermore, multi-species
aspects of fisheries, linkages across traditional disciplinary divisions, physical
environment influences and more holistic approaches to fisheries management have all
been receiving increased attention since concerns for the overexploitation of world
fisheries began emerging in the 1980s, even if such penchants remain in a stage of
infancy (Larkin 1996; Worm et al. 2009). There is growing consensus that “institutional
arrangements should be congruent with the structure and functions of fisheries as
complex and adaptive systems” (Ali Memon & Kirk 2010, p.783), with the aim being
“to move from a reductionist management of target resources to a more comprehensive
management of productive ecosystems” (Garcia & Hayashi 2000, p.469). Marine
Ecosystem Management developed from these new frameworks and over time has been
succeeded by the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries.
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4.4. The Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries as an alternative

The concept of ecosystem management has been around since conservation ethics
developed in the 1960’s and came to global attention in the 1970’s. It was “initially
boosted by the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment and
strengthened by the 1992 Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) and
convention on Biological Diversity” (Garcia et al. 2003, p.4). Many of the elements of
the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF) were also already broadly contained in a
number of binding or voluntary institutional arrangements relevant to fisheries (Garcia
et al. 2003): from the 1971 Ramsar Convention and 1982 UNCLOS, to the 1992
Convention on Biological Diversity and 1995 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible
Fisheries. The 2000 United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) offered
the first concrete definition of the Ecosystem Approach (EA): “a strategy for the
integrated management of land, water and living resources that promotes conservation
and sustainable use in an equitable way” (De Young et al. 2008, p.3). In application, the
EA was to require:
“(1) definition and scientific description of the ecosystem in terms of scale, extent,
structure, functioning; (2) assessment of its state in terms of health or integrity as
defined by what is acceptable to society; (3) assessment of threats; and (4)
maintenance, protection, mitigation, rehabilitation, etc. using (5) adaptive
management strategies” (Garcia et al. 2003, p.5).
Several variations of this definition made their way into novel ecosystem
conceptualizations of fisheries management. Some focused more on natural science
ecosystem components while others outlined more holistic and integrated interpretations
(De Young et al. 2008). This ‘fuzziness’ prompted the FAO to specify its position and
develop stronger guidelines for application of the EA to fishing at the 2001 Conference
on Responsible Fisheries in the Marine Ecosystem, hosted in Reykjavik in October of
2001.
It initially considered Ecosystem-based Fisheries Management (EBFM), which had
been born in the late 1990s, but the concept failed to rally consensus. It was deemed to
too strongly bias management of users instead of the economic activity, as well as place
too much emphasis on the ecosystem as a foundational priority (over socioeconomic or
cultural ones) for management design (Garcia et al. 2003). It should not simply, as
Pikitch et al. wrote in a 2004 Science article on the EBFM, reverse “the order of
management priorities to start with the ecosystem rather than the target species”
(p.346). For these reasons and the need to also include policy, legal frameworks,
development and planning in the guidelines’ scope, the term ‘management’ was left out
of the definition eventually adopted by the FAO (De Young et al. 2008). The Expert
Consultation in Reykjavik voted to define the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (EAF)
as such:
The “purpose of an ecosystem approach to fisheries is to plan, develop and manage
fisheries in a manner that addresses the multiplicity of societal needs and desires,
without jeopardizing the options for future generations to benefit from a full range of
goods and services provided by marine ecosystems.” Therefore, “an ecosystem
approach to fisheries strives to balance diverse societal objectives, by taking account
of the knowledge and uncertainties about biotic, abiotic and human components of
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ecosystems and their interactions and applying an integrated approach to fisheries
within ecologically meaningful boundaries” (Garcia et al. 2003, p.5).
Like its precursors, it is qualitatively reliant upon “sound science, adaptation to
changing conditions, partnerships with diverse stakeholders and organizations, and a
long-term commitment to the welfare of both ecosystem and human societies” (Garcia
et al. 2003, p.6). An implicit central component of the EAF put in practice is that,
applied to systems that differ in levels of information and uncertainty, it precludes a
precautionary approach to integrating the dynamic web of interactions that define its
purpose (Pikitch et al. 2004). It places fishing within a spectrum of systemic
considerations that theoretically shift the burden of proof back on to fishing to show that
key components of the system are not being harmed. The effectiveness of such an EAF
based approach is fundamentally reliant on clearly defined boundaries: the scale and
scope of management.
4.5. Integrating complex system properties and fisheries management

More information and improved horizontal and vertical communication thus appear
necessary for the holistic functioning of effective fisheries management systems, as is a
recurring theme in common-pool natural resource rationalization. This demands a very
significant increase in complexity in the institutional arrangements that support the
management of fisheries. Whilst it is true that the empirical shortcomings of
management approaches are cause for concern and worthy of reform, both from holistic
and practical perspectives, correcting for them implies a significant break from
engrained paradigms (Young 2010).
A dramatic shift in how fisheries science is conducted appears necessary for the
broader sustainability of fishing given all considerations observed, but it may not have
any relevance as long as the system is market-driven (which from a scalar perspective,
is most often a fishery’s most powerful reason for existing). Entrenchment behind one
perception of a complex system can result in it accumulating rigidity and brittleness.
This increases vulnerability to stress and the possibility of abrupt regime change under
unheeded sources of pressure (Young 2010). Institutional development can either
undergo incremental change, of the kind that centres on adjustments to existing policy
instruments; or constitutive change, which involves system state and regime changes
(Young 2010).
Today the need for effective governance of CPR’s is driven by the parallel
intensification of global-level cycles of extraction and an increasing pressure from the
growing world population as a whole, particularly in the case of food commodities. The
complexity of organization and rule enforcement grows in proportion with increases in
geographical scale, time compression and as greater cultural diversity imbues the
system (Ostrom et al. 1999). At the same time and as already mentioned, some advance
that colonial-era frameworks are responsible for propagating and maintaining the
sectorial, rather than integrated, approach to environment and natural resource
management that is widespread today (Wright et al. 2006). Adopting both contemporary
forces and historical roots, another way of articulating it that the measured efficiency
and effectiveness of common-pool exploitation institutions, whether formal or informal,
is relative to the dominant objectives and standpoints averaged across the pool.
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The academic moral emphasis may be on governing our relationship with natural
ecosystems (Crumley 2007) but common logic suggests that efforts to manage resource
exploitation have a far better chance of success if they begin from the system’s own
paradigmatic perspective. If the predominant identified purpose of a fishery is to
generate revenue, and the configuration of the pool and the marine resource in question
favours state intervention (geographical scale, range of actors), then it is reasonable to
assume that national-level economic development objectives and governmental mandate
time-frames will represent the primary structural forces shaping its institutional
dimensions. Furthermore, expansion of governance scope should only happen in
congruence with institutional capacity on the ground (Christie et al. 2009): every system
possesses an optimal unit of governance, as seen for the EAF.
We are nevertheless reminded that even in a large market-driven industry,
“participants are more likely to adopt effective rules in macro-regimes that facilitate
their efforts than in regimes that ignore resource problems entirely or that presume that
central authorities must make all decisions” (Ostrom et al. 1999, p.281). In much the
same way, management regimes should represent a framework where the rewards for
individual behaviour are consistent with societally desirable outcomes (Hilborn et al.
2005). Any appointed authority has it in its interest to keep its ear turned to users’
voices.
An attempt has been made in this section to lend a critical perspective on the connection
between the development of fisheries management and the systemic shortcomings of
current approaches to governing the fishing industry. The fisheries management
approach that has been built on MSY represents a superficial acknowledgement of CPR
complexities geared at legitimizing the economic continuation of the industry. It
functions as a political patch: applying established control measures to situations
already known to require them, without acknowledging their root problems and all the
while qualitatively excluding the factors necessary for effective longer-term holistic
management.
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5. PRESENT DAY DIMENSIONS OF THE PERUVIAN ANCHOVETA FISHERY
5.1. Economic and productive dimensions of the fishery

Looking at the last 60 years since its inception, the anchoveta fishery has determined the
evolution of the entire Peruvian fisheries sector (fig 5.1). Nevertheless, excluding the
far-reaching linkages of such a large industry, Peru’s fisheries sector typically
contributes less than half of a percent of the national gross domestic product: 0.35% in
2012 (INEI 2013). All this is a far cry from when fisheries brought in more than a third
of the nation’s foreign exchange earnings and carried truly enormous tax and
employment weight in the 1960’s (Idyll 1973).
The roughly 1,200 purse seine11 vessels (“bolicheras” as they are commonly called)
that participate in the fishery represent the largest national fleet in the world targeting a
single species (Fréon et al. 2010). The fleet directly employs about 18,000 fishermen
and supplies around 140 processing factories (Arias Schreiber 2012). There are roughly
equal numbers of artisanal and industrial classed vessels, but the latter are responsible
for 85% of catches (Fréon et al. 2008). The industrial fleet is mainly comprised of steel
vessels with more than 120 m3 of hold capacity, totalling at around 180,000 m3 of hold
capacity for approximately 600 vessels (Aranda 2009b). The artisanal fleet is mostly
composed of wooden boats with hold capacities between 30 and 119 m3 with a
combined capacity of around 32,000 m3. Catches are reported as coming from three
distinct regional subdivisions of the Peruvian coast: the north which contributed 33.5%
of the total annual catch in 2011, central-north (55.6%) and south (9.8%), whilst
management policies only distinguish north and south regions (Ministerio de la
Producción del Perú 2013; Fréon et al. 2008).
Nearly 99% of anchoveta landings are destined for indirect human consumption
(IHC) as fishmeal and fish oil to feed animals (fig. 5.3). “Fishmeal is a protein-rich
flour, the end result of cooking, drying, and milling either whole fish or parts of them”
(Roemer 1970, p.60). Normally, it is primarily employed as a supplement to chicken
and pig feed as a way of providing animals with certain essential amino acids that they
do not normally produce (unlike cattle and sheep). Fishmeal provides these along with
vitamins, minerals, and an active growth factor for young fowl and pigs that accelerates
the meat production process (Roemer 1970). In the last decade however, demand for
IHC marine products for poultry and hog farming has plummeted while increasing for
aquaculture (Chamberlain 2011). On the world market, fishmeal competes with soybean
and meat meals, trading places in relation to price.
Transformation for IHC in Peru is roughly synchronized with landings, reflecting the
high perishability of the fresh product, while exports are more staggered and peak two
months later (fig. 5.5). Transformation not only creates a much higher added value
product, it also facilitates the smoothing of supply offer needed to keep advantageously
constant prices, even if it can appreciated that exports of IHC products still undergo
significant fluctuation. From the nearly 7 million tonnes of anchoveta it caught in 2011,
Peru exported 2.1 million tonnes of fishmeal and 450,000 tonnes of fish oil (INEI
2013). That changed in 2012: only 2.65 million tonnes were caught and some 1.6
million tonnes of IHC products were shipped, though likely employing inventory from
the previous year. The export market for Peruvian fishmeal is appreciably more stable
than for fish oil, though both have benefitted from the continuously increasing price of
11

A fishing technique that involves encircling shoaling fish with a wall of netting and then drawing it
closed from the bottom, much like a drawstring purse.
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marine IHC products over the last two decades of which Peru typically supplies close to
30% of annual world production12 (García Díaz 2008; Chamberlain 2011). Peruvian
fishmeal’s top importers stay constant with China (52%), Germany (15%) and Japan
(8%) holding the top positions in 2012 (Ministerio de la Producción del Perú 2013).
Denmark (50%), Belgium (16%) and Chile (9%) purchased the largest shares of fish oil
in 2012 (Ministerio de la Producción del Perú 2013). The fishery’s inception in the
1950’s played an essential part in the development of fisheries focused on forage fish
(for IHC), which today account for more than one-third of global fisheries landings
(Watson et al. 2006).
Anchoveta for direct human consumption (DHC) remains a fraction of Peruvian
landings but production still seems to have picked up in the last 10 years, especially for
canned and frozen products (fig. 5.6). According to the Fishmeal and Fish Oil
Organization, “the introduction of precautionary quotas and increased use of resources
for human consumption has resulted in reduced volumes of whole fish going to fishmeal
or fish oil” (Chamberlain 2011). In some years, high captures of other species for DHC
also adds variation to total capture ratios, in spite of anchoveta’s dominance (fig. 5.2):
73 of Peru’s 750 ocean fish species are of principal commercial importance (Hidalgo F
2002). This can also change however, when anchoveta is substituted with other species
for IHC production (such as with mackerel and sardines), as seems to have been the
case in 2012. Indeed, though the price of IHC products has increased over the last 20
years, their value-share of all Peruvian exports remains quite stable around 70%,
suggesting that Peru’s fisheries on the whole are becoming more profitable (fig. 5.3).

12

Nearly 45% of the global commercial volume (Chamberlain 2011).
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Fig. 5.1. Total annual landings of anchoveta and of all Peruvian fisheries, 1950-2011 (Millions of MT)

(Figure by author, data sources: IMARPE 2013 & INEI 2013)

Fig. 5.2. Total monthly anchoveta landings and IHC product export volumes, 1992-2012 (Millions of
MT) (Figure by author, data sources: IMARPE 2013 & INEI 2013)
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Fig. 5.3. Estimated anchoveta biomass, total reported catches and Total Allowable Catch limit (TAC),

1997 to 2010 (Millions of MT) (Figure by author, data source: INEI 2013)

Percentage of anchoveta landings destined for IHC

Fig. 5.4. Anchoveta landings (MT) and value of IHC exports ($US FOB) as percentages of totals, 2003-

2012 (Figure by author, data source: INEI 2013)
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Fig. 5.5. Average yearly DHC and IHC, anchoveta and total landings, and transformation and export

curves, 1998-2012 (Millions of MT) (Figure by author, data source: INEI 2013)

Fig. 5.6. Anchoveta captures for DHC products as a percentage of total catches, 2003-2012
(Figure by author, data source: Ministerio de la Producción del Perú 2013)
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5.2. The Humboldt Current Upwelling System and El Niño

Peru has 2,330 kilometres of Pacific coastline, 87,200 square kilometres of continental
shelf and more than 600,000 square kilometres of territorial waters (Sobero Taira 1994).
These are characterized by low temperatures, low agitation and a greenish colour lent
by high quantities of algae (Hidalgo F 2002). 90% of Peruvian coastal biomass lives
easily accessible within the first 100 kilometres of the shallow continental shelf. This
favours quick fishing expeditions, minimal protein and oil decomposition during
transport, and means that practically the entire coastline is fishable (Hidalgo F 2002).
Anchoveta is a separate species of the same genus as the common anchovy of the
eastern Atlantic and the Mediterranean (Idyll 1973). It can spawn year-round but major
periods occur in August and September during the austral winter and again, albeit on a
lesser scale, in February and March (IMARPE 2013). Anchoveta feed directly on
plankton, thus playing a fundamental role in channelling primary production in the
water towards trophic levels higher up (De La Puente et al. 2011).
The Peruvian ocean environment is defined by the upwelling of cold-water nutrients
generated by the Humboldt Current meeting with the South-American shelf. This
upwelling is stronger than anywhere else in the world (García Mesinas 1994). The
Humboldt Current upwelling System (HCS) supports one of the most biologically
productive marine ecosystems on the planet, but as with other upwelling systems, it
lacks corresponding biological diversity. Food chains are short and few trophic links
separate primary marine producers (phytoplankton) from fishable stocks (García
Mesinas 1994). The radical system state changes that follow El Niño climatic inversions
are just as constitutive of the system as its productivity however (Chavez et al. 2008):
inter-decadal climate variability has been matched to three anchoveta population
regimes since the 1950’s (Guevara-Carrasco et al. 2010).
Under non-El Niño conditions, northerly winds born in the southern hemisphere
winter turn west along the equatorial Pacific to drive warm surface water away from
South America. This creates a ‘cold tongue’ where cold water loaded with nutrients
upwells to replace the stripped-away surface layer, while warm water pools around
Australia and Indonesia (Davis 2002). El Niño happens when westerly trade winds turn
weak, drawing the warm pool eastward again into the central Pacific where its waters
continue to flow to the Americas. This causes the normal pressure gradient between the
South Pacific High and the Indo-Australian Convergence Zone that normally also
accentuates trade winds in their westward movement, to reverse itself: surface pressure
drops over the south-central Pacific side to the east and it rises over northern Australia
and Indonesia to the west (Davis 2002). These opposite sinking and rising motions
create an enormous circulation cell called the “Southern Oscillation” (Ruddiman 2007).
El Niño and the Southern Oscillation form a linked circulation known as ENSO. In the
absence of west-blowing winds, upwelling along the South American coast ceases in El
Niño years and surface waters there warm up by 2 to 5 degrees above the regular 18
degrees Celsius (Ruddiman 2007). Though the anomalous circulation pattern typically
reaches its peak in August at the height of the austral winter, the first indication of
unusual ocean surface warming normally comes around Christmas of the previous
summer. This is the origin of the Spanish name El Niño, which translated means “the
boy child” or “Christ’s Child” (Davis 2002). When the return to non-El Niño conditions
produces abnormally cool sea-surface temperatures in the eastern Pacific, the
phenomenon is called La Niña.
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El Niño events happen at irregular intervals ranging from 2 to 7 years leading to both
inter-annual and inter-decadal ecosystem regime shifts (Espino 1999). The HCS
switches from high biological productivity and low diversity in cold periods (normal
state), to high diversity and low productivity during warmer times. The absence of
nutrient upwelling in the latter situation causes plankton populations to crash along with
the food chain above them: in severe El Niño years, a significant proportion of the
population of young sea birds and mammals dies (Ruddiman 2007). Anchoveta shoals
react by initially concentrating closer to the coast along with other pelagic species,
making them easier to capture (Espino 1999). This temporarily masks the lack of
resource to justify the fishery, while making stocks more vulnerable to predation.
Remaining shoals eventually migrate south or move into deeper water. Demersal
species such as hake on the other hand do not evidence such initial clustering behaviour
and adapt by dispersing.
One indication of a strategic response to lowered survivability in El Niño years is
that anchoveta reproduction rates increase during El Niño summers, even though
successful larval recruitment remains contingent upon environmental stability (Espino
1999). Overall, juvenile/adult ratios can switch, stock evolution tends to be reversed,
and both vary significantly across coastal sections. In fact, looking across multiple
species, there is no consistency in biological response at the ecosystem level, suggesting
that any informed response is best supported by a clear identification of the particular
attributes of each event rather than applying whatever measures might have worked
previously (Espino 1999).
Some might find it ironic that in spite of all the embedded uncertainty and disparate
factors determining how the fishery unfolds, the Humboldt Current System is
considered one of the best monitored large ecosystems in the world (Chavez et al.
2008). In Peru, the Institute of the Sea (IMARPE) is responsible for publishing daily
catch data and the Vice-Ministry of Fisheries and the National Institute of Statistics
respectively issue monthly production and economic data for the fishery. As will be
discussed in the following chapter, these metrics form the basis for evaluating the
management power of regulatory measures designed to control resource exploitation
and constitute an angle of analysis in this research project. Analyzing the full dimension
of these data is contingent upon a grounded understanding of how the fishery has
evolved.
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6. A POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF THE FISHERY AND
ITS PRIMARY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTIONS
6.1. The first arc: expansion, collapse and uncertainty (1950-1990)
6.1.1. Coming into existence: 1950-65

Peru launched onto the world market as a producer of marine foodstuffs by catering to
the increased demand for fish liver oil during World War II. In the process, Peruvian
exporters discovered that left-over bonito scraps could be sold to the American market
as canned tuna (Roemer 1970). When the American tuna market saturated itself again
after the war, the leftover fish in Peru was rendered into low-protein fishmeal, with
herring and anchoveta added at times of excess capacity. These international market
linkages fit in well with the political platform of traditional export-led development of
primary resources planned by the newly-elected conservative military government of
1947 (Glantz 1985).
Domestic entrepreneurs opened the first reduction plant built expressly for fishmeal
production in Chimbote in 1950 using imported equipment. More fishing vessels and
processing plants were subsequently acquired at highly advantageous financial
arrangements from California, following the collapse of that state’s sardine industry
(Glantz 1985). This translocation came to mark the beginning of foreign interest and
investment in the fishery (Caviedes L 1975). The broad expansion of fishing effort
would remain nevertheless constrained by the use of cotton nets which were weak,
water-absorbent and which rotted (Roemer 1970). The first nylon nets were introduced
in 1956, not only cancelling out the former’s disadvantages but also allowing much
larger captures. They cost much more but Japanese makers offered favourable purchase
terms and technical advice (Glantz 1985).
With a combination of significant technology transfers, an expanding world market
for fishmeal, state support, flowing capital investments, and credit availability via high
interest rate short-term loans from Peruvian banks, the fishmeal fishery was ready to
take off in its exploitation of the Humboldt current’s most bountiful species (Aguilar
Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000a; Roemer 1970). The number of registered vessels went
from 25 in 1951 to 1,744 in 1964 (Aranda 2009b). Only between 1959 and 1962, that
number increased three times and capacity increased five-fold (B. B. Smetherman & R.
M. Smetherman 1973). 147 fishmeal and oil reduction plants were constructed by 1966,
with 85% of them concentrated within the 420 kilometres of central coastline between
Callao and Chimbote. The industry directly and indirectly engaged an estimated
100,000 people (Doucet & Einarsson 1965) with at one time some 200 separate
companies producing fishmeal along the Peruvian coast (B. B. Smetherman & R. M.
Smetherman 1973). By 1963, anchoveta had become Peru’s leading export commodity
and source of foreign exchange, easily surpassing previous export staples such as
cotton, copper and sugar (Doucet & Einarsson 1965).
This accelerated boom period catapulted Peru into the leading fishing nation position
for much of the 1950’s and 1960’s (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). Indeed the
fishery’s growth pattern was so remarkable that it had been “hardly equalled in the
history of industrial development” (Doucet & Einarsson 1965, p.82). It exemplified the
export-driven phase of renewed global fisheries expansion that began after World War
II and was taken as a positive indication to continue seeking out opportunities for
export-led growth beyond the mid-twentieth century (Roemer 1970).
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The development of the Peruvian fisheries sector was accompanied by the
progressive creation of institutions that regulated extraction (Chavez et al. 2008). In
1954, the Peruvian navy followed a recommendation by the Guano Administrative
Company, at the time a central overseer in the fishery, and created the Council of
Hydrobiological Research (CIH, Consejo de Investigaciones Hidrobiológicas). Guano
interests again called for enhanced biological monitoring and control of fishmeal plant
construction in 1956 but these failed to get formal traction (B. B. Smetherman & R. M.
Smetherman 1973). In 1959, the CIH asked for technical assistance from the FAO in the
creation of a National Fisheries Plan (Plan Nacional de Pesquería). This collaboration
first led to the creation of the Institute of Marine Resource Research (IREMAR,
Instituto de Investigaciones de los Recursos Marinos). It became responsible for
carrying out oceanographic and biological studies that were more comprehensive than
that which the CIH could do from its resource-focused perspective. Subsequently, in
1964 it was decided that CIH and IREMAR functions should be fused into one entity
that became the Peruvian Institute of the Sea (IMARPE, Instituto del Mar del Perú). It
officially came into existence in 1965 and continues to serve as the primary institution
providing scientific advice in the fishery.
Few sources describe the 1964-1965 El Niño event in detail, but it surely dealt a
massive blow to the fishery (fig. 5.1). The ecosystem collapsed and an estimated 15
million birds died (nearly half the population), cutting guano production by 25% (B. B.
Smetherman & R. M. Smetherman 1973). These conditions raised the first broad
questions about the fishery’s impact on the seemingly cornucopian anchoveta stocks.
The freshly minted IMARPE reported “evidence of overexploitation and recommended
measures to deter the escalating rate of fleet building” (Aranda 2009b, p.147). In 1965,
it set the first TAC for the fishery at 9.5 million tonnes13 and closed the fishery for the
critical recruitment month of August (Roemer 1970). In practice however, the
enforcement system was not strong enough to keep catches from exceeding
recommendations (Aranda 2009b). High international demand and the pressure to
maintain fishmeal plants running combined to keep the fishery going, and lead to
heightened pressure to make up for losses when it reopened (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid &
Thorpe 2000b). The closed season (veda in Spanish) was extended to the entire May to
August spawning season and made permanent in 1966 (B. B. Smetherman & R. M.
Smetherman 1973).
6.1.2. Post-boom capitalization and concentration: 1966-71

Once stocks rebounded, the fishery picked up at full speed again, though it had already
transitioned to a post-boom resource pool. The implementation of a TAC concretized
the dependency of industry growth on technological change and effort maximization as
the primary avenues to increasing competitiveness. In parallel, inflation exacerbated the
industry’s debt-heavy and high fixed-cost capital structure making it ever more
necessary to achieve high volumes in order to stay above the profitability threshold
(Roemer 1970). The industry’s total processing capacity in 1968 was of 7,000 tonnes
per hour, meaning that in theory, working around the clock, it could handle 3.8 times
the TAC of 9.5 million tonnes. High fixed costs further incentivized processing
13

According to a more recent source, the first TAC could have also been 7 million tonnes (Aranda
2009b).
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companies to build up their own fleets as a buffer during periods of decreased capacity
utilization and low captures in their immediate areas (Roemer 1970).
The anchoveta industry was to such an extent concentrated on export that Peruvian
poultry producers complained of having difficulties acquiring supply. Only 47,000
tonnes of fishmeal were consumed domestically in 1968. That same year, 27.1% of the
country’s entire dollar earnings ($204 million) came from fishmeal sales (B. B.
Smetherman & R. M. Smetherman 1973). World demand for the flour increased 20% in
1968 over 1967. Europe imported 58.8% of production whilst North and South America
together bought 33.3% and Asia 7.9%. Furthermore, despite its domestic roots, the
boom years had attracted enormous capital investments from outside of Peru, paving the
way for an established foreign presence in the fishery. Though only five of the top
twenty-six producers were owned by US companies in 1969, “in production figures,
foreign and joint companies produced approximately 40 percent of the output” (B. B.
Smetherman & R. M. Smetherman 1973, p.347).
As the global fishmeal market concretized, Peruvian actors began to strategically
stake out their place, at home and internationally. This became evident after the world
fishmeal market crisis of 1960 triggered the creation of trade agglomerations. That year,
major fishmeal exporting countries held their first conference and it resulted in the
creation of the Fish Meal Exporters Organization (FEO). Under the agreement, Peru
was accorded a 60% export quota of the world market based on previous national output
(Roemer 1970).
Domestically, two major industry organizations came to exist. The first was the
Fishing Consortium of Peru (Consorcio Pesquero del Peru), a large cooperative
marketing group, which came to encompass 80% of producers and 84% of fishmeal
exported (B. B. Smetherman & R. M. Smetherman 1973). It aimed to control
speculators’ influence on prices by acting as an intermediate collective buyer to bring
producers’ output onto the world market (Roemer 1970). Over time, new marketing
groups formed and the Consortium’s share of the industry dropped. The second
organization, a trade association which today still operates as the predominant industry
group, was the National Fisheries Society (SNP, Sociedad Nacional de Pesquería). The
Peruvian government backed-up the SNP’s participation in the FEO and also “agreed to
allow the Society to act as its agent in assigning export licenses in Peru to conform to
world market quotas” (Roemer 1970, p.75). These producer quotas were based on
production for the previous period, thus acting as an incentive to increase production to
boost future allotments (without incurring any real penalty for the collective Peruvian
production’s effect on world prices). The following passage from Roemer’s 1970
analysis of the SNP’s role is worth noting for the sake of later modern-day analysis:
“Acting both as the accepted instrument of government in market control and the
accepted voice of the fishmeal producers, the Society collectively wields
considerable market power, and its internal organization is of some interest in
assessing the concentration of power in the fishmeal industry. […] Such a bare
statement of bylaws does not begin to suggest to what extent the extra voting power
of the bigger firms actually does control the decision-making process of the
association” (p.75-6).
This second expansion boom was characterized by a significant change in business
strategy. During the initial build-up, the race to fish had become the primary dynamic,
rewarding those who optimized speed, capture and processing capacity, and factored in
the high opportunity cost of caution (and of throwing it to the wind). In the second
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phase of reduced margins after the 1960 pricing crisis and the 1964-65 El Niño, the
emphasis became efficiency: this happened primarily through more technological
change (Roemer 1970). Major advents following the nylon net were echo-sounders that
facilitated stock location, pumps to replace the manual transfer of captured fish from
nets to vessel hold and power blocks that allowed the use of much larger nets. These last
two inventions also facilitated the use of larger vessels, thus shifting the industry’s
established economies of scale. At a time of much tighter margins, the necessary
investments these called for favoured those who had access to very large-scale debt
financing.
According to Roemer (1970), these constraints probably helped to “explain the
increasing concentration of ownership and the reduction in active plants that have
occurred since 1966” (p.89). According to Smetherman (1973), ecological and common
pool factors also played an important role in this shift: as total catch increased, stock
density fell and “the cost of the more primitive operations increased prohibitively”
(p.342). Nevertheless, captures continued to grow: from 1,200 tonnes in 1951 to more
than 6.6 million tonnes in 1963, to eventually reach 12.3 million in 1971(Aranda
2009b). A new president would bring dramatic change to the fishery but his policies
would be for the most part a reaction to another drastic environmental catalyst.
6.1.3. Collapse, intervention and dissolution: 1972-90

Until the 1970s, state interventions in the fishery focused mostly on protecting
processors’ profits through export tax reduction and currency devaluation (Aguilar
Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). Fisheries policy had from the beginning been nebulously
distributed between various ministries, of which none had for primary responsibility
management of the activity (Aranda 2009b). This changed when in 1970 the militaryreformist government of Juan Velasco Alvarado (1968-1975) created the Ministry of
Fisheries and under a new General Fisheries Law (DL18810), declared state control of
all marine resources up to 200 miles from the coast (B. B. Smetherman & R. M.
Smetherman 1973). Within the ministry, the state monopoly was split between the
artisanal fishery sector14 and the industrial fishing business15. The new government also
launched the 1971-76 National Development Plan which ambitiously promised to triple
fish catches (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b).
Just as intensified captures were reaching an all-time high, the fishery completely
collapsed under the El Niño event of 1972-73. The anchoveta’s tendency for clustering
along the coastline and maintaining large shoals independently of numbers initially
masked the collapse while making the species more vulnerable (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid &
Thorpe 2000b). The government closed fishing for 8 months and after nationalized the
entire fishing fleet and all processing plants under a new parastatal agency called PescaPeru. It received exclusive rights to all fishing and production, counting 1,154 vessels
and 99 fishmeal plants (Aranda 2009b). When poor catches during the first year made it
impossible to keep subsidizing its massive infrastructure and unemployment
compensation for fishermen, the government initiated a drastic capacity reduction
programme and installed a moratorium on future vessel licensing and construction
14

Artisanal fisheries became the responsibility of the Public Company of Fisheries Services of Peru
(EPSEP, Empresa Pública de Servicios Pesqueros del Perú).
15
It fell under the Public Company of Fishmeal and Fish Oil (EPCHAP, Empresa Pública de
Comercialización de Harina y Aceite de Pescado).
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(Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). Systemic inefficiency would prove a hallmark
of Pesca-Peru, while overfishing problems were extended to other fisheries.
The Peruvian state’s strong initial response fell short of officially recognizing the
role of fishing in the collapse but the connection has been since established: “The
collapse of the Peruvian anchovy fishery in the early 1970s is one of the defining events
of modern fisheries development” (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b, p.510). “The
Peruvian commercial fishery must accept a share of the blame” wrote Idyll in 1973
(p.29): “economic and political stresses were responsible” for annual captures of more
than 12 million tonnes16 that vastly exceeded the critical 10 million tonne threshold of
sustainable yield fixed by fisheries biologists. The event illustrates the difficulty of
synchronizing the scientific process with runaway economic forces:
“The scientific challenge of making sense of such a fishery was picked up by
numerous Peruvian and other scientists, resulting in a wide array of articles and
books. Together, these studies suggest that it was not only the El Niño event of 197172 which brought down the fishery, but previous overfishing, which had rendered the
resource susceptible to environmental perturbations” (Pauly 1992, p.15)”.
Despite a slight revival in 1976, stocks remained depressed through 1977 and the
fishery still frequently closed (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). General Juan
Morales Bermúdez succeeded Velasco as president in 1975 and continued pursuing
economic efficiency measures. His administration’s first move was to dissolve worker
rights and compensation schemes. Then it sold off Pesca-Peru’s surplus vessels and
denationalized all of the ministry’s artisanal fishery plants and vessels in an attempt to
renew private sector involvement. Years of poor catches had continued to make it
impossible for the government to hold its stake (Glantz 1985). Furthermore, excluding
the private sector from the anchoveta fishery had merely extended the problem of
overfishing to other pelagic species: privately-owned vessels fishing pilchard and
mackerel increased nearly ten-fold between 1976 and 1979 (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid &
Thorpe 2000a; Thorpe et al. 2000). The pilchard fishery was eventually closed as well.
All the while, illegal fishing continued and increased. Hope of stocks rebounding
vanished after the 1982-83 El Niño event that subsequently kept populations low for
much of the decade (Aranda 2009b).
The democratic election of Francisco Belaúnde Terry in 1980 ended 11 years of
military regime. Belaúnde continued his predecessors’ rationalization of Pesca-Peru as a
measure to counter accumulating debts, in particular after the 1982-83 collapse,
however he resisted International Monetary Fund pressures to close the public
enterprise (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). A private sector growing in
confidence meanwhile increasingly flouted regulations and the state monopoly (Aguilar
Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000a). The election of Alan García in 1985 signified the
beginning of a liberal turn in policies. Recognizing that conflicts with the private sector
undermined the state’s ability to effectively manage the fishery, García’s administration
emphasized the need for cooperation in formulating sectorial development priorities at a
time of heightened tensions between the two.
The four decades from 1950 to 1990 marked an incredible arc for the anchoveta fishery.
It went from being the most remarkably cornucopian source of fish ever discovered and
attracting a runaway train of economic development, to a collapsed ecosystem under
16

Estimated to actually total up to 14 million tonnes when spoilage at sea, during unloading and
processing, is factored in (Idyll 1973).
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state monopoly. Just as the state began assisting private forces in maximizing their
profits, stock collapse forced it to assume its capacity to intervene as the only actor with
the resources and scope of interests to attempt protecting the long-term survival of the
species. Though it had to be admitted that the anchoveta's population dynamics were
poorly understood, so was the system unaware of its own complexities and asynchrony,
as represented by the state's inefficiently reactive policies.
6.2. Neoliberal resurgence (1991 to present) - Second boom and crash
6.2.1. Renewed growth: 1990-97

In line with the spread of New Economic Model regimes in the region, the election of
Alberto Fujimori in 1990 marked the beginning of a new era of neoliberal politics in
Peru (Thorpe et al. 2000). This was immediately affirmed by an adjustment programme
to float the national currency, reduce tariffs and import restrictions, relax domestic price
controls, and remove constraints on foreign investment (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe
2000b).
In the fisheries sector, these macroeconomic development strategies materialized as
a new General Fisheries Law (LGP, Ley General de Pesca) that combined a sectorial
development program and regulatory framework. Signed in 1992 and modified through
a bylaw in 1994, the LGP endeavoured to specifically address past overcapacity
problems by banning the issue of fishing licenses to new vessels unless to replace a
broken one17 (Arias Schreiber 2012). It was reasoned that with a modern fleet of
reduced total capacity, “fewer bans on fishing and other restrictions would need to be
imposed” while increasing net economic return (García Mesinas 1994, p.88). In
application, the TAC remained the primary regulatory institution and the race to fish
prevailed. In parallel, new access licenses to defined surplus stocks marked the
beginning of resource privatization (Thorpe et al. 2000).
Spurred by recovering stocks and an export rush, private money flocked back to the
fishery. Industrial fishing companies bypassed the LGP restrictions on new vessel
construction by declaring their vessels as fishing for DHC, not fishmeal18. Between
1991 and 1995, $400 million were invested in vessel and plant improvements and the
total number of fishing vessels increased from 386 in 1990 to 727 in 1996 (Aranda
2009b; Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). These investments were primarily based
on credit, though two of the largest companies also employed a new financial armament
strategy: Sipesa and Austral, emitted bonds on national and international markets
(Hidalgo F 2002).
Including technology improvements, the increase in fishing capacity was truly
dramatic. Between 1990 and 1997, hull capacity increased at an average of 13,000 m3 a
year to eventually reach 188,000 m3. Fishmeal processing capacity correspondingly
jumped from 4,347 metric tonnes per hour in 1991 to more than 8,000 in 1997 (Hidalgo
F 2002). In spite of overcapitalization, extraction levels would follow suit until 1997,
rushed by the continuously increasing price of fishmeal on the world market. In parallel,
Pesca-Peru’s share of the catch continuously fell from 40.7% in 1989 to 28.4% in 1994,
17

In 1992, more than 80% of the fleet was more than 20 years old, in need of repair and or rigged with
old gear (García Mesinas 1994).
18
Total fisheries production from 1994 to 2001 was 91.7% intended for IHC and only one fourth of
installed canning capacity was employed (Hidalgo F 2002).
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in line with the Fujimori administration’s progressive liquidation plan for the public
entity until its final closure in 1999 (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000b). Gearing up
was also an overt strategy for companies to establish a strong presence (and stake out a
bargaining position) in the short term in order “to guard against new regulatory controls
in the longer term” (Thorpe et al. 2000, p.1694).
The impact of the 1992 Earth Summit and United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development on political discourse in Peru palpably filtered down to
fisheries management. Natural resources acquired political dimensions beyond their
economic value and stated multidisciplinary approaches became rhetorically essential.
In 1994, the minister of fisheries Jaime Sobero Taira wrote of the LGP:
“This law should be designed to improve the fishery management system by
reconciling the goal of ensuring the sustainability and renewability of fishery
resources with the goal of achieving optimal utilization of the resources” […] “Peru
has been adhering fully to the concept of sustainable development, taken to mean
economic growth based on appropriate use of natural resources and the equitable
distribution of wealth, and the safeguarding of the development prospects and quality
of life of future generations” (Sobero Taira 1994, p.1).
Interestingly, this declared change of perception was also integrated into the
Fujimori administration’s ideological repositioning of the Peruvian state. Reforms to
fisheries regulations replaced “out-dated ideological, political, and financial concepts”
with a firm embrace of the “constitutional principles of free enterprise, the conservation
of fishery resources, and optimal fishery management”, as backed by a downsized and
rationalized public apparatus (Sobero Taira 1994, p.2). This supported the neoliberal
tenet that the most efficient management of fisheries resources would come from
facilitating their optimization by competitive forces in the market. Legal strategy would
make unfettered competition compatible with sustainable development and conservation
(García Mesinas 1994).
6.2.2. Environmental controls: the 1997-98 El Niño event

Anchoveta stocks suffered a near complete collapse again with the late-1997 to mid1998 El Niño climatic inversion. Compounded by the Asian financial crisis, the
Peruvian fisheries sector immediately went into crisis. The majority of companies
suddenly had no way of repaying their massive re-equipment loans (Hidalgo F 2002).
Landings and export earnings respectively dropped by 70% and 80% in the first seven
months of 1998 (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe 2000a). In 1999, the industrial fishery
had an estimated 60% of its assets in overcapacity and its debts eventually reached $1.2
billion dollars (Thorpe et al. 2000). The significance of these figures increases when
considering that from 1981 to 2001, the fisheries sector had remained Peru’s number
one source of foreign exchange (though it accounted for only 1.0% of GDP) (Hidalgo F
2002). The social dimensions of this latest crisis are easily estimated when considering
that from 1990 to 1999, the extraction, transformation and commercialization of fishing
products occupied and average of 114,000 workers per year (Hidalgo F 2002). Counting
in collateral activities, the affected employment base would have been much larger.
The government reacted with mixed policies. In a bid to assist the artisanal fleet, the
government passed Law 26920 in 1998 to soften the barriers to entry to the fishmeal
industry by authorizing artisanal (wooden) boats larger than 30 m3 of fish-hold capacity,
a segment that became famously known as the “Viking” fleet (vikingas). In reality, it
created a potent incentive for fleet owners with financial backing to commission new
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boats. Fleet size grew again to 1,200 purse seine vessels(Aranda 2009b). The state also
simultaneously enacted a $200 million decommissioning plan in late-1999 aimed at
reducing fishmeal fleet capture capacity by 30% (Aguilar Ibarra, Reid & Thorpe
2000b). The Ministry of Fisheries built upon these medium-term economic measures
with new preventive initiatives: a new five-year strategic plan, fortification of its
Direction of the Environment and setting up a new General Regulation for
Environmental Protection in Fishing Activities in 1998 (Tolmos 2004).
6.2.3. Making up for losses: increasing capacity and
intensifying captures to win the race, 2000-09

The decade that followed recalled the years after the fishery’s first experience of El
Niño in 1964-65, albeit with the accelerated evolution of a more integrated economy. In
2001, the industrial fleet had a total hold capacity of 172,800 m3 while the artisanal fleet
held a total capacity of 21,650 m3 divided between 6,300 vessels19 (Hidalgo F 2002). Of
this, the estimated 297 vessels that made up the Viking fleet held just under 15,000 m3,
though many more of them operated unregistered. The industrial fleet was made up of
280 companies, without any one concentrating a large number of vessels. Sipesa
(Syndicated Fishing Group of Perú) had the largest fleet but it represented only 9.7% of
vessels. Austral (9.1%) and Hayduk (4.4%) were in second and third place (Hidalgo F
2002). But this began to change, and in 2006, it was being reported that “the levels of
capacity exhibit strong dynamics associated with changes in ownership and the
concentration of capacity by the largest operators” (Aranda 2009b, p.149). By 2009, the
seven largest companies held 50% of fish-hold capacity, 80% of fishmeal production,
and were investing hundreds of millions of dollars to buy out more of other companies’
capacity (Tveteras et al. 2011).
Race-to-fish dynamics prevailed but uncertainty inherited from the 1997-98 crisis
and the frequent modification of conditions for granting licenses further exaggerated the
compression of fishing periods and encouraged the use of wasteful capture practices
(Tolmos 2004). Explosive use and high rates of discarding were reported: in 2004,
actual captures were estimated to exceed landings by 20%. At this point, everyone could
agree that the high level of recurring investment debt prevalent among fishing
companies seriously compromised their economic viability, especially once world
market price fluctuations and environmental variability were factored in (Pontecorvo
2011). Now they were not only racing for profit, they also needed high enough revenue
to meet their financial obligations. It was said that these companies were imbued with
an inherent instability akin to that of the species they unilaterally exploit (Comisión
Permanente del Pacífico Sur 2006).
The Toledo (2001-2005) and García (2006-2010) administrations continued
Fujimori’s neoliberal policies of developing natural resources for export. With
anchoveta now exploited entirely by the private sector in ecological conditions
favourable to its abundance and sustained exploitation, the fisheries sector was free and
supported to follow its own evolution. As part of a modification of the organization and
function of ministries in 2002, the Ministry of Fisheries became a vice-ministry of the
new Ministry of Production (PRODUCE). The reasons given were to “promote their
competitiveness and the increment of production as well as the rational use of resources
19

Together, these were estimated as equivalent to 50% of the biomass average (Hidalgo F 2002).
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and protection of the environment” (Congreso de la República del Perú 2002, p.1).
Fisheries policy had long been spread thin amongst diverse ministries and it now fell
one level deeper under the declared mandate of more efficient national industrial
production (Aranda 2009b).
IMARPE on the other hand, which under the new hierarchy became a Specialized
Public Organism (as well as decentralized) of the Fisheries Sub-sector, initiated a
research plan in 2002 of more than 40 projects focused on understanding ecosystem
components and processes, going beyond just monitoring fishing impacts (GuevaraCarrasco et al. 2010). It also developed cooperation with international organizations,
among which the FAO and the French Institute of Research for Development (IRD) to
consolidate research on the Humboldt Current Ecosystem20 and continually steer its
own research plan towards the Ecosystem Approach, which internationally was fast
becoming the dominant force shaping contemporary fisheries management.
The debate on which economic devices should be used for effective biological
management periodically surfaced and disappeared from political attention. The World
Bank had first proposed implementing incentive-adjusting measures (such as individual
quotas) to counteract overcapacity in 1992 and had granted Peru funding to research the
impact of implementing such a scheme, but the project was forgotten with the 1997-98
El Niño (Aranda 2009b). An Individual Transferrable Quota scheme was proposed for
the sardine and anchoveta fishery in 2002, but tacit interest was not enough to keep it
from getting dropped in 2004 for failing to get support outside of the industrial fleets
(Aranda 2009b; Tolmos 2004). The project did not remain shelved for long though.
6.3. Legislative Decree 1084 on Individual Vessel Quotas

With high economic incentives to keep intensifying the fishery, in 2008 1,200 registered
vessels were again filling the six month TAC set by the Ministry of Production in just
50 days with an estimated fishing overcapacity of 72% and 89% for processing (Aranda
2009a; Fréon et al. 2008). The same year however, congress passed Legislative Decree
108421. Not only was it the culmination of a process that first proposed IVQ’s as an
improved management scheme at the beginning of the 1990’s, it also carried official
state recognition of the need for a complete reform of the fishery management system in
a way that prioritizes the environment. It included the statement that:
“Existing regulatory instruments have not provided the necessary framework for the
efficient exploitation of the resource”, and “give way to an amplified race between
agents, [and] this race for the resource represents a serious threat to the environment.
[…] The excess of hold capacity and the race to fish put pressure on the ecosystem
balance” (translated from Gobierno del Perú 2008a, p.1).
Many in the Peruvian fisheries sector recognized it as “the most important change to
the regulatory framework in the last 35 years” (Paredes 2010, p.10). The inherent
improvements offered by IVQ’s are and were made obvious: “The introduction of the
IVQ system is a breakthrough in the management process and establishes a well defined
20

As examples: the 2006 International Conference on the Humboldt Current Ecosystem: process,
dynamics and fisheries, the Fifth International Panel on the assessment of Peruvian anchoveta with an
ecosystem approach in 2009.
21
DL1084 was itself based on the 1997 Law 26821 on “Sustainable Benefit from Natural Resources”.
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platform for the control of capacity as it allocates rights only to licensed vessels and
does not allow new entries” (Aranda 2009b, p.150). The new law was an optimistic
embrace of neoliberal Rights-Based Management philosophy (Tveteras et al. 2011). The
fishery was seen as having finally moved beyond the strict concept of maximum
sustainable yield and incorporated more “developed” and “modern”22 tools for the
economic management of biological resources (Arias Schreiber 2012, p.81). It held five
main functions: to (i) generate less pressure on the resource by eliminating the race to
fish; (ii) reduce the sector’s environmental impact at the time of extraction and
processing through capacity reduction; (iii) increase plants’ ability to control and uphold
phytosanitary and environmental standards; (iv) improve work conditions and
employment stability; and (v) allow processors to focus on the quality and
competitiveness of their products (García Díaz 2008).
DL1084’s immediate impact did appear dramatic. Fishing days per season are
claimed to have increased from 52 days in 2008 to 189 in 2009, and the number of
registered boats dropped from 1,172 to 882 (Paredes 2010). The industry also became
more profitable as a result of fixed cost reduction, optimal use of existing fleet and plant
infrastructures and focus on the production of higher added value fishmeal, which
requires more careful selection of fish and constant adjustment of the transformation
process (Paredes 2010). According to some, by legitimizing small fleet owners’ right to
the resource (provided they own a quota), the IVQ scheme has even shifted negotiation
power back away from industrial companies. This argument surely does not account for
the nearly 10,000 workers estimated to have found themselves without of a job as a
result of 300 vessels not receiving a quota and many more requiring less workers. Their
compensation was meant to be covered by the Compensation Fund for Fisheries
Organization (FONCOPES) public fund mandated by DL1084, which imposed a
mandatory contribution of $1.95 per tonne of IHC anchoveta landed by fishermen. As
of 2010 however, only 800 ship hands had joined the programme. On the other hand,
wages for workers who have remained in the fishery are said to have gone up 40% since
passage of the law (Giudice 2011).
From the beginning of its elaboration, the law was directly and indirectly connected
to the Free Trade Agreement signed between Peru and the United States in 2006. The
tariff advantages offered by the FTA only applied to fish oil and canned fish (fishmeal
already carries no tariffs), but the agreement also lifted a number of non-tariff
restriction measures previously applied to fishmeal (García Díaz 2008). In the same
dialogue, DL1084 is seen as a measure to improve the competitiveness of Peruvian
industries, in line with standards mandated by the FTA:
“The IVQ system allows an organization of extraction and anchoveta processing
activities that will favour the implantation of good manufacturing and quality
practices that avoid the probable application of restrictions to the export of products
based on anchoveta”. “The future development of the Peruvian fishing industry, and
of the anchoveta in particular, […] required a set of new norms in the sector, as
expressed in DL1084 to ensure a sustainable productive activity that considers the
obligations and recommendations assumed in the Environmental Chapter[23] of the
22
“Modern management has enabled the anchovy fishery to maintain its catches and be sustainable”
(Arias Schreiber 2012, p.81).
23
Indeed, the Peru-U.S. FTA was the country’s first such commercial accord to feature a chapter on
environmental considerations.
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Free Trade Agreement [signed with the United States in 2006]” (translated from
García Díaz 2008, pp.18-20).
It is somewhat ironic that an analysis of Peru’s prospects of increasing trade with the
U.S. as a result of the FTA and DL1084 anticipated that Peruvian marine products
would encounter resistance from environmental groups that could lead to restrictions, as
a result of the current status of marine conservation policies in Peru (García Díaz 2008).
Nevertheless, whether related to commercialization or environmental concerns, the
fisheries sector has expressed increasing will to incorporate “the environmental
standards of a globalized world” (De La Puente et al. 2011, p.7). Responding to an
increasing international demand for certified fisheries products, the National Fisheries
Society decided in 2011 to begin the lengthy Marine Stewardship Council evaluation
process.
The new law also met with strong opposition and criticism. DL1084 has increased
the incentive to underreport catches. Vessel owners have greater reason to avoid maxing
out their quota and now that the fishing season goes longer, it has become harder to
detect underreporting of catches (Paredes 2010). This not only applies to catches of
mature anchoveta, but also reporting of juvenile captures and bycatch of other species
(De La Puente et al. 2011). Until now, larger-than-expected productivity increases are
seen as evidence of underreporting. The severity of bycatch and underreporting will be
developed in more detail in the discussion section (9). A primary initial shortcoming of
DL1084 is that although monitoring measures have increased, the sanction structure has
remained the same. The IVQ scheme also only applies to fleets, but does not address the
processing overcapacity responsible for demand (Paredes 2010).
Fleets retain the capacity needed to exploit the upper limit of the TAC fixed to
calculate IVQ’s and the new law does not address the matter of powerful actors
lobbying against regulations (it perhaps even legitimizes them) (Aranda 2009b). For
most of the decade leading up to 2009, ownership continued to concentrate in the hands
of a few large industrial companies, and DL1084 raised significant opposition from
certain factions of the fishing sector and politicians for its capacity to allow further
concentration of fishing rights. IVQ systems’ capacity to “produce a concentration of
wealth in a few efficient hands by expelling less efficient agents from the fishing
activity” is well known (Aranda 2009b, p.149).
Finally, quota systems rely on stable supply and allocation predictability, however
the legislation makes no provision for, let alone mentions, the embedded non-linearity
of the Humboldt Current System which has periodically negated any attempt to set a
precedent of effective management (Tolmos 2004). DL1084 can be seen as measure to
correct for existing overcapacity problems but not prevent them.
6.4. Presentday management approach and legal arrangements
6.4.1. Legal framework

Under chapter II of Peru’s constitution, “renewable and non renewable natural resources
are patrimony of the Nation” and “the State is sovereign in their exploitation”
(translated from Gobierno del Perú 1993, p.16). The LGP signed in 1992 remains in
place today. It specifically establishes marine fauna as part of national heritage and
asserts the state’s right to regulate fishing activities. It contains the principles by which
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all fishing, aquaculture, access to foreigners, license and concession matters, and
regulations and penalties for not following them, are administered (Gobierno del Perú
2008b; Aranda 2009b). Along more synthetic lines, the access regime for extractive
fishing activities in Peru is for the most part defined by authorizations to increase fleet
size or fishing permits (De La Puente et al. 2011).
The LGP has been accompanied by two official bylaws, first in 1994 and then in
2001 when Supreme Decree 012/01/PE was approved with the important proclamation
that: “the Ministry of Fishery will ensure the balance between the sustainable use of
hydrobiological resources, conservation of the environment and socioeconomic
development” (translated from Congreso de la República del Perú 2001, p.3). Since
2001, the LGP has been further modified by 10 derogations and 29 amendments. Under
the current legal framework, anchoveta is classified as a “fully exploited
hydrobiological resource”24, mandating the application of article 12 of the bylaw that:
“neither fleet increases, nor fishing permit increases will be permitted if they would
increase these fisheries” (translated from De La Puente et al. 2011, p.20).
Under the current legislative framework, anchoveta fishery for DHC (Consumo
Humano Directo) is to be administered separately from the anchoveta fishery for IHC
(Consumo Humano Indirecto). Furthermore, the LGP indicates that hydrobiological
resources must be administered as differentiated units through their own Fish Acts
(Reglamentos de Ordenamiento Pesquero, ROPs). These legislative measures establish
the regime access, fishing seasons, the TAC, allowed equipment, minimum sizes, and
prohibited areas. As of 2012 however, the IHC fishery, by far the larger of the two, did
not have an ROP.
The differentiation of two anchoveta stock units represents another substantial policy
double standard. The north-central stock occupies coastal waters between parallels 3’S
and 15’S, and the southern stock extends from 15’S to the southern limit of the Peruvian
maritime domain. The two populations are believed to follow independent dynamics
and the north-central stock is by far the larger of the two. Applying a separate
management scheme to the southern stock is also a convenient way to segment policies
to the stock Peru co-exploits and disputes with Chile (Arias Schreiber 2012). The
southern stock is continuously exploited while fishing of the northern stock is split into
two distinct seasons. In the north-central fishery, an austral summer and austral winter
closure protects the fish during their critical spawning and recruitment25 peaks (Arias
Schreiber 2012). Some efforts have been made in the past to coordinate management of
the southern stock with Chilean authorities, but fishing occurs year-round and catch
allowances are loosely monitored. It is important to establish that the majority of policy
measures and events covered here hold much truer for the northern-central stock than
that of the south, which exists in the limbo of territorial conflict.
Intra-species fragmentation of policy application is the cause of major recurring
holes in the current management scheme, as was made evident by the lawless Viking
fleet. These arrangements are the product of an intentionally myopic view focused
solely on factors sustaining the economic productivity of fishing. Such management
dichotomies and mono-specific approaches applied uniformly over enormous
geographies implicitly (intentionally?) fail to account for the reality that anchoveta also
underpins the entire Humboldt Current ecosystem, or that one species might be
24
The 2001 modified LGP, classifies hydrobiological resources as either: unexploited, sub-exploited,
fully exploited or in recovery (De La Puente et al. 2011). This classification absolves humans of the
responsibility behind each state, with no mention of overfishing or other possible sources of collapse.
25
The period during which the majority of fish mature and grow to commercial specimen size.
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important to others in the system (De La Puente et al. 2011). There is growing clamour
from researchers and even from some stakeholders that the government should
transition to a much broader and integral management approach (one could say
paradigm) founded on the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries, but any recognition of this
objective has been cursory at best and not yet concretely incorporated as part of any
policies (De La Puente et al. 2011).
6.4.2. Quota assessment

IMARPE usually conducts three (no less than two) scientific research cruises very year
to assess the abundance and spatial distribution of fish populations: one in the austral
summer using hydro-acoustics focused on assessing stock size and distribution; one
during the austral winter tracking daily egg production; and usually another in the
austral spring (Guevara-Carrasco et al. 2010). Biomass estimates from these surveys are
combined with the results of daily biological and oceanographic monitoring aboard
vessels and data collected at each of the 134 official landing points along the coast.
IMARPE then calculates its final recommendation for the TAC based on an allowable
annual exploitation rate and the escapement of a minimum spawning stock biomass of 4
to 5 million tonnes (Guevara-Carrasco et al. 2010). Finally, PRODUCE fixes the TAC
for each fishing season “on the basis of available scientific data and socioeconomic
factors” (translated from De La Puente et al. 2011, p.22). Though no legislated criteria
exist to calculate PRODUCE’s final allowance, it has historically sided with IMARPE’s
scientific advice.
Since DL1084, IVQ’s are calculated for each fishing season from the determined
TAC and maximum vessel capture percentages that PRODUCE fixes in accordance
with historical records and ongoing monitoring of fishing boat capacity. Under the new
scheme, the IVQ’s are not directly transferrable but they can be rented to other owners
for up to three years (Tveteras et al. 2011) or can be transferred to another vessel of the
same owner. In the latter case, the following conditions apply regarding the original
vessel: it must either be (i) retired and scrapped; (ii) moved to another fishery; (iii)
linked to obtaining an authorization of fleet increase through capacity substitution; or
(iv) no longer be used for fishing activities (García Díaz 2008). In the instance of (iii),
this means that several vessels’ quotas can be consolidated into the hold capacity of one
new ship, as long as the original ships still exist, albeit dry-docked on land (Tveteras et
al. 2011).
Regulation of the fishery prioritizes the protection of spawning individuals and
juveniles (Guevara-Carrasco et al. 2010). Landed captures are allowed to contain a
maximum of 10% of juveniles (in weight), which are defined as individuals measuring
under 12 cm in length (De La Puente et al. 2011). The allowance for capture of other
species (bycatch) is 5% of all landings. Very little scientific justification is provided for
these numbers and according to IMARPE, these percentages are calibrated to fishing net
performance26 rather than the impact which they might have on the environment (De La
Puente et al. 2011). Because these tolerances apply to landed captures, they do not
factor in discarding at sea. They also do not provide consideration for what 5% of such
an abundant species as anchoveta corresponds to for ‘bycaught’ species with much
fewer individuals.
PRODUCE closes fishing areas and prohibits fishmeal processing for a minimum
period of three days whenever juveniles are detected to exceed 10% of stock
composition (Arias Schreiber 2012). The Vice-Ministry of Fisheries publishes a daily
26

Mesh sizes smaller than 13mm are prohibited (Arias Schreiber 2012).
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list of vessels authorized to fish for anchoveta and the ones that have been banned.
Vessels are also prohibited from carrying out more than one fishing trip per vessel per
day or fish within 5 miles from the coast. Fishmeal processing plants on the other hand
need to be certified by PRODUCE and are not allowed to receive catches from
unauthorized vessels or from the DHC fleet. Movements are continuously monitored
through a mandatory onboard satellite positioning system put in place in 1998. This
system made it possible to implement the short period spatial bans today employed to
protect juveniles (Guevara-Carrasco et al. 2010).
IMARPE monitors at-sea data and carries out vessel inspections on a daily basis.
Observers are present on board 4-5% of the fishing fleet recording scientific data such
as fishing grounds, bycatch, surface temperature and fish shoaling behaviour (GuevaraCarrasco et al. 2010). Landed catches and allowances are monitored in real-time 24
hours a day at all unloading points by private certification firms (Arias Schreiber 2012).
This monitoring and inspection service is paid for by the IHC fleet through a monetary
levy on each tonne of landed anchoveta. Data obtained are regularly contrasted with
those obtained by IMARPE.
All control and vigilance functions are the responsibility of the General Direction of
Captaincies and Coastguards (DICAPI, Dirección General de Capitanías y
Guardacostas). In the IHC anchoveta fishery, it verifies that fishermen possess a valid
fishing permit and an assigned IVQ (Límite Máximo de Captura por Embarcación) (De
La Puente et al. 2011).
6.4.3. Long-term policy plans and the organizational structure of policy

From a long-term perspective, management of the fisheries sector follows the guidelines
of several national strategic plans: the 2011-2015 Multi-annual Sectorial Strategic Plan
(Plan Estratégico Sectorial Multiannual); the 2011-2015 Institutional Strategic Plan
(Plan Estratégico Institucional) (De La Puente et al. 2011); and the Ministry of the
Environment’s 2011-21 National Environmental Action Plan (PLANAA, Plan Nacional
de Acción Ambiental). The PLANAA’s objectives evidence a very limited and vague
involvement by factions of the government outside the fisheries sector. As an example,
the primary stated environmental goal for fisheries is that PRODUCE should “drive
responsible fishing in order to contribute to the conservation of hydrobiological
resources and the country’s economic development” through “formulated mechanisms
that certify sustainable aquaculture production”, meaning only that it should actively
pursue sustainability certification for exploited species (Ministerio del Ambiente del
Perú 2011, p.64).
Organizationally, PRODUCE in connection with the LGP form the core from which
the fishery is managed. This core extends across the Vice-Ministry of Fisheries and its
internal divisions (Órganos de línea, órganos de apoyo and órganos de asesoramiento).
More importantly, the core also receives peripheral input on a first level from the viceministerial decentralized public agencies (Órganismos públicos decentralizados). Each
of these three agencies connects the core with a specialized public area outside.
The National Fund for Fishery Development (FONDEPES, Fondo Nacional de
Desarrollo Pesquero) promotes the fisheries sector, ensures that required infrastructures
are in place, capacitates people to meet the sector’s employment qualification
requirements, and advocates for increased national consumption of fisheries products,
particularly in the DHC sector (FONDEPES 2013). The Technical Institute of Fisheries
(ITP, Instituto Tecnológico Pesquero) researches and promotes the optimal utilization of
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fisheries resources, and upholds hygiene, sanitary and quality norms in the sector (ITP
2013). Finally, IMARPE is the oldest and largest of the three. It has scientific, technical,
economic and administrative autonomy (De La Puente et al. 2011). It connects the
fishery with the biology that underpins it through independent research into the species
and ecosystem dynamics of the Peruvian sea, and by monitoring fisheries resources. In
doing so it can “assist the State in taking decisions related to the rational use of fisheries
resources and the conservation of the marine environment, actively contributing to the
country’s development” (IMARPE 2013).
On a second level, PRODUCE’s decisions (how it applies the LGP) are loosely
informed (as demonstrated by the PLANAA) by the Ministry of the Environment
(MINAM) and the Agency for Environmental Evaluation and Taxation Control (OEFA,
Organismo de Evaluación y Fiscalización Ambiental). Adopting now the same inputoutput conceptualization, IVQ’s create a hard link between the management core and
internally and individually managed units controlled by private fishing enterprises. The
information and power articulations between public actors that shape management
policies can be mapped across all actors in the fishery to better understand how such
management systems evolve. The present study assumes that DL1084 constitutes a
defining moment in the evolution in these relationships.
6.5. Conclusion

“Latin America’s fisheries have passed through the stages of neglect, nationalization
and privatization before arriving at the present stage of fisheries management”
(Thorpe et al. 2000, p.1690).
“Thus a learning process has occurred, and anchovy fishery policies have developed
from a highly fragmented, reactive decision making system, ignorant of resource
management issues, during the first two decades of the fishery, to the current
governance system that is able to cope with at least inter-annual variability and
ensure the ecological and economic sustainability of the fishery” (Arias Schreiber
2012, p.79).
Peruvian fisheries policy was for most of its history shaped by the diverse interests and
competing jurisdictions of the governmental agencies it involved, but none of these
comprehensively held it as a primary concern (Glantz 1985). With little prior experience
and with no protection from the ideological shifts of political succession, the state’s
management approach mostly developed reactively. The nationalization of all fishing
vessels and consolidation of state control under the Ministry of Fisheries in 1971
perhaps best evidenced the disorganized approaches of the underpowered Peruvian state
to manage the enormous and lucrative anchoveta fishery.
Cycles of overcapacity build-up and collapse have repeated themselves in keeping a
parallel though latent pace with the ecosystem’s own cyclical responses to El Niño
events. Every devastating El Niño undercut the industry’s high-volume and labour input
business model in such a way that it created periodic recurrences of pressures to loosen
regulations (Stefansson & Rosenberg 2005). Each time the ecosystem collapses in
tandem with a climatic inversion, it simultaneously negates pressure for political
incorporation or collective acknowledgement of the fishery having in fact catastropheexacerbating ecological impacts. It would not be too far a step to suggest that the
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fishery’s chronically ineffective institutions are a product of the high level of biological
uncertainty that instils the system.
The separation of science and politics, necessary to foster alignment with long-term
management strategies and ideologies, is a challenge for many countries (Glantz 1985).
This review of the fishery’s political ecology since its inception offers insight into the
complexity of developing a management approach that adapts to the shifting priorities
of maximizing economic opportunity and ensuring conservation of a basic renewal
capital. Whether the Peruvian anchoveta fishery’s continued existence and profitability
is owed to management policies however is hard to establish. Surely they prevented
fleets from thoughtlessly eliminating severely depressed stocks during El Niño crisis
years, although such consistent predation on the bottom level of the food chain has
decimated species higher up in the ecosystem’s trophic structure. What appears evident
from this review however is that the fishery has from a general perspective benefitted
from the forced periodic reset, even if unpredictably engendered by ecosystem collapse.
The fishery’s own capacity to rebound is more a testament to the profitability of the
resource it captures, while the lean, fractioned structure it has kept for most of its
history and the anchoveta’s own resilience are a product of the enormous power of the
South Pacific climate system. Coupled to both a highly stochastic environmental system
and a fluctuating world market, the fishery’s morphological shifts reflect the extent and
compounding effect of these dependencies. All the same, inter-annual climate variations
have yet to be directly provisioned for by management arrangements (Pontecorvo
2011).
Would Peru have implemented an IVQ system 40 years earlier were it not for state
nationalization of a fleet rapidly concentrating in the hands of few? Should we see the
accumulation of access rights as an economic security measure to fortify the viability of
those who have invested the most in building up capacity? Does owning such large
assets as those held by fleets today continue to make sense in times of prolonged
depletion? Certainly it can be argued that owning property rights over the resource is a
guarantee to an existing and future stake of profits that makes weathering an ecological
crisis more justifiable. From a New Economic Model perspective, fisheries
overcapitalization and size concentration was bound to happen in this instance, but
whether this is actually the straightforward case, and whether the incentives to do so
were connected to ecological collapse of the exploited resource, are the present paper’s
core matters of investigation (Thorpe et al. 2000).
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7. RESULTS I: ANALYSIS OF DAILY LANDINGS REPORTS

The daily industrial fishery landings report published by IMARPE offers a rich
quantitative dataset from which to derive insight into the dynamics of the anchoveta
fishery. Out of the 4,018 days between 2002 and 2012, 4,005 have an associated report.
Nevertheless, only days where there were landings were factored into this analysis as
data points: the focus of this study is on the dynamics of fishing when it takes place.
Since 2010, IMARPE also publishes a daily report for the artisanal fishery but it does
not cover the time period relevant to this study (before 2009). It is therefore important
to establish that the following analysis only concerns the industrial fishery, albeit the
activity which accounts for more than 98% of anchoveta landings. It also elects to
consider results for the entire territory comprehensively, foregoing any analysis of
differences for north-central and southern stocks, in the same way that this research
project has focused on management of the whole coastline. IVQ’s are calculated
differently for each stock but output from the north-central stock dominates the southern
and conversely, the switch from a TAC to a TAC + IVQ scheme applied to both.
7.1. General analysis of annual averages: figures 7.1-7.3

The first three figures in this chapter reflect the marked year-to-year variations that
characterize the fishery (cf. also fig. 5.1 and 5.2). What appears immediately visible is
that average daily landings (fig. 7.2) and maximum daily landings (fig. 7.3) seem to
follow separate evolutions from total output, but at the same time similar evolutions
between them. This can be taken as an indication first that average and maximum catch
deserve their own attention, and second that fishing dynamics likely vary independently
from total output.
On the other hand, connections between these three annual derivations of the same
data point might not be absolute, but rather more relative to the conditions of each
fishing season. Average daily landings and maximum daily landings progressively
increased between 2002 and 2008, but they dropped in 2009, particularly in figure 7.2.
That year the total annual catch was almost the same as in 2008 though. In contrast,
when total landings dropped by nearly 50% in 2010, the average daily and maximum
landing also decreased compared to the previous year. These suggested correlations
raise two opposite possible explanations. The first is that a lowered average daily catch
reflects the predicted impact of implementing DL1084 on January 1st 2009: that vessels
would target smaller daily catches instead of racing to gain the largest catches. The
lowered maximum landing could also support this interpretation. The second possibility
is that categorization by year perhaps masks connections or latent interactions. 2009
might have been a good year in total but maybe fish were less abundant, climate could
have impacted shoaling behaviour, meaning that fishing boats had to settle for smaller
catches which they had to harvest more frequently to make up for losses. The
ecologically depressed state of the fishery subsequently manifested itself with a
dramatically lowered total catch in 2010, though fishermen continued to bring in similar
on-average catches than in 2009.
Considering now that total catch rebounded impressively in 2011, with a near 40%
increase in average daily catch but only slight increase in the maximum catch, these
data appear to support the initial claim that DL1084 engendered a change in fishing
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dynamics: maximum daily catch stayed low while the average increased and still
remained at post-2008 levels. Re-establishing ambivalence, a depressed total and
average catch in 2012 suggests that fish abundance might have dropped, but we can
appreciate that the maximum catch dropped much less. This could indicate either that
fleets sought to make up for decreased fish abundance by fishing as much as possible
when fish were present, or simpler, that the maximum catch in 2012 took place closer to
2011.
These year-to-year variations offer many opportunities for speculation, and more
reasons to doubt any correlations than support them. Until now, this analysis focused on
the years after 2009, but 2002 and 2003 indicate again that a relatively high total catch
can also be produced by very low average daily landings. If anything, these three
figures should be appreciated for their middle sections: when the race to fish was at its
most extreme between 2006 and 2008, total output was not the highest but the average
daily catch and maximum catch set records. This suggests that as an overriding dynamic
supported by abundant stocks, the race to fish defines the fishery, and when it is slow or
curtailed, such as after the El Niño crisis of 1998-1999 and after 2009, different factors
come into play.
Averaging over large time periods can facilitate the visible emergence of certain
higher-level dynamics, however intra-annual representations can also support this
endeavour.
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Fig. 7.1. Annual IHC anchoveta landings (Millions of MT, North-Central (dark blue) + South fisheries)
(Figure by author, data source: IMARPE 2013)

Fig 7.2. Average daily landings of anchoveta (MT, North-Central (dark blue) + South fisheries)
(Figure by author, data source: IMARPE 2013)

Fig. 7.3. Maximum daily landing of anchoveta (MT, North-Central (dark blue) + South fisheries)
(Figure by author, data source: IMARPE 2013)
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7.2. Intra-annual comparisons: figures 7.4-7.6

As observed in figure 7.2, landings fluctuate enormously from month to month, as they
also do from day to day. Figure 7.4 represents the evolution of monthly total landings
for the years between 2002 and 2012. The years before DL1084 are labeled in blue
whereas the years after are drawn in orange. There is little to suggest that fishing
dynamics between the two periods is more different than inter-annual fluctuations. Two
recurring peaks indicate the fishing periods in each year (cf. also figure 5.5). It should
be appreciated that the 'width' of each peak also varies and that landings in some months
are so low that no data points exist.
Figure 7.5 is an attempt at bundling these inter-annual monthly fluctuations. Monthly
values are the average across years of the average daily landings that month, as a
percentage of each year’s annual maximum. This adjusts values inter-annually
according to total catches, and allows for a comparison of the two broad pre and post
2009 fisheries management regimes. As seen, changes in fishing dynamics that appear
to be connected to DL1084 in this data set are accompanied by correlations that suggest
an equally important influence of other unaccounted for factors. However, when the
opposite of expectations is observed, it merits more inquiry than a mere refutation. In
this case, contrary to expectations of a more temporally spread-out fishing approach, the
first season peak is much sharper for the years after DL1084 than before. The opposite
is true for the second peak, however factoring in figure 7.4, we can appreciate that this
is the result of fishing being appreciably lower or inconsistent during these months in
the years after 2008. This finding is best considered in tandem with daily catches.
Figure 7.6 is a combined representation of inter and intra-annual fluctuations that
preserves the resolution of daily catches. It is a frequency count based on 2% bins of
daily landing values as a percentage of the annual maximum for the period before and
after 2009. Thus, a 5% value in the 6% bin for the 2009-2012 period means that 5% of
all daily catch landings in 2009-2012 were between 4 and 6% of their annual maximum.
The resulting frequency distribution is in general form what would be expected: many
days with small catches and progressively fewer days of large catches. However, the
two series follow this trend very differently. The 2002-2008 period has higher counts
for small catches up to 8%, then these drop over the 12 to 40% range and subsequently
pick up again until 84%. It is expected that the race to fish should structure the fishery
into either small ‘upkeep’ catch days and very high ‘race’ days, but the ‘lull’ between
the two, and the rise between 60 and 80%, are appreciably pronounced. The counts for
2009-2012 do not present the middle dip, with higher counts from 8 to 40%. They also
start off lower than during 2002-2008 but stay appreciably stable through the 40-80%
range with even a peak at 58%. It would have been reasonable to expect instead a
stronger bias towards smaller values after DL1084, or at least a more marked tapering at
the end of the larger catch days.
Given the relatively short amount of time that has passed since DL1084 was
implemented, there is little literature available to offer contextual insight into how or
why landings might have changed. One could speculate however that the minimum
vessel characteristics required to obtain an IVQ favoured medium-sized modern boats,
and that the improved odds of a fishing enterprise filling its own internal quota during
each season when owning an IVQ creates the possibility of focusing on fishing more
cost-efficiently, i.e. in a way that favours economies of scale. Conversely, differences
could also have a lot to do with the boats that are no longer participating in the fishery
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as a result of not receiving an IVQ. The more pronounced first-season monthly peak
after 2009 (fig. 7.5) could be indicative not of more competitive practices (which are
more apparent at the daily and inter-annual catch scales) but of companies opting to
further structure their effort around a given period of abundance. More years of data and
a way to account for environmental fluctuations would be needed to more confidently
attribute these claims of quantitative contrast between the two periods. Moreover, it
emphasizes the importance of paralleling these number-derived observations with
qualitative insight and through a combination of methods.
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Fig. 7.4. Annual plots of monthly average daily landings (MT) before (2002-2008) and after (2009-2012)

DL1084 (Figure by author, data source: IMARPE 2013)

Fig. 7.5. RUPPHDVXUHV

(2009-2012) (Figure by author, data source: IMARPE 2013)
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8. RESULTS II: SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS OF
INTENSIVE INTERVIEWS WITH KEY ACTORS

As detailed in the methodology, the following analysis is the result of seven in-depth
interviews conducted in Peru in 2012. It is important to introduce this section as a
synthesis of very different conversations with key actors that brought together a broad
spectrum of personal and professional viewpoints. Every interview engaged the subjects
in their professional function therefore there are no reasons to believe that they did not
also share their knowledge to the best of their highly recognized professional criteria.
However, the data and statements herein were only included after an additional
conscious gauging of their accuracy and potential contribution to the overall inquiry,
and kept intact from the translated (by the thesis author) transcripts they were extracted
from.
It is worth recalling the interview subjects first mentioned in the methodology
section (2.3.3): a former minister of fisheries; a former vice-minister of fisheries; the
general manager of an industrial fishing and marine product commercialization
company; the director of a non-governmental organization (NGO) focused on
governance of natural resources in Peru; a senior researcher in a private consultancy that
has collaborated with the development of fisheries legislation; an academic researcher at
a centre specialized in fisheries management and marine ecology issues in Peru; and the
general manager and operator of a medium-sized artisanal fishmeal production and
commercialization company with 40 years of experience in the fishery.
8.1. The legislative development process
8.1.1. First initiatives

The process of developing IVQ legislation in Peru was very long. The former viceminister recalled working on the issue for 15 years and that the work had surely begun
earlier. IVQ’s first came up as one of many possible fisheries management measures
Peru contemplated when it looked into adopting the FAO’s sustainable fisheries focus
around 1993-94. Around two years later, the World Bank came in to move the issue of
IVQ’s from within the public sector along with researchers from the University of the
Pacific in Lima and the two principal researchers behind the implementation of an IVQ
scheme in New Zealand.
The circumstances did not favour the development of a new legislation however:
there was not enough information, informality in the sector was rampant and landings
reports were inconsistent. On the research side, it was evident that overcapacity and
extraction levels were compounding to exert a very worrisome and threatening pressure
on the resource. As the ministry conceptually advanced on the issue however, it met
with increasing opposition from the private sector and the SNP. It eventually buckled
under industry pressure and the quota scheme was put on ice.
The crisis that resulted from the 1997-98 El Niño deeply shook the Peruvian
fisheries sector. The climatic event dealt a powerful blow to fish stocks and never
before had such a level of indebtedness been seen in the sector. According to the former
minister of fisheries, such a confluence of these two sources of vulnerability was
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frighteningly novel and launched an atmosphere that facilitated economic and political
transformation.
8.1.2. El Niño’s shock to the sector

Until late 1997, banks had always been very cautious in providing financial services to
the fisheries sector. At the same time, they poorly understood the business and often
accepted the terms proposed by their creditors without having the capacity to verify
them. Economic growth and abundant stocks after 1995 allowed fishing companies to
take out large mortgages and credits to build ships and modernize plants over a very
short period of time.
When the El Niño event of 1997 caused anchoveta stocks to crash, companies spent
a year starving for resources. During that time, the banks realized that without fish, their
loan guarantees were not worth more than their scrapping value. Exacerbating the
situation was the fact that during those years, a surplus of soy protein on the world
market caused the price of fishmeal to drop precipitously from US $400-500 to $260.
To make matters even worse, the world economy went into crisis in 1999 when Russia
and Brazil defaulted on their loans.
On the public end, financial mechanisms were deployed to ease the suffering, while
internally everyone understood that the sector needed to be reorganized: fleet and plant
overcapacity were identified as the principal matters of contention. With an election
coming up in 2000 however, the state was reluctant to authorize any measures to reform
the industry beyond the discussion of a private sector led scrapping scheme that never
took off. Later on, fractioned fisheries associations and a political crisis following the
2000 elections ensured that IVQ’s remained a mere topic of discussion.
8.1.3. Industrial reconfigurations

In spite of the ecosystem showing signs of recovery in 1999, many fisheries actors
broke under the weight of their debts after a year of having no means to pay them. This
facilitated the exit of various companies that sold their licenses, plants or ships in order
to pay off banks and escape the impossible situation of competing against those that had
faired better. Simultaneously, new investors and actors appeared and the companies
with power, control or leadership in the sector changed. All interview subjects
corroborated this shift. As the industrial company manager explained, “the companies,
we realized the importance of having a solid financial structure and a continuity in the
extraction”. Or as the artisanal fishmeal plant operator stated, “because of changes in
the climate, everyone changes”, and the conditions favoured economic concentration.
From a management perspective, the sector began normalizing when the TAC was
re-established in 2001. According to the industrial perspective, fleet managers met the
renewed limit with a greater sense of obligation to respect it. Other measures were
offered as examples of the sector becoming more organized and pressuring for change:
a satellite control system established in 1998, an industry-wide hold capacity evaluation,
a switch from mechanical landings scales to online digital ones, and stricter vessel
identification standards (to control for duplicate ships). The arrival of Ludwig Meier
Cornejo as fisheries minister in 2001, coming from the business sector where he had
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been working closely with the SNP, is said to have only enhanced the privately led
general reform of the sector.
The new actors were domestic but they belonged to strong established economic
power groups and some opened up to foreign capital investments. The Brescia group is
perhaps the most important example (amongst others, like Dyer or Tramontana). They
sold stock in their Backus beer business and then bought the company Sipesa. Then a
new industrial fishing and fishmeal production company called TASA was created, now
the largest such company in the world. Brescia’s strategy coming in was to be the
dominant actor and have as little competition as possible. Immediately, they began
buying up plants and ships, generating and experiencing never-before-seen price
conflicts. Five or six large investor groups vied to be the sole owners of the sector and
fought to consolidate assets. Nevertheless, Brescia has always been the most powerful
and “the one that cuts the cake” according to the artisanal fishmeal plant operator.
The fishing business in effect became more financial and less extractive and
transformative as it became increasingly integrated into enormous company umbrellas.
According to several interviewees, the SNP served as the primary forum for these actors
to also find agreement during this period. Under the new financial model, the companies
were also often being swayed by investors vested across multiple sectors. The
consultant referred to Copeinca, which is owned by the same company as Camposol
(the principal agroindustrial group in Peru), and Hayduk, which also manages an
important real-estate business, as examples. Foreign capital became a fixture of the
business as well. Of the dominant companies, Austral and Copeinca are both completely
owned by Norwegian firms.
8.1.4. New regulatory reform measures

The industrial company manager interviewed for this study explained that the new
companies were waking up to the reality that “the basis of the extractive fishery
business is the resource’s sustainability”. Their international clients were also said to be
expressing concern. What it meant was that the largest actors, represented first by the
SNP, realized that the enforcement of rules, control and order in the sector was essential
to their bottom line. The manager cited satellite control as an example of initiative and
will from the industrial companies to bring order to the sector: in the end, the companies
agreed to pay for it as long as it was applied to all.
The implementation in 2004 of a landings control programme with inspectors in
every pumping station and scale is another example of where the “SNP […] accepted,
worked on and supported the initiative”. As a result, two private entities were contracted
by the state following public competitions and now certify the technical abidance to
catch norms: the Swiss company SGS (Société Générale de Surveillance) for the northcentral fishery and the Peruvian company CERPER (Certificaciones del Perú) for the
southern one. This private control scheme remains a palpable source of controversy.
The state is seen to have delegated its responsibility to supervise the abidance to
technical and legal norms to private certification firms. Furthermore, the fact that
industrial companies agreed again to pay for the scheme with a tax on every tonne
fished, the scheme reflects a major conflict of interest: “the controlling organisms for
the industrial activity are paid by the very extractors and processors of fish” as the
fishmeal plant manager explained. The NGO director also cited that though SGS carries
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prestige at the international level, there “is a tremendous history of corruption of these
institutions”. As a non-Peruvian company, it is also seen as easier to influence.
8.1.5. Development of the law: private sector consulting and researching potential
impacts

PRODUCE picked up the IVQ scheme project where it had been left in 1997. IVQ’s
were still deemed optimal because of their compatibility with the state’s own
management capacity. An input regulation scheme could have worked, but it would
have required a much more involved and adaptive regulatory presence. As the former
vice-minister of fisheries described:
“One of the advantages of the [IVQ] system is that once the state intervenes, at the
beginning, in defining quotas, which is a direct intervention, after that the state
retracts itself and the market takes charge of regulation. The market is much more
efficient, in terms of its back-end management of sustainability, than in the case of
having a state that is constantly concerned with regulation.”
With private momentum behind the new scheme, the SNP acted to move the law
forward. It hired the Peruvian firm Apoyo to provide an independent assessment of the
law and in particular, evaluate its potential social impacts. Apoyo coordinated its
investigation with another well-known centre of research called GRADE (Grupo de
Análisis para el Desarrollo). Together they conducted intensive fieldwork to survey and
interview fisheries workers across the main ports of Peru. They also met directly with
the heads of fishing companies in order to understand their concerns regarding the
regulatory transition. Social compensation mechanisms were developed from their
findings and tested in various policy scenarios. A final compilation of policy
recommendations was presented to the SNP and then to the state. In the end, the state
directly implemented Apoyo’s report. After it was approved, Apoyo remained involved
throughout the process of implementation, discussion with stakeholders and syndicates,
and final development of the law.
One of the key successes of Apoyo’s recommendations, which the former viceminister also acknowledged, was that the private sector should finance the social
compensation programme while the government administered it. The fear was that if the
state had to financially compensate workers, it would not be done: “we transferred a
tonne of costs to the private sector that in reality, if we think about it, should have been
assumed by the state”, so observed the consultant.
The former vice-minister felt that a privately financed fund for sustainability
research could also have also been included in the quota scheme. As will later be
discussed, how information is employed to support management decisions remains a
major shortcoming of the system. In a similar manner, the consultant agreed that the
absence of a comprehensive environmental evaluation of the law could be seen as a
policy shortcoming. According to them, informed opinions were consulted (researchers
at Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University were one of the groups involved), but in
general, they agreed with the statement that “the economic and social dimensions were
studied more than the environmental ones”. In the entire time that they were involved
with this reform, May 2007 until the second half of 2008, they only once participated in
an environmental discussion and the issue was not addressed when meeting with state
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authorities. When asked whether an environmental impact study might have been a
good option, the former vice-minister said that it would not have been the correct
procedure for a regulation. It should be considered a problem however that the fishery
was not given an associated fish act (ROP), neither for the industrial or artisanal fishery.
As the vice-minister explained, the original state decision to not apply an ROP to the
anchoveta fishery came from electing a less interventionist approach, and DL1084 is
intended to continue substituting for one, but it is incomplete.
The consultant agreed that given the long history of reform attempts in the fishery,
the legislation coincided with an alignment of interests that resulted in a good moment
for implementation. They recalled participating in a roundtable about capacity
restructuring in 1998 which lasted barely ten minutes before the company
representatives got up and said that if the state would not finance the scheme, there was
nothing to talk about. Fast-forwarding to 2007, companies were feeling pressure to
improve their standards and a positive financial situation matched with high fishmeal
prices meant that they were in a better position to take on new costs. Another issue in
the background was that the atmosphere of distrust that previously tainted the
relationship between the Viking fleets and the industrial companies had begun to fade
after the former’s formalization. This facilitated the restructuring discussions that
needed to happen ahead of the IVQ scheme, though friction with smaller fleet operators
reluctant to change remained until the very end.
In the end, the social impact of DL1084 has been less than predicted, but the
compensation programmes has also been less successful than expected, with fewer
workers retiring from the sector than anticipated. The consultant suspected that maybe
there was an aspect of the situation that they had not completely understood. There was
also little follow-up on how the compensation plan had been implemented and worked
for the people it targeted. Indeed, the fishmeal plant operator corroborated that social
services for fisheries workers had deteriorated since the law was implemented.
8.1.6. The FTA connection

The relation between DL1084 and the free trade agreement with the U.S. remains a
matter of contention, as the former vice-minister explained and others seemed
ambivalent to discuss. Many norms had to pass in parallel to the FTA signed in 2006.
As a result, the legislative power granted extraordinary faculties to the executive power
to pass laws without having to go through congress. DL1084 was part of this legislative
package: “it was a requirement of the FTA and within the framework of the FTA” as the
industrial company manager, explained. The law was subsequently denounced as
having nothing to do with the FTA and was brought in front of a constitutional tribunal.
After two years of deliberation however, the tribunal found that it was in fact related to
the FTA and constitutional.
According to the former vice-minister, many said that this law would not have
passed had it gone through congress because that is where lobbies have the most
influence. The discussion of whether the law did or did not have anything to do with the
FTA remains an open discussion. Nevertheless, the academic researcher commented on
this being an example of globalization acting in a positive way: “coercively, but
nevertheless positively so that the state reorganizes itself and improves itself”. The FTA
was “a very external pressure to improve things that were very internal”.
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8.2. Impact of the law
8.2.1. Justifying quotas

Just as the industrial company manager describes that “the crisis […] was useful to
make the sector organize itself so that the most organized and largest companies
survived”, we can appreciate that the companies became acutely aware that managing
risk was essential to their dominance, especially as their own competitive strategies
exacerbated volatility in the fishery. According to the fishmeal plant operator, DL1084
was a contingency shield for their newly acquired assets: “there were a lot of ships,
extra maintenance costs, so they wanted to make this a much more efficient activity”
and so “managed their lobbies and operations for them to give them this law”. “DL1084
is born like the majority of the laws in the world, as the product of a lobby. In reality,
these are laws that allow the extraction of natural resources”. From this perspective, the
law appears a product of consensus between certain groups concentrating an
increasingly tighter monopoly.
Indeed, even from the point of view of the NGO director interviewed, though IVQ’s
addressed many of the problems with open access fisheries, they granted even greater
power to those who ultimately held a title to the resource. The environment “was useful
to adorn the scheme, justify the quotas, but the decision was basically an economic
decision I would say” said the former minister. But even if “quotas are an economic
measure, not a sustainability measure”, they “give the fisherman or the company an
economic incentive to protect the resource”, and this seemed positive to the academic
researcher.
When confronted with the fact that IVQ’s have benefitted the large companies
enormously, their retort is typically that quotas were very expensive to purchase and
that those who have still actually benefitted the most were those who sold their quotas
when the prices were highest and succeeded in leaving the sector. Fleet owners without
processing assets have also seen their profits soar and power grow with the increased
raw matter supply prices paid by idle fishmeal plants. Plant owners that do not own
fleets have become slaves to their suppliers however. This appears to further
corroborate that a transition to financial strategies has occurred.
Interestingly, the former minister of fisheries believed that fishing companies were
well aware that the IVQ legislation was going to be implemented. Rather than reactive,
coerced behaviour, the intense competition seen up until 2009 is reflective of the
companies’ attempts to position themselves in the best way ahead of the law passing. As
a possible instance of sectorial self-regulation, DL1084 likely did not emerge “as a
political conscience but rather the private sector’s last resource to not loose the
business”.
8.2.2. Seeing between the lines: industrial leveraging of environmental impact claims

At this point it is worth reflecting that though DL1084 is connected to the events of El
Niño, the regulatory currents it flowed with were already well underway by 2008. In
saying that “Peru was one of the only countries that has put in place fishing quotas at a
moment when the biomass was healthy”, the industry indirectly admits that this quota
legislation was more about economic restructuring than fisheries management per se:
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“We could have waited a few more years before applying the quota system, it wasn’t
urgent”. Conversely, when asked why the years leading up to DL1084 evidenced an
almost extreme example of race-to-fish dynamics, the industrial company manager
explained that even if the large companies represented 80% of processing capacity at
the time, they only held 60% of the fishing capacity. They were “forced” into the race
by the remaining 40%. Disagreement amongst companies and lack of regulatory ability
in the state were also said to have contributed, while formalization arrangements and
license purchases were actively progressing in closed meeting rooms.
The fishing company manager shared that the industry’s position with regards to
environmental impact was: “we believe that there was an excessive pressure on the
resource”. They backed up the statement with the common explanation that the race to
fish was barbaric and too temporally compressed. From the academic researcher’s
standpoint, if this pressure were indeed more chronic than punctual now, these
arguments would hold true: the ecosystem could accumulate more food over more time,
which would be a more positive scenario. However, according to the fishmeal plant
operator, if the idea had really been to improve on the environmental impacts of the
fishery, the mechanism should have incentivized fishing less volume and generating
more added value, and there are multiple indications of the opposite.
To maximize quality and efficiency, refrigeration systems should have been widely
deployed in the anchoveta fishery, as they have been for jurel and caballa (mackerel
species). Since the goal of the fishery remains to produce as much as possible in the
least amount of time, fleet operators have been reticent to give up hold capacity for new
systems. Conversely, waiting lines in front of plants are said to have been reduced by
installing more pumps and building new stocking wells at each plant, but spoilage in the
hold or factory stocking wells remains a normal part of the industrial business. Fleets
can focus on fishing and processing the same in fewer days and with less people, only it
is now driven by economic efficiency rather than competition. To support this model,
they have built larger, more powerful boats and larger nets. Where the largest ship used
to have 350 tonnes of hold capacity, most industrial ships today have more than 500.
The academic researcher also corroborated that “every time they [industrial ships] go
out to fish, they come back with the hold as full as possible”. Catch landings reflect a
puzzling discrepancy however: when ships unload at their own plants, their holds are
usually reported as 50 to 60% full, while usually around 80-90% full when unloading at
another company’s plant. The researcher interviewed suggested that it could be taken as
an indication that quota “high grading” (underreporting of catches) is taking place.
Certainly, now that fishing no longer ends for the whole industry the moment the TAC
is reached, there are strong incentives to try unloading more throughout the year and it
is harder to monitor each vessel than it was the entire fishery when all had to stop
fishing at the same time.
8.2.3. Longstanding problems

Several interviewees brought up the fact that the IVQ scheme has diverted attention
away from the TAC when in fact it is more critical than ever. First, because companies
no longer blindly compete for the largest share but rather manage a set percentage of the
total, calculated from and thus varying based on the TAC. Second, because the way in
which the TAC is fixed has not changed. In particular, IMARPE’s protocol to calculate
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the TAC remains without legal basis and the institute is simply trusted to do what’s best
without legal obligation. “If this isn’t calculated with the correct parameters, the
[individual] quota doesn’t count: it doesn’t matter how much you spread it, it’s always
going to be unsustainable” said the academic researcher.
On the matter of discarded catches, the industrial company manager explained that
the fishery does not stand to gain much from being more selective given the added costs
of each fishing manoeuvre and the minimal protein variance for sizes above the 12 cm
juvenile threshold. Furthermore, with the increasing market requirement for high
protein content, fleets strictly control the number of catches on each trip to minimize
spoilage, imposing maximum time allowances at sea for refrigerated and nonrefrigerated ships. The vice-minister agreed that in theory, IVQ’s raised the incentives
to keep only optimal catches but that there was little incentive to be selective beyond
avoiding juveniles in the case of anchoveta.
In general however, estimates relating to illegal practices also remain notably absent
from quota calculations in spite of being well known. These include: errors in weighing
landings with large proportions of fish falling off the scale and going undeclared;
discarding of fish at sea to avoid fines for exceeding juvenile allowances27; and
increased catches in the DHC fishery. Added up, these should translate into a correction
factor of 10-20% according to the academic researcher, but industrial companies have
reacted very defensively every time the topic of further adjusting the TAC calculation
has been brought up.
8.2.4. New artisanal sector conflicts

According to the former vice-minister, one of DL1084’s biggest flaws is to have
radically changed the regulatory norms of the industrial fishery while promoting fishing
for DHC without any regulatory provisions28. It was previously assumed that the
artisanal catch was small and could be neglected but according to the academic
researcher, it has become very significant, increasing by as much as five times in some
areas since 2009. It is logical to assume that actors from the unregulated artisanal sector
now attempt to participate in the regulated industrial one, and that “through this hole,
the whole scheme will be defined”.
When asked why the industrial sector has not made issue of the artisanal fleets’
unregulated exploitation of the resource, the former vice-minister speculated that it was
probably because the industrial companies indeed now exploit this loophole. Moreover,
they suspected that industrial fleets directly recycled the boats they no longer needed for
IHC fishing (thanks to quotas) in the DHC fishery. Concurrently, the academic
researcher told that very large proportions of anchoveta landed for DHC are
immediately directed towards the production of residual fishmeal. There have also been
reports of DHC plants being employed for simple initial processing in order to mask
that the fish is later directed towards IHC production. The regional governments that are
27

According to the academic researcher, at times of heightened spawning, ships can pull in and discard as
many as four nets of fish until they catch one with the ‘right’ proportion of juveniles. There exist fisheries
where the problem of discarded catches is monitored via sensors placed on nets but for now such systems
have been deemed too expensive for the anchoveta fishery.
28
It is unclear however if this absence of legislation was an intentional measure to create a new market in
abidance with the last article of DL1084 that states that DHC was “to be promoted”.
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responsible for the regulation of the DHC fishery are not coordinating their monitoring
efforts, nor reporting back to PRODUCE.
This is an unfortunate new source of informality especially since the IVQ scheme
already allowed for a formalization of the Viking fleet, and now there are fears that the
same latent formalization could now be given to artisanal vessels. Even if the artisanal
fleet already dedicates itself to fishing for the industrial companies, to officially allow
them to fish for IHC would destabilize the whole system and further weaken
governance. As these problems worsen, tensions will rise and the whole industry will
have to wake up to the fact that the artisanal fleet also holds incredible social power.
In reality, a quota should be in place for the entire species and an intervention is
needed: what is caught in one sector should take away from what the other can catch. At
the same time, the former vice-minister admitted that “I can’t ask an industrial sector to
be the banner of sustainability, because it’s not its role, […] it’s the public sector that
watches over resources. He is business [and] the industrial fishery is a super profitable
business”.
8.3. Changing companies

All interviewees commented that the corporate culture of the new companies that
entered the sector after 1998 constituted an important factor of change. The NGO
director mentioned new young professionals that were more knowledgeable about the
sustainable management of environmental resources. The consultant also hypothesized
that the legislative change might have been aided by the adaptive outlook of companies
led by a different generation and modernized structures. The new large companies were
also much more oriented towards business and diversification than running a closed
traditional fishing operation, moving on from the cycle of debt and maximum fishing
effort that led to errors in the past. The industrial company manager expressed that the
globalization of Peruvian fishing companies also brought them a necessary injection of
longer-term vision with foreign shareholders and owners lending invaluable new
management experience. At the same time, the academic researcher concurred that
Peru’s ability to integrate foreign expertise within its own domestic enterprises has
always been a source of robustness for the fishing sector and that in this case global
connections could again be considered on the whole positive.
The new companies’ entry into the fishery also coincided with changes in the global
market. The consultant and academic researcher felt that fishmeal companies were
getting pressured by their buyers to improve the quality and ‘certifiability’ of their
products at all levels: in terms of management, conservation and traceability standards.
At international conferences, they expressed growing difficulties to enter new markets
and feared that their existing clients might also close their doors. The industrial
company manager corroborated this in mentioning that international clients of the
globalized economy were demanding higher quality products, particularly in the case of
new DHC products such as protein concentrates and fish oil for DHC, and new IHC
products for the growing global aquaculture industry. They are also counting on
employing fishmeal as the foundation for a new Peruvian aquaculture industry as the
demand for DHC anchoveta, currently at around 200-300 thousand tonnes per year,
flattens around 500-600 thousand tonnes in the future. The consultant saw these changes
as reflecting that “the strength of the market is in reality a regulator in countries like
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Peru more than the actual Peruvian regulatory apparatus”. According to them, it would
continue being the dominant influence on Peru’s environmental standard for the near
future. The evolution of fishmeal production in the last 15 years exemplifies this reality.
Before, fishmeal was mainly produced with a direct-fire system that could only yield
standard-class fishmeal. The shift in demand towards higher quality fishmeal prompted
Peruvian producers to convert their plants to steam drying in order to meet world
market specifications for protein content percentages of between 64 and 68% protein
(which are designated as “prime” and “super prime”). The fact that Peru now produces
mostly higher protein percentage fishmeal is the result of processing technology, rather
than catch management as the companies often like to advertise. Though market
demand and profits were behind this shift, industrial companies still congratulate
themselves for investing in technologies that have reduced pollution and incentivized
the management of spoilage at sea. The residual fishmeal producer was quick to explain
that still more progress is possible: a fishmeal of up to 70% protein can be obtained if
the whole supply chain is refrigerated. Such careful management is nearly impossible
however for companies running 150-200 tonne-per-hour plants handling daily landings
of 5,000-6,000 tonnes. Smaller plants in the artisanal sector processing refrigerated
“residual DHC fishmeal” handle such small volumes that they can manage them for
quality.
Nevertheless, amidst all these references to change however, interviewees still
characterized the general industry mentality as self-interested and coercive. The NGO
director explained that these companies are used to exercising their power directly
through relations with the minister and through state institutions. It is openly known that
corruption remains important, particularly in the artisanal sector. They commonly
employ fear tactics to resist change or push through the measures that suit them. Several
interviewees brought up the example of respected marine biologist Patricia Majluf’s
brief term as vice-minister in 2011. She tried to unveil and handle corruption, and every
possible obstacle was thrown her way. The NGO director speculated that maybe she
was too fast or not political enough, but as was seen, “you can’t kick the monster
because it merely taps you and you’re gone”. When the companies have a minister they
do not like, they behave impossibly and operate through the press to have them
removed. They have used their own workers to protest against the ministry, co-opting
the social mechanism of protest.
Other than in rhetoric and strategic management of operations, these companies are
said to lack the will to contemplate their impacts, now or into the future: the industry is
still guided by a short-term mindset. By way of example, the academic researcher
shared that even in 2012, an industrial fishing company manager had told them that:
“the one who doesn't think about tomorrow becomes rich today”.
8.4. State capacity to govern the fisheries sector

Even after more than a decade of notable economic growth, the Peruvian state remains
underfunded. Tax surpluses that have only recently become part of the budget still have
to be funnelled towards basic priorities: fighting poverty, building basic infrastructure,
covering health, education and justice programmes. According to the former minister of
fisheries, Peru gets about 50% of its GDP through informal business and the absence of
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state control is a reality in almost all economic activities, especially in the case of
extractive industries.
Companies involved in natural resource exploitation are the least regulated and most
free to operate in Peru. Regulation more often than not depends on the sector’s own
institutional composition or the private sector’s initiative as in the case of DL1084,
because the Peruvian state lacks the structure and competencies needed to drive
permanent public policies. According to the former minister, this is why historically, the
government’s thin policy platform has primarily revolved around macroeconomic
adjustments: tax policies, monetary policies, bank regulations, international trade
policies, and that there are no institutional policies in education, heath, agriculture or
fisheries.
“Preoccupation for the environment appears once certain economic necessities are
fulfilled” as the consultant shared. In fact, as the ex-minister expressed, “environmental
reclamations are [typically] a reclamation of excuse for material advantages, more than
a conscious protest. It is used as an intermediate to obtain greater material benefit”. The
dominance of economic concerns dictates that resource exploitation is almost always
first driven to its maximum sustainable limit before any concerns erupt. The academic
researcher expressed hope and cynicism regarding the possibility of the government
ever moving on from a position where it merely reacts to shape economic interests.
They believed that it would continue as long as elected officials have their hands tied by
campaign backers.
Peru still has a very limited occupation of its ocean and neither its navy nor fishing
fleet has the capacity to cover the 200-mile territorial limit. Though the ocean is
ideologically part of the territory, materially the connection barely extends beyond the
initial 12 miles. It remains in many ways “an open frontier to be conquered” as the exminister expressed, which right now is likely trespassed upon by foreign fleets that the
Peruvian government does not have the capacity to regulate. There is a natural tendency
to leave aside the ocean, “since we don’t feel, see or touch it” said the NGO director,
though in reality the country should cherish the fortune of having an ocean that
continuously bounces back from collapse. Instead, an implicit trust seems to instil the
system that the resource will always remain. It does not seem to consider that around
the world, fisheries are continuously run to the ground as a result of poor management,
beginning with the experiences of its neighbour, Chile.
Indeed, marine issues remain far from the state’s core governance priorities. In the
ex-minister’s own words, fisheries “wasn’t an important ministry” and correspondingly,
the minister of fisheries or PRODUCE have never really been level one professionals.
Budget allotments for public fisheries organisms have been minimal and primarily
focused on covering personnel wages. There is barely any budget for the research
necessary to understanding the underlying ecology. It has not been uncommon for
fishing companies to lend their own vessels in the case of exploratory excursions, which
the industry is happy to grant: as the industrial company manager expressed, “the state
is our principal associate because it takes 30% of our profits as rent tax”.
The former minister of fisheries also expressed that the ministry and now viceministry suffer from a chronic lack of competency and process. The establishment they
relied on as minister either held back information or had neither the capacity nor
personality to provide them with it. “In the fisheries ministry, I had the impression that
when I arrived, they weren’t giving information and when I left, I didn’t give
information; it was a matter of people”. Both the ex-minister and the consultant brought
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up the fact that as a result of Peru having no organized political groups or true parties,
appointed representatives do not concern themselves with setting a political legacy.
A high rotation of public servants continuously undercuts the public sector’s ability
to build political momentum. The turnover for those in public charge of fisheries over
the last ten years has been terrible for the continuity of the political process: five
fisheries and production ministers under Alejandro Toledo and several more under Alan
Garcia. Rather than build in competencies, the state employs independent technical
experts when needed, as the consultant acknowledged. This further highlights that
political decisions in Peru are punctual, issued from a super short-term vision. When
evaluating whether to act, politicians still consider the matter of who they will have to
fight: any positive change requires people who are ready to wade through continuous
waves of confrontation against strong vested interests. This fight costs time, political
image, puts the person at risk of being terminated and any results take a minimum of
five years to materialize. The former vice-minister corroborated this: “there is no
protection for the person taking decisions” and everyone runs the risk of getting sued.
This often results in paralysis. The structure of power also remains enmeshed with those
guiding the fisheries sector: today the president’s brother does business with foreign
fleets and the first lady’s brothers own ships. “There is a very strong lobby and the
economic power is very rooted within the decision-making apparatus,” said the
academic researcher.
This study provided an opportunity to consult with experts across the sector on their
own career prospects and aspirations to shape the future of fisheries in Peru. When
asked what they thought of working in the public sector, all recognized that it was a
very difficult choice to justify in spite of it representing a privileged position from
which to effect change. The public sector’s major pressing problem mentioned by every
interview subject was wage structure. Throughout the public sector, paid salaries are so
low that qualified professionals seldom elect to compete for these positions. The viceministry of fishery was seen as overly hierarchical, and a toxic work environment where
conflict, inside deals and corruption are common place. Finally, the public sector is
perceived as non-dynamic, non-forward-thinking and critically lacking of incentives for
good work. Even the former vice-minister shared that in effect, “one goes to the public
sector to de-capitalize themselves”. These barriers to attracting or retaining qualified
public servants underpin the entire political process of managing fisheries in Peru.
8.5. IMARPE and supporting decision-making with research

When asked whether the Humboldt Current System is truly one of the best-monitored
marine ecosystems in the world, the academic researcher agreed that this could be true
if considering only the volume and quantity of data. In terms of quality however, they
felt that the system significantly lacks depth and the exploratory research needed to
provide valid insight into marine ecological conditions. Nevertheless, though the
monitored data have remained the same over time, there should still be enough
information to support the adoption of a more ecosystem-centric approach. In principle,
IMARPE has access to a wealth of data sources but it lacks the budget to tap them. Like
the rest of the ministry, the institute is severely under-capitalized.
A prime example of IMARPE’s limited scope is that the monitoring system does not
consider the effect of industrial fishing on other species, either directly through bycatch
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or indirectly by compromising their food supply. The necessary cross monitoring
between species or even fisheries does not exist either. According to the academic
researcher, IMARPE also lacks the ability to react appropriately to the risk of an El
Niño event, and much less to future anthropogenic climate change. Complicating this
function is the fact that IMARPE is under high pressure to avoid declaring an El Niño
event because banks react by setting higher interest rates and lowered credit. There are
also no provisions in place to protect governance capacity from the extreme pressure to
relax regulations when the TAC is reduced and demand for fish surges. As the academic
researcher reflected, “when you see the fragility of the sustainability in relation to
moments of scarcity, […] there is no ad hoc process to say ‘ok, we stop fishing’ ”.
PRODUCE’s power to modify IMARPE’s recommendations at will is the subject of
much speculation and myth. The NGO director voiced the common critique:
“It’s much easier to manage one institution, because there’s no competition of
information. […] Research is not part of the Peruvian business person’s “chip”. […]
And perhaps they’re genuinely thinking of the state and reinforcing IMARPE, but I
don’t believe it. […] It seems to me that they even consider themselves above the
independent and objective inspections of their own boats”.
According to the industrial company manager however, if taken, the decision to
modify IMARPE’s scientific advice would lead to more problems than benefits. The
former vice-minister reminded that it is important for the management process that
PRODUCE conserve the authority to fix the quota because it is a political decision. The
scientific and socioeconomic divide between them is there to ensure that all three areas
of priority remain, and in a dynamic world, IMARPE’s recommendations cannot be
100% followed. The real matter, as the fishmeal plant operator shared, is how
PRODUCE makes its decisions and to what extent it coordinates itself with SNP
demands.
Still, of the social, economic and environmental areas that make up sustainability,
the former vice-minister thought that environmental data were most lacking. They
acknowledged that while IMARPE is in deep need of financial re-capacitation, it also
needs establish clear new design protocols to keep up with its mandate. In particular,
reporting approaches should be able to adapt to new evaluation criteria: there are no
indicators to measure the impact of DL1084 on sustainability in the fishery. Multidisciplinary communication between technical areas in PRODUCE should improve on
the whole but without compromising the core expertise and integrity of its constituent
parts.
On the private side, official research agendas are said to be limited and reflective of
their short-term outlook, but every fishing company has a department of biologists.
There is also a lot of collaboration between companies in terms of stock discovery and
fishing effort coordination for certain species. Companies are also disposed to respect
the rule that IMARPE inspectors be allowed onboard any ship to collect data. From the
one interview, the industry position appears to be that IMARPE should preserve the
authority to conduct stock assessments and that it has enough data and cooperation from
the fleets to do its job. Its long history and list of accolades makes it implicitly
trustworthy. The academic researcher decried this tendency to compliment IMARPE on
its work and say that its research is so complete that little can be added, because at the
same time, industrial fishing companies hypocritically opposed themselves to the public
organism being internationally audited. This evidences a kind of double standard,
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whereby “they’re doing it very well but don’t touch them”. Furthermore, the SNP had
its own research institute through the 1990’s until around 2003 and its closure is
speculated to have coincided with the time when the private sector got more involved
with PRODUCE’s management decisions. According to the former vice-minister, rather
than concentrating environmental knowledge around IMARPE, Peru should be
considering the kind of independent multidisciplinary research institutes developed by
other South-American countries (Colombia and Brazil) to lend auxiliary services to
public decisions and facilitate dialogue across the public-private divide.
The perspective from the academic front is that at the moment, information is rarely
used to do anything. Neither the industry nor the government values quality research
and the academic sector plays merely temporary accessorial roles in the political
process. For these reasons, the researcher believed that the academic sector’s role has to
serve a more activist function: “it has to be much more active in political management,
to make noise, raise awareness on a national scale”. Similarly, there has to be stronger
co-management where the government and academia connect more with civil society,
through the press, in their approach to managing resources. Peruvian research
institutions have also found significant success in attaching themselves to international
organizations, the FAO, the U.S. Government and several global NGO’s.
8.6. DL1084 as a political landmark

Although DL1084 embodies a host of contradictions, according to the NGO director, it
is an improvement. It succeeds as an IVQ scheme in providing relevant incentives to
reduce overcapacity, but as much as these have prompted reports of a reduction29, a
2011 comprehensive analysis on the fishery by Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University
found that the total active capacity fluctuated considerably from month to month, and
could not be considered to have changed significantly from before (De La Puente et al.
2011). As a measure designed to advance the sustainability (a term that remains poorly
understood) of the fishery, the fact that at multiple levels control mechanisms cannot yet
guarantee that the scheme be respected makes it hard to qualify as a success.
The emphasis now is on improving the mechanisms through which these laws are
applied, beginning with the responsible institutions. The fishmeal plant operator
summed it up as: “Of all the countries, it [Peru] doesn't suffer from an absence of laws;
it suffers for matters of lack of control, or due to lack of will to follow what's already
established”. According to the former vice-minister the three priorities going forward
should be: (1) improving the monitoring, control and vigilance parts of the law for they
still retain much of their former structure; (2) resolving the issue of the unregulated
artisanal fishery; and (3) upgrading the scientific research apparatus to support an
ecological, not just sustainable, analysis of the fishery.
On a macro level, it is a matter of building in capacity and flexibility in the decisionmaking apparatus. As such, the emphasis should be on the creation of effective
structures, rather than strategic plans or roadmaps. With regards to the sector, the
government cannot count on its logic to change on it own and will have to guide it
through incentives: “for the business man to change, he’s going to do it for profits” as
the former minister said. Under the new economic configuration however, the state’s
29

The interviewed consultant offered a figure of 40% while Paredes (2010) found there to be 31% less
boats in 2009 than in 2007.
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role has to move beyond enforcing quotas and focus on directly engaging the investors
and stakeholders of the fishery.
This study has focused on DL1084 from the Peruvian perspective. This lens,
enhanced by political ecological insights into the fishery, makes it possible to appreciate
what the former vice-minister meant with the following comment:
“It seems to me that you have to take advantage of opportunities, that always what
you're going to do is not perfect, and that you'll always need a process. So given this,
independently of how DL1084 came to be, if it was due to the FTA or not, if it was
this person or that person, this could have been done or this, the key point is that the
system is already there and is in the process of implementation. I think that to already
have done this, is a big achievement”
This point of view was shared by several other interviewees who acknowledged that
changes as a result of environmental concern, whether genuine or not, are rare in Peru,
especially changes accompanied by legal reform. To them it signified that now the legal
system could be employed to demand compliance, enforcement and insist on what has
been agreed upon, even if this is difficult to carry out in fisheries.
Viewed from the outside, to appreciate the significance of the legislative landmark
when it is tied to so many forces that run counter to its stated objectives represents a
paradox. As will be discussed, the reflex is to consider DL1084 for its contents and
impacts, but in this case it should also be analyzed from the point of view of process
and historical trajectories. Conversely however, even if it stands as a successful legal
intervention in the political process of managing fisheries in Peru, on a concrete level, it
represents a fundamental shift in power. According to the fishmeal plant operator, with
DL1084 the industrial companies have “permitted that the state disconnect from its
regulatory and control work such that they [the companies] themselves become those
who self-regulate, auto-control”.
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9. DISCUSSION

This research project began with the question of whether DL1084 is an effective
response to the problems that it is designed to address. The preceding chapters have
illustrated to what extent the answer depends on the specificity of the terms of inquiry.
This discussion intends to progressively screen the law through the separate frameworks
that have arisen during analysis in order to perhaps arrive at some conclusions on what
this law signifies for the future of the Peruvian anchoveta fishery.
9.1. As a corrective measure
9.1.1. Overcapacity and the race to fish

The race to fish and associated incentives to increase fishing capacity were a product of
the TAC imposing a limit on how much anchoveta can be caught. At the same time, it is
not unreasonable to suggest that without a TAC, these dynamics would have also
emerged and worsened as a result resource shortage, as predicted by Hardin (1968).
DL1084’s IVQ resource privatization scheme offers the market path to eliminating the
negative collective dynamics of the open access common pool.
Overcapacity and unrecorded catches have long been identified as a chronic threat to
the anchoveta fishery. The 1994 bylaw of the LGP specifically targeted the issue by
setting up a ban on new licenses and strict conditions for transferring existing ones. The
2001 bylaw recognized anchoveta as a fully exploited resource and as such, again
prohibited any increase in fleet size. After both of these legislative interventions
however, capacity continued to increase. The preoccupation with capacity was mirrored
in the interviews with the former minister and vice-minister, who recognized that
behind the push for IVQ’s came the realization that the state had neither the resources
nor the capacity to directly control the issue (state-administered entry rights) and elected
to tap into market mechanisms.
DL1084 implemented a system that could be directly integrated into economic
projections: a quasi-permanent entitlement to a specific amount of the available fish that
can be accumulated. With guaranteed access and minimal competition, quota holders
accordingly optimized their active fishing assets. What is peculiar in this instance is that
much of the capacity adjustment happened before the law, as a result of concentration.
Interviews suggested that the companies that survived the financial crisis and those
attracted by the investment opportunities it created, identified capacity buy-up as a
competitive strategy. Whether this was immediately more profitable, or due to the new
companies’ way of doing business and will to integrate their supply chains, a pursuit of
economies of scales, or a strategic positioning ahead of expected property rights reform,
is hard to conclusively say. Certainly, interviewees mentioned all of them. IVQ’s had
long been on the discussion table and with significant support from the SNP, it is
reasonable to assume that the legislation was predictable enough to hedge on its
implementation, especially in the lead-up to the FTA.
From an access perspective, this corresponded to companies employing multiple
structural and relational mechanisms of gaining power to benefit from the resource:
capital as their means to purchase others assets, capital in the form of the equipment
stores they were building up, and investments in technology that increased their
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competitiveness (Ribot & Peluso 2009). Through their collective voice at the SNP,
industrial companies also focused their strands of access to state authority. In
participating closely with the legal process, they were building up access through
knowledge as well. When the state passed DL1084, it exercised its maximum capacity
as the focusing point of bundles of power to define and enable access through a new
legal-rights based mechanism scheme.
Some interviewees shared that total active capacity in the industrial fishery had
dropped since passage of the law, however as has been previously cited, research into
the matter appears to contradict this (De La Puente et al. 2011). Certainly, reduced
competition and increased opportunity to select catches enhance profitability, but as
such also ratchet up the incentive to exceed output controls (Charles 1995). Given the
sources currently available, it is difficult to know then if there has been progress
towards curbing the estimated 72% of excess capacity in 2008 other than recognizing
that the economic efficiency incentives are now there to do so, in conjunction with
equally strong incentives to reinvest that capacity elsewhere to tap into illegal rightsbased access mechanisms (Aranda 2009a).
The impact on the race to fish is even harder to quantify however. For example, a
2010 report stated that the number of fishing days increased from 52 in 2008 to 189 in
2009 (Paredes 2010) but as seen in this study’s own quantitative analysis, what qualifies
or not as a fishing day is defined by a subjective threshold. The figures obtained from
IMARPE data in section 7 indicate that the average daily catch did appreciably drop
starting in 2009, however the peak of extraction for the main February-March season
followed even more pronounced than before. The frequency count graph of daily
landings indicated a skew towards larger daily landings following the implementation of
DL1084, which could be a reflection of what interviewees shared about the use of larger
vessels (built through quota transferability mechanisms), and fleet operators being more
strategic about deploying their assets and filling hold capacity. This potentially
illustrates a major discrepancy between what is thought and presented to happen as a
result of the new law, and what is taking place. Furthermore, considering that pressure
on stocks is both temporally and geographically applied, it is reasonable to assume that
larger boats strategizing to maximize their holds have just as much of a drastic punctual
impact on the shoals of fish they depredate as the whole industry was assumed to have
on the entire population through the race to fish. The larger daily catches of the preDL1084 period were spread over the entire coastline, and conversely, catch data
indicate that current fleets are showing even more of a preference for extraction
concentrated around a period of abundance. This corroborates the simulated and applied
experience that IVQ’s require a complimentary control measure to properly work
(Stefansson & Rosenberg 2005): limits on the number of boats (not just quotas),
capacity or time at sea would make good starting points for new input controls. The fact
that investment in capture technology often mandates that fishing become more efficient
and productive is a double mechanism to promote larger catches that has been
documented before (Finley 2007).
9.1.2. Informal fishing and illegal practices

The relaxed measures that followed the 1997-98 El Niño opened the door to many new
vessels that continued unregistered in the fishery well into the following decade. At the
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same time, the competitive race-to-fish environment facilitated the participation of
unregistered vessels and of them going unnoticed. IVQ’s have created stricter barriers to
participation but as shared by interviewees, much of the enhanced vigilance control
structures seen today30 are a product of private sector led initiatives in the lead-up to the
law. Several also admitted that it has become harder to monitor the industry when quota
holders in theory have no pressure to fish at any specific time of the year, and certainly
all commented on the virtually unchanged and under-capacity condition of state
regulatory institutions.
DL1084’s opening of a new DHC loophole is more significant when considered
from the perspective that the DHC fishery was also used to bring new ships to
participate in the industrial fishery in the 1990’s after the 1994 LGP put a cap on vessel
licenses. This new source of informality and unreported catches constitutes a clear
illegal rights-based mechanism enabling access to new benefits (ironically connected
with a new clause in the law). Whilst the former vice-minister made convincing
arguments regarding the need to set a TAC that encompasses both IHC and DHC
fisheries, it is hard to imagine this happening in a way that as feared would not
formalize new actors, and result in yet another violation of the 2001 LGP bylaw’s
provisions for fully-exploited resources.
Finally, the primary incentives currently in place to limit the bycatch and juvenile
impacts of the fishery are that fleets now in theory have less pressure to fish whatever
they find, they can be more selective. However, if they were to bring back a catch that
exceeded bycatch or juvenile allowances, the resultant temporal ban from fishing is now
much less of a penalty under the IVQ system. On the other hand, as the academic
researcher pointed out, ships now have more time to discard catches that do not
correspond to what they are looking for, with the responsibility to report spawning and
juvenile presence still entirely in the hands of IMARPE. One reassuring fact is that
industrial companies have imposed limits on the time their vessels can spend at sea in
order to reduce resource spoilage: this applies some constraints on how temporally
selective ships can be with their catches.
9.1.3. Environmental outcomes

DL1084 was innovative for recognizing that previous regulatory frameworks did not
allow for the efficient exploitation of resources, represented a threat to the environment,
and compromised ecosystem balance. The improved efficiencies of the sector since the
law passed have been amply reported upon thus far. The interviews also suggested that
the industry has implemented less polluting technologies and measures to control catch
spoilage at sea. These endogenous industry adaptations aside, other than IMARPE’s
stated intentions to progressively implement the EAF, this research project has not
uncovered evidence of the new law improving on more than the first of its three stated
negative environmental outcomes. The management regime remains a bioeconomic
product of the MSY paradigm that is focused on a target resource instead of the
ecosystem (Garcia & Hayashi 2000)
One would have hoped that the interviews would elicit mention of environmental
initiatives or measures not covered in the literature review. On the contrary,
30
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interviewees emphasized the underfunded state of IMARPE, the ongoing monospecificity of fisheries management policies (or lack of ecosystem considerations) and
increasing informal and undocumented artisanal fishing operations. The bundles of
power nested in the scientific authority remain too weak to shape the means of access
related to knowledge and cause a shift in discourse and management targets. The
anchoveta’s biological status remains determined from purely stock assessments for
example (Costello et al. 2008). It would have also been interesting to better understand
how MINAM or PRODUCE’s own Environmental Affairs Directorate of Fisheries
(DIGAAP, Dirección General de Asuntos Ambientales de Pesquería) participate, but
these were not mentioned. For an indication of these institutions’ environmental
function, the best source is Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University’s 2011
comprehensive report on the anchoveta fishery, yet even it commits few words to
describing their peripheral roles (De La Puente et al. 2011). It appears that the future of
environmental and sustainability concerns in the fishery are destined to stem from
IMARPE.
9.2. As a lens on the fishery
9.2.1. The political ecological inception of DL1084

Another way to evaluate DL1084 is from the standpoint of the circumstances that
allowed its inception. The problems that DL1084 addressed had long been known and
IVQ’s had been part of the discourse of how to bring order to the fisheries sector since
at least 1993.
Through interviewees’ insights, DL1084 appears as the result of multi-faceted
political-ecological change in the fishery. The massive financial destabilization that
resulted from the 1998 El Niño event, the crash of fishmeal prices and the financial
crises of 1999 favoured the survival and entry of companies with financial recourse to
find opportunity in the momentarily depressed sector. Interviewees spoke of the
“professionalization” of the sector by diversified (multiple species, products and
markets) and globalized (in outlook, standards, markets, foreign backing31) companies
that now ran their fishing operations from a more strategic business vision. With the
means and will to establish a dominant foothold in the sector, concentration and
accumulation of assets proved the optimal strategy for these companies.
Retrospectively, this strategy paid off at the time as well as pre-emptively in expectation
of IVQ’s. In parallel to their core business, companies lobbied for and built up the
control and vigilance apparatus of the fishery as they saw fit via the forum offered by
the SNP, simultaneously strengthening their relationship with the state. By 2006,
DL1084 was already drafted and made law as part of a massive legislative package
related to an FTA that bypassed congress. Finally, in the years leading up to DL1084’s
implementation, the SNP contracted consultancies to assist in developing its final
clauses for social impact provisions, again shouldered by the private sector. Thus their
pursuit of benefits was first legitimized by legal-rights based mechanisms backed by the
state, and legally maintained and controlled (enforced) by the private systems the
companies pushed to have made law. This secondary bundle of power reflects access
31
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bonds in the mid-1990’s.
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through technology, capital, and most importantly, it indicates incipient authority.
IVQ’s have formalized the means by which to concentrate power and increased the
incentives to do so, as witnessed in other cases where RBM mechanisms have been
employed (Aranda 2009b).
Whilst the literature review emphasized drivers on both private and public sides,
after speaking with actors from across the sector, it appears that DL1084’s inception
was largely tied to changes in the configuration and strategy of fishing companies, and
ongoing shifts in the constitution of authority in the fishery as a result of greater private
sector involvement. Perhaps this is why the Peruvian case lacks the exacerbated
conflicts between the state and exploiters that have erupted in many other instances of
CPR regulatory change. To the state’s credit, one could say that IVQ’s were an
available option because much of the investigative work behind the scheme had already
been done by the public and academic sectors during the 1990’s. Their implementation
however, seemingly happened as a result of the agreement, collaboration and drive of
the industrial companies that had successfully developed existing and new mechanisms
of access, and strengthened their connections to bundles of power. This is somewhat
fitting for a regulatory mechanism founded on market self-regulation, and also reflects
an underlying receptivity to such policies in the state. One could see it as companies
pressuring the state to regulate them. On the other hand, it could be seen as pressure to
hand power back to the market, which the state accepted to relinquish.
There are numerous parallels between the 1990-2009 period and the fishery’s initial
period of inception between 1950 and 1971. As was covered in Chapter 2, following the
El Niño event of 1964-65, the fishmeal industry underwent a concentration of
ownership, a reduction in the number of active plants, fleets were built to compensate
for regional stock shortages, and large technology investments were necessary to
compete. Its capital structure was characterized by heavy debt and high fixed-costs.
Foreign and joint companies accounted for approximately 40% of output ( B. B.
Smetherman & R. M. Smetherman 1973). This was also the period during which the
SNP was born, already prompting warnings against its enormous power over the
decision-making process (Roemer 1970). The permissive state let the race to fish go on
under these circumstances, while resource scarcity led to more intense and weaponized
competition, and finally the fishery completely collapsed with the El Niño event of
1971-72. The military government at the time reacted by nationalizing the whole fleet.
Perhaps herein lie two differentiators of the contemporary industrial anchoveta fishery:
first, that companies now appear conscious of their bottom line depending upon
cooperation, self-regulation and limiting market volatility; and second, that the state is
aware of its limitations or reluctant to take on more responsibilities in managing the
fishery.
9.2.2. Fisheries management by the Peruvian state

All interviewees spoke of the Peruvian government as suffering from a chronic lack of
capacity and organization that prevent it from effectively managing the country’s
natural resources for economic prosperity and well-being. On the other hand, the
neoliberal development model Peru has been following since the early 1990’s would
suggest that a downsized, hands-off, market-assisting government is desirable. To some
extent, the development of DL1084 illustrates this dichotomy of having to strengthen
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the state apparatus while harnessing the self-regulatory capacities believed inherent to
the market. IMARPE’s slow adoption of the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries has the
potential to lead to new reflections on the role of state in facilitating the holistic
integration of the natural environment into the national development agenda.
When the state reacted to the 1998-99 crisis period by relaxing regulations for the
fisheries sector, it allowed the actors that had the means to survive to adopt a more
dominant position in the fishery. By their own rationalizations, it appears that the
industrial companies slowly gained increasing political legitimacy and leverage to
directly participate in the political process. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Fisheries
suffered from slashed budgets and got buried under the expanded economic mandate of
PRODUCE. The interviews conducted for this study did not suggest that DL1084
represents a novel assumption of duty on behalf of the state. To the contrary, the
creation of a new DHC loophole and appropriation of the companies’ own discourse on
sustainability without provision for enhanced biological monitoring by IMARPE
suggests that the only primary change in the management scheme is the advent of
private property rights along with new problems in need of a patch. IVQ’s and industry
self-regulation can be seen as reactions to the resource becoming too commoditized and
complex to govern (Greenberg 2006). Furthermore, if the state’s own regulatory power
is determined by its geopolitical position within the resource commodity chain, then
here both the companies and changing economic conditions compounded to edge out
the state, as it has struggled to adapt to its changing mandate with limited means
(Havice & Reed 2012).
As concluded in the previous chapter, it takes a holistic vision of the political process
in Peru to appreciate how significant this law is from the perspective of a successful
legal initiative to regulate fisheries exploitation, even more so as one that incorporates
the apparent beginnings of a political consideration for the natural marine environment.
As interviewees pointed out, the state will likely always conserve its position to
intervene because the anchoveta fishery remains confined to the Peruvian territory. It is
for now still firmly tied to the Peruvian capital that developed it and the resource’s
nearly miraculous resilience to the myriad forces that threaten its existence and that
keeps it available to the nation. It can be hoped that as the Peruvian state fortifies, it will
also begin to expand the capacity of its lower-ranked ministries.
On the other hand, from the point of view of theoretical CPR management, IVQ’s
are such well-defined property rights that even in the case of marine resources, they can
be appreciated as the advent of a “re-territorialization” of the country by their owners
(Greenberg 2006). This concept is regularly explored from the standpoint of
globalization, wherein IVQ’s can constitute a major advance of territorial integration by
global market forces. The advent of property rights, the generalized pursuit of economic
efficiency, and the dependence upon the market for resource allocation, are part of a
process of widening and deepening markets in economies that easily becomes enmeshed
with the current global expansion and integration in fisheries (Squires et al. 1995). In
this case it can be said that in spite of including foreign actors, the two spaces are not
yet compoundable, and that these new territorializations remain Peruvian. It will be
interesting to see how this process evolves if foreign participation in the fishery
increases or if quotas become completely transferrable. This could represent an
antithetical end result to the Peruvian state’s protectionist and forward-thinking claims
in 1947 to a 200 mile coastal water territorial limit to protect itself against American
fishing fleets and Chile.
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9.3. System perspectives

This thesis has touched upon a broad cross-section of factors considered to be relevant
to the outcome of a fisheries system. It is important to acknowledge the resulting
combination of paradigms: those encompassed by the system of study itself and the
research’s overall approach.
Much of the conceptual framework here employed was developed from experiences
documented in developed countries and is assumed to be relevant to Peru. It is a known
paradox in fisheries management that experiences of the last century in the developed
world are now recycled at a time when nine out of the top twelve fishing nations today
are developing countries (Arias Schreiber 2012). This is why it was necessary to
conduct such a historically broad political ecology of the fishery before analyzing the
contemporary situation. In the process however, it appears that Peru’s experience has
been influenced by many of the same dominant fisheries management paradigms,
beginning with the UNCLOS agreements that back its territorial autonomy: its
international legitimization of geographical existence prescribes that Peru must manage
its resources according to the principles of MSY.
In staying focused on endogenous perceptions and realities, this study has integrated
the way that the modern fisheries management paradigm classifies, registers and maps
the physical space of Peru and organizes the political perceptions around it (Sikor &
Lund 2009). Industrial and artisanal classifications were not questioned, TAC
calculations were mostly taken for precise and above all, the anchoveta species has been
considered uniform across the marine territory.
Rights-based fisheries programmes and allocation of access through individual quota
systems are themselves a dominant current shaping fisheries management today.
Nevertheless, little research work has been done on the consequences of their
privatizations of marine resources (Campling et al. 2012). Here it is relevant to quote
Aguilar Ibarra, Reid and Thorpe on the evolution of such instruments:
“These laws have not simply legitimated the continued applicability of biological
management tools to protect the resource base (minimum catch sizes, closed seasons,
TACs etc.), but represent a decidedly more interventionist approach to contemporary
fisheries management. The recognition, drawn from Chilean experiences of the late1970s and early 1980s, that market-driven policies are likely to encourage
overfishing and overcapitalization saw ideology tempered by pragmatism. Open
access was discarded in favour of a variety of more refined market-related
management measures which seek to “privatize the oceans” ” (2000, p.611).
Supported by the New Economic Model Neoliberal shift in Latin America, the
application of IVQ’s in this fishery reflects an even greater implicit trust in private
forces’ capacity to better manage resources than the state. As the result of a long lineage
of liberal resource management mechanisms, the line between their effective and
political suitability is blurry. While it is reasonable to assume that a tool should fulfill
its purpose while also fitting the hand of its operator, from a paradigmatic perspective,
Peru has implemented a deeply transformative RBM scheme without appearing to factor
alternative approaches in its decision. As the former vice-minister shared, the last time
the FAO’s Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries was brought up as a policy
guideline was in 1995, though IMARPE now emits references to the EAF. While some
see the development of Peru’s IVQ scheme as adopting a ‘more developed’ and
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‘modern’ management programme, it can hardly be described as part of what Arias
Schreiber calls “twenty-first century approaches [that] have recognized the importance
of complex adaptive social-ecological system concepts” (2012, 78).
Indeed, from a broad perspective, the anchoveta fishery seems imbued with
unaccounted for paradigmatic uncertainty. The fishing industry still gauges anchoveta’s
resilience against fishing pressure by its ability to sustain output. A more sound
approach would be to focus on its vulnerabilities:
“By building in the consideration that pelagic species that take on a commercial
value tend to collapse, fisheries managers may decide to develop the infrastructure to
support that fishery at a lower level, knowing that if (or when) the collapse comes,
the dislocations (unemployment, loss of foreign exchange, etc.) it precipitates will be
at a much lower level than might have been the case had the resource been treated as
unlimited” (Glantz 1985, p.9).
However, the unclear impact connections between El Niño events and excessive fishing
pressure make it a viable default option to keep following MSY principles, and for
policymakers to continue giving in to the pressure of the moment rather than acting in
accordance with scientific advice (Glantz 1985). At present, fish are caught beyond
scientists’ ability to assess these catches. On the long-term, the sustainability of the
anchoveta fishery would not only benefit from actively contrasting its ideological
penchants and limited perceptions of the ecosystem, it will have to find a way of
incorporating collapse eventuality and uncertainty into its long-term development
policies, especially ahead of anticipated anthropogenic climate change (Glantz 1985;
Csirke et al. 1996).
The anchoveta fishery presents evidence of the cyclical evolution of capacity buildup and sell-off following the rise and fall of economic profitability that is typical of
renewable natural resource pools. Its pronounced endogenous ecological cycles
differentiate this dynamic from other systems however. From the post 1998-99 crisis
period, it can be said that neoliberal development policies exacerbated the boom and
bust financial evolution of the Peruvian fisheries business and magnified its chronic
indebtedness (Pontecorvo 2011; Comisión Permanente del Pacífico Sur 2006). This
higher undulation subsequently amplified in combination with (not as a result of) the
pronounced underlying ecological cycles. It illustrates the irony of blaming the climate
for affecting the business cycle (Davis 2002): going by Young’s (2010) theory that
abrupt regime changes occur as a result of institutions becoming rigid, brittle and prone
to stress, we can appreciate that it is the anchoveta fishery that magnifies cycles in the
environment rather than the opposite. This seems to have been the case in 1998-99.
9.4. Reflections on research design

Milena Arias Schreiber considers that analyzing legal instruments is part of a new
“empirical approach” to studying fisheries governance (2012, 78). While her methods
are more quantitative, this thesis also elected to focus on legislation as a unit of analysis
that can provide insight into the political-ecological development of how fisheries are
governed in Peru. The stark differences between this project and the previously stated
one illustrate that core perceptions of the legislative process lead to radically different
approaches to studying their outcomes.
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Given the scope of gathered insights, about both the law and Peruvian fisheries
evolution, the unit of analysis proved useful, however the scale could have probably
been better defined. A valid research project could have been founded solely on the role
of IMARPE, on the legislative process of developing DL1084, or on industrial fleet
dynamics. Similarly, interviews could have been more focused on one group of
stakeholders in the fishery: the lengthy synthesis of all the viewpoints accessed by this
study did not leave much room to factor in the more personal experiences of the events
that came up in each conversation. In this respect, it was a good choice to employ
intensive interviews for they allowed the dialogue to flow when subjects resonated with
open questions or wished to share personal anecdotes. Cooperation by all participants
was remarkable overall. Their genuine interest and willingness to share made it very
motivating to go on with the research, and even pose more challenging questions.
This project noticeably lacks two interview perspectives: that of IMARPE and that of
the fisherman. To its defense, the priority placed on cultivating high-level contacts
meant that little time was spent exploring the on-the-ground reality of fishing in Peru,
but even a couple visits to the anchoveta ports north of Lima would have yielded some
useful insights. As for IMARPE, there were several leads but contact was not made fast
enough. Both of these are regrettable because each represents a major inflection point of
this study: the artisanal fishery and the public fisheries scientific entity. There were
other knowledge gaps in the interview process that appeared in retrospect. A key issue
that was left aside was how the north-central and south divide impacts fisheries
management for the species, or how monitoring and regulation are coordinated between
the two. Similarly, because the issue of overcapacity remains largely unresolved, it
would have been interesting to research the existence of a quantitative data set that
could provide some empirical insight into how DL1084 has impacted active fishing
capacity in the industrial fishery. This question only emerged latently in the project
however as it became obvious that a clear answer was not obtainable. Near the end of
the study, an opportunity also appeared to board an anchoveta fishing ship but the northcentral fishing season was closed and for lack of time it was not possible to make the
18-hour bus journey south to Arequipa.
As the analysis of results and the writing process went on, the temporal relevance of
the study became an issue. It is quite probable that statements about the fishery, about
particular institutions, practices, or shortcomings, could now no longer hold true. More
than eight months have passed since the main interview period, and two years have
gone by since the idea of a research project about the fishery first arose. This prolonged
research process meant that it was sometimes difficult to reconnect with the clarity of
the original purpose or not get trapped on exploratory tangents out of wanting to
encompass a wider range of information. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, a
decision was made early on to minimize research through media publications or
physical information sources available in Lima in order to make best use of the already
numerous digital sources available. This helped the research stay concise but it also
excluded many valid potential insights. An ongoing media analysis would have also
allowed tracking of the temporal veracity of findings (if what was learnt stayed true),
along with important deeper insights into the everyday events of the fishery.
Considering the decision to exclude these, it was even more necessary to triangulate and
ground the principal interview method with robustness from two other data sets.
In keeping with the political-ecological framework of this thesis, the goal has been to
elucidate how a law connects to a moment in the social, historical and ecological
relations of the Peruvian anchoveta fishery. A deliberate attempt was made to avoid
developing this as an illustrative case of natural resource management in a developing
country, as several of the secondary sources here referenced have done. This separation
has been hard to maintain given the attractive broader potential connections and
abstractions suggested by sources, but it is hoped that the core of this thesis has
remained first rooted in and relevant to the realities of Peru.
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10. Conclusion

The anchoveta fishery persists as a lucrative large-scale extractive industry in Peru after
60 years of existence. During this time, periods of sustained high-volume exploitation
have been interrupted by multiple crises connected to El Niño events, each followed by
a reorganization of the activity and the state policies by which it is managed. Certainly,
as the largest single-species fishery in the world, it is also unique for its combination of
large profit potential, high levels of biological uncertainty and an incredibly abundant
and resilient resource. From a governance standpoint, Peru’s anchoveta fishery
exemplifies the challenge of balancing economic development, sustained exploitation,
and emerging concerns for the future social well-being and ecological richness of the
nation.
This thesis has established that DL1084 coincided with an economic reorganization
of the fishery born out of the compounded El Niño and financial crises of 1998-99. In
the decade that followed these events, the industrial fleet grew and concentrated in the
hands of a new constellation of large, diversified and globally connected industrial
companies that actively strategized to fortify their mechanisms of access at all levels.
The IVQ management regime implemented by the law supported a reduction in overall
active fishing capacity by eliminating the previously dominant race to fish, and further
supported the economic efficiency priorities of the large companies. In contrast with
expectations however, this did not result in reduced pressure on the resource. Quota
owners have built larger ships and landings data suggest that fleet managers structure
effort even more tightly around given peaks of abundance that can fill new larger hold
capacities. DL1084 applied IVQ’s only to the IHC fishery while (or as a way of)
promoting the capitalization of fishing for DHC. In reality, this created a strong
incentive to build up capacity in the DHC fishery and informally transfer its catches to
the industrial sector to supplement quotas, as has been reported to have taken place.
Therefore, strictly as a market-related CPR and fisheries management incentive
mechanism to reduce capacity, IVQ’s have provided compatible incentives, but they
have not fulfilled the law’s stated mandate to lessen the immediate threat of fishing on
the resource, the environment or the ecosystem balance.
In connection with the transformations occurring in the fishery before and after
DL1084, the industrial companies, represented by the SNP, developed industry-wide
regulatory interventions that are now part of the fisheries management apparatus:
centrally-connected digital landings weigh scales, satellite control of ships, and
inspectors from private certification firms at every landing point. The latter two are
financed via a levy on every tonne of IHC anchoveta landed, as is the social
compensation package that accompanied DL1084. These developments reflect a united
private sector with enough strength to directly participate in the policymaking process,
and the financial resources to take on regulatory measures that would normally be based
out of the state. From an access analysis standpoint, the state remained the legislator but
the authority to maintain and control the means of access in the fishery shifted towards
industry-born bundles and webs of power. Correspondingly, there are strong
suggestions that industrial companies were directly involved in the development of the
new IVQ legislation. It is reasonable to assume that in knowing that property rights
were coming to protect and add value to their investments, companies encountered
added incentive to buy up and concentrate capacity and assets.
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State-driven capacity reduction schemes have been relatively ineffective throughout
the history of the anchoveta fishery. IVQ’s were identified during the mid 1990’s as a
market-related instrument to reduce fishing capacity that could compensate for the
state’s limited ability to regulate the fishery over the large geographical extent of the
resource. It took private backing and the opportunity window of an FTA legislative
package 15 years later to finally make IVQ’s law however. Therefore, not only does
DL1084 stand for the state seeking recourse in the market’s self-regulatory abilities, it
also suggests that it required private-sector (exogenous) backing to apply regulatory
reform to the sector. This reflects a greater concern voiced by almost all fisheries actors
interviewed in this research project: the state, and in particular PRODUCE, the ViceMinistry of Fisheries and IMARPE’s lack of capacity to properly exercise their
governance functions. These public entities still suffer from deep structural and
systemic limitations that prevent them from acting as immediate-term regulatory
authorities, and much less as long-term institution and knowledge developers.
Particularly in relation to its stated sustainable development objectives, the state needs
to strengthen and empower IMARPE as the primary scientific research apparatus in the
marine domain.
While the state can be seen as having relinquished power to the market through
DL1084, all recognize that the advent of a successful norm to structure the exploitation
of fisheries resources is a unique event: a legal precedent that represents new
opportunities to demand compliance and employ the political-legal system to change
how Peru’s natural heritage is managed. With the transfer of function to the private
sector that occurred during these years, the state has an obligation to now engage the
industry directly, first and foremost in order to address the new loopholes that threaten
the system. Perhaps the progressive adoption of an integrated EAF approach to
managing fisheries within ecologically meaningful boundaries can also compliment a
re-evaluation of the state’s role in fisheries (Garcia et al. 2003).
As long as Peru takes the market’s assistance as an incentive to carry out its
regulatory and overseeing duties from an expanded perspective, it should remain in a
good position to manage IVQ’s in a way that strengthens the overall state capacity to
govern over marine resources. As Sikor wrote in 2009, “By investigating how
institutional authority and property rights are recursively constituted, we are also
investigating governance and state formation processes” (p.2). The objective in this case
is to give the ocean greater institutional and societal representation. Conversely, and as
Peruvian fishermen have had to admit, even an ecosystem as large and productive as the
Humboldt Current System can come to reflect the socio-historical and global processes
it is tied to. This research into the impact of DL1084 in the anchoveta fishery has
provided a lens onto the evolving relationship between a nation and its geography.
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